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CBAPTER 1 : INTRODUCTION & EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Section 1.1 = FOREWARD
REPORT OVERVIEW
This chapter provides an overview to the water quality problems
and issues within the Lake Quinsigamond watershed and summarizes
the recommended sewerage system control program for the Belmont
Street drain catchment . The balance of the report is organized
as follows.
* Chapter two presents a physical description of the study area
and pertinent hydraulic and hydrologic parameters.
* Chapter three presents an overview of Belmont Street catchment
area's pollutant emission characteristics. Data collected in the
past together with present observations are described. Probable
problems associated with sewerage system are discussed.
* Chapter four presents a detailed literature review of the
types of controls relevent for consideration. New technologies
are reviewed . This information is provided to the City as a
technical resource for innovative sewerage system controls.
* Chapter five presents the details of modeling analysis of
pollutant emissions from the watershed. Alternative control
programs to reduce contamination at various levels from both the
urban surface and from the deteriorated sewerage system are
formulated and costed. Levels of nutrient reduction are
determined.
* Chapter six presents the detailed descriptions of the
recommended program. The program is outlined in phases so as to
minimize capital outlay . Schedules , monitoring overview between
phases of work are given.
CHAPTER OVERVIEW
An historical perspective of the various pollution control
programs within Lake Quinsigamond is provided in Section 2 . The
recommended level of phosphorus control for the Belmont Street
catchment emissions is presented in Section 3. In Section 4 the
Belmont Street drain's impact on water quality within Lake
Quinsigamond is graphically portrayed via documented storm event
photos . Elements of the recommended implementation program are
summarized in Section 5 .
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Section 1.2 : THE LAKE QUINSIGAMOND WATER QUALITY PROBLEM
Within recent years, the Lake Quinsigamond Basin has benefited
from nearly complete abatement of point source discharges .This
abatement program has been in the form of elimination of point
sources by the construction of interceptor sewers which discharge
out of the basin to a regional WWTP .These improvements have
done much to improve the quality of tributary streams in the
basin and to reduce public health hazards in the streams and in
the Lake . From time to time however, sanitary sewer lift
stations on both sides of the Lake malfunction and cause sewage
to still overflow into the Lake for short periods .
In spite of the abatement of point sources, survey data over the
last decade indicate that certain pollutional indices have shown
little improvement . Dissolved oxygen in the portions of the lake
below the surface layer (hypolimnion) is depleted for critical
periods in the late summer. This condition reduces the capacity
of the lake to support fish. These problems may be directly
related to urban runoff pollutant inputs which have replaced the
point source loads as both urbanization and point source
abatement have proceeded simultaneously.
Eutrophication and hypolimnetic dissolved oxyaen depletion are
the Lake's most serious water quality problems*':1^ Eutrophication
affects virtually all water uses. When a lake receives plant
nutrients (principally phosphate and nitrate), the nutrients tend
to accumulate -. The accumulation rate is increased by the
addition of extra nutrients.*-14^ The nutrient input to Lake
Quinsigamond has been high for many years. Hypolimnetic
dissolved oxygen depletion is a result of these nutrient loads
and their capacity to support algal populations.
Stormwater runoff in the Lake Quinsagamond watershed is a major
source of lake pollution.((/) Pollutants such as phosphorus are
associated with non-dissolved solids in high proportions.
Pollutants such as nitrogen in various forms and dissolved
phosphorous are also significant.
Although there is a negative response to stormwater loadings.
Lake Quinsigamond has been blessed with substantial buffering
capacity against these stormwater pollutants. The abundance of
iron to precipitate phosphorous and deep Lake depths have
maintained the recreational uses in spite of watershed
urbanization . But dissolved oxygen problems arise in the
hypolimnion as a result of the nutrient loads. These problems
limit the fish habitat and encourage recycling of bottom sediment
metals.
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Dissolved phosphorous is key to the rate of eutrophication and
the hypolimnetic dissolved oxygen depletion rate. Particulate
phosphorous control will have only a minimal immediate impact on
the dissolved oxygen problem although such control may help by
reducing sediment phosphorous and subsequent weed growth and
decay-. Significant improvement in hypolimnetic dissolved oxygen
levels will require a substantial reduction in dissolved
phosphorus.
The severity of the dissolved oxygen depletion problem can be
seen by inspection of Figure 1.1 -. Dissolved oxygen profiles were
surveyed by Walker (1987) for two locations in the Lake , the
upper lake near Coal Mine Brook , and the central portion of
the lake under the Route 9 Bridge. Comparable survey plots taken
during the 1980 (and earlier) programs at similar times of year
are shown for reference ^l? The results are disturbing as it
appears that dissolved oxygen levels have deteriorated from 1980
till 1987 for similiar climatic periods.
The Lakers depth and high hypolimnetic iron concentrations help
limit internal phosphorous cycling and thus the Lake1s
susceptibility to algal problems. But, as oxygen depletion
becomes more severe , the iron resource is depleted due to the
formation of insoluble ferrous sufides.This feedback mechanism
can promote internal phosphorous cyling from Lake bottom
sediments which, in turn, can promote additional algal growth and
further oxygen depletion. Given the high external loadings from
its watershed, the Lake's ability to retain or trap phosphorous
could be crippled. This situation would significantly increase
algal productivity and further water quality problems would
result-*
For this reason, the noted increase in oxygen depletion in Figure
1.1 ( whether caused by high rainfall year or notf or whatever
other reasons ) is alarming . Immediate and significant actions
to reduce external loadings are necessary now.
Section 1.3: THE LAKE QDINSIGAMOND CLEANUP : HOW MUCH CONTROL ?
A perspective of "how much " control is necessary can be seen by
inspection of several of the study's findings summarized in Table
1-. 1 and discussed below.
* First, the projected increase in total phosphorus loadings to
the Lake as a result of urban growth within the catchment
relative to 1981 baseline levels is'about 24% (Walker,Meta) t-i,U)
* Second , total phosphorous loadings from the Belmont Street
drain is estimated at about 24% of total input to the Lake. The
dissolved phosphorus loading from the Belmont Street drain is
about 15% of the total dissolved loading.
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Table 1.1
SUMMARY OF TOTAL PHOSPHORUS LOADINGS
FROM BELMONT STREET DRAIN CATCHMENT
TO LAKE QUINSIGAMOND
A B
TOTAL P
DISSOLVED P
100%
100%
124.4%
104.4%
24-. 1%
15-. 3%
10.0%
7.0%
14.2%
8.2%
key:
A: 1981 total phosphorus loading to lake ( all sources) (. 2> I)
B: Future loading to lake ( 1995 ) ( all sources )
C: Total existing phosphorus loadings from Belmont St. drain
D: Contribution from existina runoff ( Belmont St. drain )
E: Contribution from existinq baseflow ( Belmont St. drain )
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* Third, the noted phosphorus loadings from the Belmont Street
drain were determined to derive from two principal sources. The
traditional wet weather urban surface loading or "urbanization "
impact is the first. The second source derives from the wet
weather ( and ensuing dry periods) interchange of contaminants
within the "over and under n sewerage and storm drainage
collection systemsCiiBoth sources are significant:.
* Fourth , the relative dissolved loadings from contaminated
storm drain baseflow and from surface runoff are about equal (
8.2% baseflow and 7-.0 % runoff)-.
One viable management strategy for water quality protection of
the Lake is to implement substantial control within the Belmont
Street watershed-. This seems practical solution since the land
mass of the Belmont Street catchment is small in comparison to
the other catchments, and there are definite opportunities for
significant phosphorus control and reduction-.
Accordingly, a 85% or better phosphorus removal goal is
recommended for total external loadngs from the Belmont Street
catchment in order to simply offset additional external loadings
due to urbanization ( 1981 till present)-. This target should be
achieved within the next decade ,or it will be very difficult to
"catch-up"-. At least a 60% total phosphorus reduction should be
established as an immediate milestone.
Section 1.4: THE BELMONT STREET DRAIN POLLUTION PROBLEM
A GRAPHICAL PERSPECTIVE
The urbanization impact of the Belmont Street Drain on Lake
Quinsigamond can best be appreciated by the visual photographs
of a classic "text-book" thundershower "first-flush" storm event-.
On June 3rd , 1987 EDP was in the process of measuring base flow
conditions at the drain outlet under the Route 9 Bridge, Dry
weather baseflow discharging from the drain to the Lake was
approximately 1 cfs. The prior two weeks had been hot and dry.
In the early afternoon , a thundershower occurred just as flow
measurements began. The rain fell for about 20 minutes and
then stopped ( City estimated that 0-.25 inches of rain had
fallen from nearby rain gage )-. Flow rose from 1 cfs to about 40
cfs within eight minutes after start of rain.
A very noticeable "first - flush" occurred ( heavy suspended
solids with very little floatables)-. Although no noticeable
grease or floating oil was present ,there was a distinctive
hydrocarbon odor. This load was obviously from the lower Belmont
Street catchment which is heavily commercial . Thereafter , a
visual decline in loadings was noted -.
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The lack of floatables and heavy settleable materials agrees with
year - long repeated EDP observations in 1980 during the NURP
program-. Since the catchbasins had been recently cleaned in the
spring ( 1987) , they functioned correctly with nearly complete
trapping of floatable material .
Roughly 25-27 minutes from the start of the rain, a second "first
flush" occurred which was quite different in appearance than the
prior n first flush "-. Grease , toilet paper and strong odor of
sewage was noted. The second flush was obviously from the
residential upper Plantation Street catchment -.Within an hour
from start of rain, flow had reduced to several cfs -„ The flow
returned to normal base flow two hours after the start of rain.
Figures 1-.2-1-. 4 are photos taken during the storm event at the
outfall-. Dry weather baseflow of the Belmont Street drain is
shown in Figure 1.2 -. The visual impact of the storm drain
discharge on the embayment about 11 minutes after the runoff
began is shown in Figure 1-.3-. Figure 1-.4 shows a photo of the
outfall during the initial 'flush period-.
It is obvious from this simple set of observations that the
problem impacting the Lake from the Belmont Street drain is quite
complicated and involves controling both the surface washoff
loadings from the storm drain system as well as lessening or
eliminating pollutant inter-mixing and with sewage in the
sanitary sewer system-. The control program envisioned for this
watershed had to address these complex interactions^
Section 1.5 : THE RECOMMENDED CONTROL PROGRAM
A. Rejected Ideas
During the course of the investigation a number of different
options were investigated and were found to be not feasible.
Those options which were rejected are summarized as follows.
STORMWATER TREATMENT BMPS
* Small scale stormwater management pollution treatment controls
options such as infiltration systems (trenches or storage) ,
wet/dry detention ponds, swales, dry wells etc are simply not
practical due to the lack of available space, and the heavy
preponderance of rocky ledge within the watershed-.
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FIGURE 1.2 BELMONT STREET DRAIN
BASEFLOW CONDITIONS
June 3, 1987
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FIGURE 1,3 IMPACT OF BELMONT STREET DRAIN
ON EMBAYMENT NEXT TO LINCOLN
TOWERS. ELEVEN MINUTES AFTER
START OF RUNOFF, June 3, 1987
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FIGURE 1.4 BELMONT STREET DRAIN
DISCHARGE BETWEEN FLUSH PERIODS
JUNE 3, 1987
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STORMWATER PROCESS TREATMENT
The large design flow requirement ( in excess of 100 cfs ) and
the general lack of available space for siting , precluded more
structurally orientated types of treatment. Solids separation
devices such as swirl concentrators would not be appropriate as
phosphorus levels could not be appreciably reduced -. This is so
because 50 % of the phosphorus is dissolved and expected
particulate phosphorus removal for the balance would be small as
suspended solids removal by swirls would be low due to
preponderance of solids particles with low settling velocities-.
STORMWATER STORAGE TREATMENT
Stormwater treatment using traditional sedimentation / detention
storage is also impractical due to the low degree of expected
suspended solids removal associated with solids particles having
low settling velocities-.
Ih Recommended Technologies
Three types of controls were selected for implementation-. The
first set of recommendations involved sewerage system controls to
manipulate or deflect polluted waste streams out of the watershed
for treatment elsewhere-. The second class of controls involved
sewerage system controls to minimize the exchange of contaminants
between the sanitary and storm sewers-. The third type of control
dealt with retention storage concepts ( capture and then bledback
to sewer system for ultimate treatment)-.
DIVERSIONS
* Several diversions are proposed to quickly eliminate
Stormwater base flow contaminated with high phosphorus and
bacterial loadings from the Belmont Street drain system-.
** A diversion is contemplated to deflect baseflow from the
upper Plantation district to a combined sewer on Tampa Street (
from Plantation Street) which drains by gravity from the area
down Shrewsbury Street and eventually to WWTP-.
** This diversion would be later expanded to also deflect
first flush storm flow from the upper Plantation Street area-.
Stormwater management collection system controls would be
necessary to make concept work-;
1.11
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** In later phases , diversions of storm base flow (
( contaminated ) and storm runoff are proposed to discharge to theLake Street sanitary systems for pumpout and eventual the WWTP-.
These improvements are proposed after sanitary system
infiltration controls are implemented in the Lake Street Pumping
I Station sewershed-.
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STORM SEWER SYSTEM ENHANCEMENT
* A program aimed at reducing the amount of interchange of storm
with sanitary flows , termed "infiltration control", is also
programmed -. This program starts by placing weighted plates over
the storm sewer entrance ports in common manholes to minimize
exchange during wet weather surcharge conditions-. Next , a series
of controls are programmed to minimize and mitigate the amount of
surcharging in the storm system , ie, catchbasin restrictors ,
limited common manhole rehabilitation and replacements, and new
storm drain relief segments and interconnections -.
RETENTION CAPTURE STORAGE
Retention storage with pumpout to Lake Street Station for
eventual treatment at the Blackstone Regional WWTP is possible
and is recommended in order to achieve 90% phosphorus reduction .
This option is recommended only after a number of less expensive
and more cost effective sewerage system controls have been
implemented.
The aforementioned types of controls are proposed to mitigate
negative pollution impacts from the Belmont Street Drain
catchment on Lake Quinsigamond-v The proposed improvements are
aimed at reducing the amount of total phosphorus discharged from
the drain to the Lake-. It ia recognized that runoff control of
phosphorous will also reduce bacterial loadings as well as
petroleum hydrocarbons and other exotic pollutants from the
commercial strip along Belmont Street-. It is envisioned that the
recommended controls will also provide enhanced management of the
piping systems respective of the pollutional impacts-.
The pollutant reduction effectiveness of the program is presented
in Table 1-.2 -. Capsulated descriptions are provided in Table 1-.3-.
The program is cost effective and is staged as to permit early
construction of items having no ambiguity as to their worth (
effectiveness or need) with allowance for further study for other
uncertain component-. Furthermore , staging of proposed
diversions to Lake Street system is necessary since this will be
a period of time before the infiltration/inflow mitigation
measures are implemented on the sanitary system within the Lake
Street catchment and effectiveness monitored -.
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Table 1-.2
PHOSPHORUS REDUCTION EFFECTIVESS AND COSTS
PROPOSED BELMONT STREET DRAIN CONTROL PROGRAM
PHASED IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMS
2 ****** 3 ****** 4
A-. BELMONT STREET DRAIN LOAD REDUCTION
MEAN STORM EVENT *
TOTAL PHOSPHORUS REMOVAL * S2-.9 68-. 8 82-. 7 92-.1
BASEFLOW PROS". REMOVAL * 6S-.3 85-.0 90-.6 90-.7
RUNOFF PROS. REMOVAL * 8-.3 21-.6 S9-.6 96-.1
DESIGN STORM EVENT **
TOTAL PHOSPHORUS REMOVAL ** 26-. 6 43-. 4 61-. 4 67-. 3
BASEFLOW PHOS REMOVAL ** 64-. 0 84-. 9 90-. 8 91-. 0
RUNOFF PHOS-. REMOVAL ** 4~.7 19-. 2 44-.2 53-. 5
CONSTRUCTION COST ($1000) 45-.0 160-.0 618-.0 1868-.0
(418-.0)
KEY :
* MEAN STORM EVENT ( 0-.4 INCHES OVER 6 HOURS )
** DESIGN STORM EVENT ( 2 INCHES OVER 12 HOURS)-. RAINFALL VOLUME
EXCEEDED 10 % OF EVENTS PER YEAR-.
CUMULATIVE COSTS PER PHASE SHOWN-.
NOTE: PHASE II IS PROPOSED IN TWO PARTS - see Table 1-.3
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Table 1-.3
ITEMIZED CONTROLS PER PHASE OF IMPROVEMENTS
t*******************************************
SUMMARY DESCRIPTIONS OF PROPOSED AND RECOMMENDED CONTROL PROGRAM
PBASE ONE IMMEDIATE ACTION - BASEFLOW CONTROL
DESCRIPTION: A) DIVERSION OF CONTAMINATED BASEFLOW FROM UPPER
PLANTATION STORM TRUNK SEWER TO COMBINED SEWER AT
TAMPA STREET-.
B) THE SANITARY SEWER ENTRANCES WITHIN THE UPPER
PLANTATION STREET AREA SHOULD BE CLEANED AND
METAL COVERS WEIGHTED AND TEMPORARILY CEMENTED
IN PLACE -.
PHASE TWO : BASEFLOW & MODERATE LEVEL FIRST FLUSH CONTROL
TWO PARTS
DESCRIPTION
**** part 1: FIRST FLUSH DIVERSION
A) STORMWATER MANAGEMENT OF LOCAL TAMPA AND ATLANTA
STREET RUNOFF LOAD
B) LARGER UPPER PLANTATION STREET FIRST FLUSH
DIVERSION TO TAMPA STREET COMBINED SEWER
**** part 2 STORM SEWER SYSTEM ENHANCEMENT -.
A) CONSTRUCTION OF STORMWATER HIGH LEVEL OVERFLOW
CHAMBER ON PLANTATION STREET AT NORTHBORO JUST
UPSTREAM OF FLOW DEFLECTION CHAMBER ON TAMPA'.
B) REHABILITATION OF OVER/UNDER MANHOLES WITHIN
UPPER PLANTATION STEET AREA
C) CONSTRUCTION OF NEW STORM DRAIN SEGMENT ON MINOTS
STREET
D) PLACEMENT ON CATCHBASIN FLOW THROTTLES IN UPPER
PLANTATION STREET AREA
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PHASE THREE
Table 1-.3 ( continued)
rBASEFLOW AND LOWER AREA FIRST FLUSH DIVERSIONS
LAKE STREET SANITARY SEWER
TO
***** THESE IMPROVEMENTS ARE ONLY PROPOSED AFTER INFILTRATION
& INFLOW CORRECTIONS ARE MADE IN SANITARY SEWERS WITHIN
LAKE STREET CATCHMENT *****
DESCRIPTION:
A) SMALL DIVERSION STRUCTURES AT NORTHBORO &
SAN MARTINO STREETS
B) DIVERSION CHAMBER NEAR LINCOLN TOWERS TO PASS
LOWER BELMONT STREET FIRST FLUSH TO LAKE STREET
TRUNK SANITARY SEWER
PHASE FOUR MAJOR RETENTION STORAGE AND PUMPBACK
DESCRIPTION CONSTRUCTION OF MAJOR RETENTION TANK NEAR RT
BRIDGE TO CAPTURE BELMONT DRAIN OUTLET FLOW
PUMPBACK TO LAKE STREET SANITARY SEWER-.
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Costs shown in Table 1-. 2 are per phase -. Costs of phases beyond
the first are additive -. No account of WWTP costs are included in
regard to dry and wet weather stormwater volumes displaced to
combined sewer via the Tampa Street diversion or to dry and wet
weather storm sewer flows "slipped" to the sanitary sewers
draining to the Lake Street Pumping Station -. Additional details
are provided in Chapter 6-.
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CHAPTER 2 ! DESCRIPTION OF STUDY AREA
Section 2.1 Physical Features
The Belmont Street Drain has an effective piped catchment area of
about 292 acres, which comprises about 2-.2 % of the Lake
Quinsigamond drainage basin (13,338 ac)-.This drain discharges
under the Rt 9 Bridge into a shallow embayment connecting to
Ramshorn Island -. An approximate watershed catchment boundry is
depicted in Figure 2-.1-. Portions of the southerly watershed are
not developed and do not have piping systems and would only
contribute runoff during intense and prolonged storm events. A
small portion of the area ( mostly undeveloped) drains to the
Penn Central depressed rail trench which bisects ( north/south )
the study area. Approximately 85% of the area is urbanized
Developed use is as follows : 41% is medium density residential,
8% is high density residential area; commercial uses comprise
24% ;and industrial use is 11% -.
The main trunk sewer of the drainage system extends down Belmont
Street from the State Hospital to the Rt. 9 Bridge. This drain
services two major catchments-. The first catchment (Belmont) is
along Belmont Street and has an effective connected area of
159-.5 acres with 31-.5 acres of grassed and wetland area. The
other catchment (Plantation ) is a piped system tributary to
Belmont Street Drain at Locust Ave. The Plantation area is so
named since the main spline for this catchment is down Plantation
Street ( which then drains down Wells Street to Locust Ave, ) -.
Catchment areas are depicted in Figure 2-.2\
The Plantation catchment covers 131 acres and is comprised of 3
subareas -. The first subarea ( Plantation A), starting on
Rosemary Street and extending down to intersection of Emerson
Street with Plantation Street is the most southerly portion and
covers 62-.? acres-. The second subarea ( Plantation B ) services
the area around the Harrington Way playground down to and
including Northboro Street and covers 26-.2 acres -. The third
subarea ( Plantation C) is 42-.1 acres in area and consists of an
upper area ( Wells Street ) and a lower area ( Locust Street
strip ) -.
The Belmont subcatchment drain serves a number of side streets,
mostly to the south of Belmont Street. The State Hospital is
located in the northerly portion of the drainage area and other
facilities served within the Belmont catchment include most of
the commercial and industrial properties along the Route 9
(Belmont Street) corridor^. Major residential areas, with some
commercial and industrial lands, characterize the southerly
Plantation catchment .
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Topography in the area served by the Belmont Street drain is
generally steep and hilly, with a general tendency to slope
toward Lake Quinsigamond to the east-. Slopes range from nearly
0% (level) to 15% (moderately steep)-.The main trunk sewer down
Belmont Street is on a steep grade as are portions of the
Plantation A subarea (upstream of Benedict at Plantation) -. Hilly
and rolling areas include Northboro and portions of side
southerly streets tributary to Belmont St. -. Some of the flatter
areas are around Harrington Field and on the south side of Belmont
Street-.
Soil types include primarily fine sandy loams of the Paxton,
Woodbridge, Canton, and Ridgebury series (see Figure 2-.3)
Major rock outcrops are present; Slow percolation rates, poor
filtering capacity, and substantial fracturing make most of the
identified soil types unsuitable for stormwater Best Management
Practices (BMP) detention /infiltration disposal systems.
Values of CN ( Soil Conservation Method Runoff Parameter ) using
estimates of area, soil type and land use are as follows per
catchment area: Plantation A = 78-.S; Plantation B = 7S-.4 ;
Plantation C = 62-.6 ; entire Plantation = 76-.4; Belmont piped
areas = 88-.7; non piped areas = 45 ; Belmont catchment = 78-.1;
and study area = 77-. 3-.
Times of concentration are as follows: Plantation A = 19min.;
Plantation B= 11 minutes; Plantation C = 9 mirr. ; and Belmont
(piped area ) =13 minutes-.
The catchment area is generally sewered with separate sanitary
and separate storm drain piping systems. The Plantation
subcatchment is serviced by "over/under" or adjacent type of
piping systems (see Figure 4-. 12) -. The distinguishing feature of
this system is the construction of both pipes in a common trench
filled with granular backfill material -. This system is typical
of much of "separated" portion of Worcester-. Typically , the
sanitary sewer is constructed under or adjacent to the storm
drain , hence the name " over/under"-. In the Plantation catchment
the "over/under" systems are atypical as the storm pipe is the
lower of the two systems (over 90% of the Plantation area is
constructed in this manner) -. The opposite is true for say, the
Anna Street catchment.
The sanitary sewers servicing the streets on the south side of
Belmont Street are physically separated from the storm drain
systems ( actually constructed in different trenches, the more
traditional defintion of "separated systems " )-.
Information regarding groundwater table in the area is minimal-.
The reported soil types are typically associated with deep water
tables, with seasonal high water marks rarely approaching within
six feet of the ground surface-. Seasonal (winter-spring) perched
water can occur in association with some of the recorded soils-.
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Type
Ca Canton fine sandy loam
Ch Chatfield-Hollis rock outcrop
Pa Paxton fine sandy loam
Pd Paxton urban land
Rd Ridgebury fine sandy loam
Ud Udorthents
Ur Urban land complexes
Wr Woodbridge fine sandy loam
Ws Woodbridge fine sandy loam (stony)
(Following the soil type, A-0-3% slope,
B-3-8% slope, and C-8-15X slope)
FIGURE 2.3
SOILS MAP
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The sewerage system has generally remained the same for the last
several decades. It has undergone only minor remedial upgrades
from time to time to address specific complaints . Only two major
changes have occurred are as as follows.
First, the location of the Belmont Street Drain outfall has been
altered as the outfall formerly discharged directly to Lake
Quinsigamond just north of the bridge and adjacent to the Boat
Club property ( this location was one of EDP's long term sampling
locations during the National Urban Runoff Prooram (NURP)
measurement program during the late 70's ) -. To reduce bacterial
contamination of bathing facilities in that area, a berm was
first constructed to direct flow under the bridge in a southerly
direction. More recently, the reinforced concrete discharge pipe
was extended under the bridge and directed south, with the
discharge exiting on the south side of the bridge into the
embayment formed by the shoreline and Ramshorn Island-.
The other significant change to the piping system was the
construction a new 21"-27" storm drain to service a new apartment
complex on Plantation Street ( near Atlanta Street) . This new
drain was constructed this year from a location just up from
Atlanta Street ( towards Vineyard Street ),crossing Plantation
Street throuah a bored section and down Northboro Street . This
new drain parallels the existing drainage system ( no existing
catchbasin tie-ins) with a connection to the easement trunk (San
Martino Street ) up from Pollock Street .
It is worth noting that this trunk sewer crosses under the
Plantation Street drain where the Plantation Street trunk sewer's
flow capacity is extremely limited for at least a thousand feet
upstream. It is also worth noting that there is ample conveyance
capacity within the the trunk sewer downstream of the 27" RCP
connection on San Martino Street and Wells Street.
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CHAPTER 3 BELMONT STREET DRAIN PROBLEM
Section 13.1POREWARD
General programs related to pollution emissions from the Belmont
Drain Catchment and estimates of loadings are discussed. Sewer
system details are reviewed from perspective of probable reasons
for contamination and source of storm drain baseflow.
Section 3.2 HISTORICAL DATA BASE AND PERSPECTIVE
Because of its intrinsic beauty and value to Worcester's urban
enhancement , Lake Quinsigamond has been the focus of numerous
investigations and studies'by DEQE/DWPC ( f71/I79/'S2/185/'86)
and others. In 1977, Energy & Environmental Analysis , Inc-.
predecessor firm of EDP completed a study for the Central
Massacusetts Regional Planning Commission investigating present
and future nonpoint source problems throughout the region ,
including Lake Quinsigamond watershed<•''. The most extensive study
to date of Lake Quinsigamond has been the EDP/Meta (Walker Ji(Vstudy
funded under the National Urban Runoff Program ( NURP). Since
then a bacterial program has been conducted by Worcester Dept. of
Public Health( 1987)-.
A perspective on the NURP data collected by EDP in 1980 for the
Belmont Street Drain Outfall ( old discharge location on the
north side of Rt. 9 ) can be seen by inspection of Figures 3-.1-
3-. 7-.
Plots of discharge and Total Suspended Solids concentrations for
seven storms in 1980 are shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2-.
Bacterial concentrations of bacteria are shown in Figures 3.3 and
3". 4 which indicate high sustained levels of bacterial
contamination during high runoff storms ( 7/17/80 & 9/18/80) and
slight to moderate runoff events ( 9/10/80 & 8/3/80 ). Figures
3-.5 and 3-.6 depict total phosphorus and dissolved fraction for
storms of 9/10/80 and 9/18/80 . These plots show the inherent
difficulty of phosphorus control as substantial capture of the
entire storm flow hydrograph is necessary to achieve high
reduction levels-.
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The results of settling column analyses for suspended solids for
two large volume samples taken during minor storms at Rt. 9 in
December of 1980 are depicted in Figure 3-.7' -. Also depicted is
the "national average" for storm samples collected during the
NURP program -. Little less than 20 % of the total suspended
solids could be considered "settleable matter "-. Similar curves
for phosphorous and nitrogen for these two storms also showed
little tendency for nutrients to be settleable-. In addition, the
data collect show that the samples collected are "lighter" , in
terms of particle preponderance than "NURP" materials-.
In 1985 the City's Public Health Department noted consistently
high bacterial counts during heavy rainstorms and recommended
application of chlorine to the Belmont Street Drain outlet in an
effort to maintain State coliform bacterial standards for contact
recreational waters-. These findings are consistent with EDP
results in 1980".
Recently Beta (1988) conducted several dry weather and light
rainfall measurement surveys at several points in the system and
concluded that bacterial counts in the Belmont Street Drain base
flow were abnormally high and that these bacterial loadings
seemed to derive from the Plantation subcatchmentJ^ Much basef low
also derived from this area-. Various organics and chlorinated
hydrocarbons were noted in the Belmont Street drain and could be
expected from the commercial strip along Belmont Street and the
City's chlorination practice, respectively-.
Historically EDP had noted the base flow from the Belmont Street
Drain ( 1979 to 1980 ) to average about 1+ cf sW Beta1 s spot
measurements in 1988 are within this range. EDP spot measurements
again during 1987/ 1988 indicate similar range-. This amount of
base flow is high for the size of the catchment ( WagnerX^) 1988)
and ( Walker 1988)(TV For further discussion, see Chapter 5-.
It is probable that normal groundwater cannot account for these
quantities ( although this speculation is not certain , as only
general soil types are known of the area and there exists little
long term ground water monitoring level data)-. Baseflow must be
expected from the upper portion of the catchment along Belmont
Street as there is connection from wetland/ marsh areas (north of
Belmont Street and effluent from parking areas) to the piped
system-; Considering the high bacterial loadings in base flow ,
it is probable that there is some interconnection between the
storm and sanitary systems-.
As a preliminary step in this investigation, EDP reviewed the
nature of the piping system in the Plantation and Belmont
subcatchments and concluded the followina:
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* Most of the Plantation system sanitary and storm drains were
constructed as "over/under" systems. Typically, the storm sewer
was constructed under the sanitary sewer-.
* With the exception of Orient Street and Lord Street ,
portions of Ebenezer Street
 r and small sections of Harrington,
the over/under systems are atypical in that the sanitary sewer is
above the storm-. This configuration is reversed in the Anna
Street catchment where the storm sewer was constructed over the
sanitary sewer -.
* These systems are typically constructed as follows: A trench
for the "under" pipe is excavated and pipe laid-. The trench is
then filled with granular material and compacted until the
desired elevation is reached for the "over" -. This pipe is then
laid and the entire section filled with granular material-;
Manholes are either common with plate separating the two or
adjacent with portions of one piping system ( typically the storm
sewer) extending over into the sanitary manhole-.
* No piping system is ever watertight. As joints age, pipes sag
and then cracks and fissures develop; The classic problem with
over/under systems is clearwater basement flooding which can
occur during severe rainstorms when storm pipes surcharge ,
exfiltrate and infiltrate into underlying sanitary sewers-.The
hydraulic gradient on both pipe systems becomes the same: both
pipes surcharge and where pipe depths are shallow and there are
low unprotected fixtures , basements floods As an aside, EDP has
used stormwater management concepts ( described in Chapter IV )
to depressurize with great sucess over a thousand acres of
cfcronic basement flooding areas in the greater Cleveland area.
* The situation in the Plantation Street area is probably this-.
Wlien the storm pipes surcharge, and they will ( as EDP
subsequently looked at hydraulic capacity of entire system and
concluded that the storm system was probably designed for a very
frequent design storm), then several things will happen.
** The storm pipes will fill and at the manholes, if covers
are not firmly attached or if benches are eroded , stormwater
will rise and freely mix with sanitary and the entire water
column effectively becomes a combined sewer.
** Once the sanitary sewer is charged, then there can be
exfiltration and leakage along the pipe-. Pressurized flow will
look for longitudinal cracks, fissures, and breaks, and
sanitary flow will now contaminate the entire granular "french
drain" system-;
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** Since there are substantial head elevations throughout the
area, there can be significant pressures to magnify these small
fissures-.Under pressure, small channels can occur within the
trench media forming "piped" pathways for direct exchange between
the smallest of fissures-.
** Fixing obvious common manhole problems will not guarantee
that the contamination exchange will be eliminated-. It will only
bring a reduction which is very difficult to estimate-.
* Application of Stormwater Management can help reduce the
pressure for surcharge, exchange, etc^ There are about 20,000
acres in the greater Cleveland area where StormWater Management
concepts have been sucessfully applied to relief surcharging
pressures on storm systems to help mitigate the degree of
exchange between sanitary and storm systems as part of basement
flooding and general flow management solutions^
* Typically it is found that Stormwater Management is generally
part of of broad based strategy, and it is generally found, that
there is no unique singular solution -.
* Complete control is improbable. It may take several rounds
fixing common manholes/ monitoring/ applying stormwater
management /re-lining some sections/ monitoring, etc before
substantial control is realized-.
* These general principles helped guide the combined
investigation of Beta and EDP -. Beta investigated many of the
Plantation system lines and found many problems outlined above-.
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Section 3.3
Water Quality Emission Overview
Table 3.1 compares estimated annual flow and phosphorus loadings
for the Belmont Street Drain with values for the whole lake, as
developed in previous modeling studies (Pisano and Rhodes, 1981; Walker, '
1981). These calculations show the relative importance of baseflow and
runoff as components of the overall mass balances for the watershed and
for the entire lake. Phosphorus is of primary concern with respect to
lake water quality because its impact on lake eutrophication and related
water quality problems.
The average baseflow estimate for the Belmont Street Drain (1.2
c-i)
cfs) is based upon EDP 1980 measurements (Pisano and Rhodes, 1981). The
average runoff flow (.41 cfs) is calculated from the watershed area (290
acres), annual precipitation (43 inches), and average runoff coefficient
for the watershed (.28) calculated from EDP 1980 storm monitoring (see
Figure 5.6)- A comparison of the total water yield from the drain
(48.3 in/year) with the average yield for the entire basin (22 in/yr)
shows that the drain has an unusually large flow for a watershed of this
size. Leakage from sanitary sewers is probably largely responsible for
this.
Phosphorus loadings from the Drain are calculated from the above
(Oflows and average concentrations measured by EDP in 1980. Phosphorus
concentrations during storm periods average about twice those measured
during baseflov periods. The estimated total phosphorus loading from
the drain is 1,909 Ibs/yr, 1,121 Ibs/yr of which occurs during baseflow
periods and 788 Ibs/yr occurs during runoff periods. The average total
phosphorus concentration in runoff (980 ppb) exceeds the median (330
ppb) and 90th percentile (700. ppb) event-mean concentrations monitored
under the EPA's Nationwide Urban Runoff Program (Athayede et al., 1983).
The unit total phosphorus load for the drain (6.58 Ibs/acre-year) is
five times that reported by NURP for an average urban watershed (1.33
Ibs/acre-year, Athayede et al., 1983), more than ten times the average
value for the entire Lake Quinsigamond watershed (. 56 Ibs/acre-year),
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Table 3.1
Flow and Phosphorus Loadings for Lake Quinsigamond and Belmont Drain
Average Hydrologic Year
(a) Existing Belmont Drain Undev.
Item
Watershed Area (acres)
Total Flow (cfs)
Water Yield (in/yr)
Annual Loads (Ibs/year)
Total P
Dissolved P
Average Concentrations
Total P
Dissolved P
LBKe 1
Existing
14137
35.80
22.0
...
7920
2992
<ppb>...
113
43
juinsig.
Future
14137
35.80
22.0
9856
3124
141
45
Total
290
1.61
48.3
1909
457
605
145
Runoff
290
0.41
12.3
788
210
980
261
Basef low
290
(d)
1.20
35.9
1121
247
(b)
477
105
ueimoni
Drain
290
0.73
22.0
22
12
15
8
Percent of Existing Load to Lake...
Total P
Dissolved P
100. OX
100. OX
124. 4X
104. 4X
24. IS
15. 3X
10. OX
7. OX
14. 2X
8.2X
0.3X
0.4X
Unit Load (Ibs/acre-year)...
Total P
Dissolved P
0.56
0.21
0.70
0.22
6.58
1.57
2.72
0.72
3.86
0.85
0.07
0.04
a - Whole-Lake Flows and Loads from NURP Study (Pisano and Rhodes, 1981, Walker, 1981)
Existing = 1981 Land Uses, Future - Future Land Uses Projected as of 1981
b - Average Baseflow and Stormflow Concentrations for Belmont Drain
Calculated from EDP 1980 Data
c - Approximate Flow and Load Estimates for Belmont Drain Watershed
Under Natural Conditions (No Urban Development)
d - Average Baseflow Measured in EDP 1980 Study (Pisano and Rhodes, 1981)
Runoff = Watershed Area x Precipitation <43 in/yr) x Runoff Coef <.28)
Total Flow » Baseflow + Runoff
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and nearly one hundred times that expected for undeveloped watershed in
this region (-.07 Ibs/acre-year). The unusually high flow, phosphorus
concentrations, and unit loads measured In the Drain reflect the
combined Influences of urban land uses, steep topography, relatively
impervious soils, and leakage from sanitary sewers.
Figure 3.8 shows event-mean concentration vs. event-mean flow for
total and dissolved phosphorus at the mouth of the Drain, based upon EDP
1980 and Beta Engineering 1987 data. As found in most other urban
watersheds (Athayede et al., 1983), the relationship between flow and
concentration is highly variable. Despite the fact that leakage from
sanitary sewers probably contributes a significant fraction of the total
flow volume under low flows, phosphorus concentrations do not rise
dramatically at low flows. This may reflect the combined effects of
filtration or adsorption in the soil matrix between the sanitary and
storm sewers, temporary sedimentation within the storm sewers, and
dilution by natural infiltration. Because of sedimentation and scouring
mechanisms, some of the phosphorus entering the storm sewer system from
the sanitary sewers would be transported downstream only during storm
flow periods. For this reason, the breakdown between "baseflow" and
"runoff1* in Table 3.1 does not necessarily equal the breakdown between
sanitary sewage sources and surface runoff sources.
Phosphorus is not the only water quality variable of concern with
respect to lake Impact. Other urban runoff pollutants (floatables,
suspended solids, heavy metals, petroleum hydrocarbons, bacteria, etc.)
also contribute to degradation of lake quality. Bacteria loadings from
leaking sanitary sewers are a particular problem with respect to
recreational uses and public health.
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Section 3.4
Control Opportunities and Benefits
As Indicated In Table 3.1 , the total phosphorus loading from the
Drain Is 24. IX of that estimated for the entire lake for an average
hydrologlc year. The Drain accounts for 15.3X of the estimated
dissolved phosphorus load, which may be more important than total
phosphorus as a relative measure of lake eutrophlcation impact because a
portion of the particulate phosphorus load is not biologically available
(Walker, 1981). The lakevlde loading estimates are based upon runoff
modeling and do not reflect the influences of sanitary discharges to the
Drain or to other Qunisigamond watersheds. For this reason, the
lakewlde loadings are underestimated and the percentages attributed to
the Belmont Drain are overestimated. Neverthless, the percentages are
unusually high, considering that the Drain accounts for only 2.IX of the
watershed area. The loading calculations indicate that the Belmont
Drain is a logical candidate for Implementation of control measures to
restore/protect water quality in Lake Qulnsigamond.
The total phosphorus contribution from the Drain is similar to the
increase In loading projected for future land uses (24.4X, Table 3.1 ).
Control of loadings from the Belmont Street Drain could be one means of
offsetting the additional loadings contributed by new developments in
the lake basin. Loading controls on both existing and future urban
watersheds would be required to achieve Improvements in the Lake.
Considering that control possibilities in other existing watersheds may
be limited, improvements to Belmont Drain should be given high priority
and may be neccessary to avoid further water quality deterioration
resulting from current and future watershed development.
Possibilities for reducing loadings from the Belmont Street Drain
via treatment schemes designed to improve flow quality (infiltration
basins, detention ponds, etc.) are very limited. Control options are
evaluated below with an emphasis on methods to reduce the volume of
sanitary sewage and stormvater runoff reaching the mouth of the Drain.
Water quality benefits, In terms of reductions in pollutant loading.
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would be roughly proportional to reductions In baseflow and/or runoff
• volumes. Estimates of volume reductions resulting from various
diversion and storage schemes provide relative indications of water
• quality benefits.
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CHAPTER 4 TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT
Section 4.1 FORWARD
Alternative technologies for handing various aspects of the
Belmont Street Drain pollution control assessment are discussed
in detail-.
Section 2 discusses various types of controls entitled "BMP " and
range from Extended Detention Ponds to Infiltration Trenches .
These types of control are widely used in mid- Atlantic and
Southern states generally in growth areas where soils and
implementation opportunities and conditions are suitable. These
controls are not realistic and feasible in the Belmont Street
Drain catchment for a variety of reasons including poor soils
(low infiltration rates) ,lack of space, and generally extremely
rocky terrain. These controls mat be applicable in other growth
prone portions of the City.
Section 3 discusses various types of stormwater management
controls useful for congested urban areas-. These controls
generally entail "inlet control" concepts for restricting or
throttling stormwater inputs into sewerage system as to attenuate
flow peaks and minimize surcharge;to minimize exfiltration from
presurized storm systems ( over and under piping types of
systems) , and in combined systems to minimize basement flooding
and downstream overflows-. These concepts are proposed in the
PHASE TWO implementation in the Tampa Street area to lessen the
street inputs of stormwater into the combined system so that
additional storm first flush from the upper Plantation Street
Drain can be bypassed into the combined system.The information
provided in this section should be extremely useful to the City
in solving other types of flow problems.
Section 4 discusses vortex throttles . Vortex throttle is a key
feature of the PHASE ONE & TWO solution for deflecting Plantation
Street base flow and later storm related first flush out of the
Belmont Street system and into the combined system on Tampa
Vortex throttles are also proposed as Phase THREE work for the
diversion of storm system base flow generated alono the Northboro
system for deflection into the sanitary sewer draining to the
Lake Street Pumping Station. The information provided in this
section should be extremely useful to the City in solving other
types of remote flow control problems within the City-;
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Section 5 presents a summary overview of West German small scale
detention storage solutions and describes a number of innovative
types of equipment that the Germans have found to best solve the
operational problems associated with detainage of flows
containing nuisance solids-. The German experience is based on
real time designs and operational requirements of 8000 + storage
tanks built in last 10 years.
This information is provided as the storage facility proposed in
PHASE IV (tankage under the Route 9 Bridge and next to the Boat
House) may use similar technological concepts and related
eauipment to provide throttling , overflow and sediment cleanup
functions .
Specificallyr the new air-regulated siphon is proposed to be used
to lessen the cost of spillway overflow structure from the
proposed tank-. The sediment f lusher is proposed as one
alternative to cleanse sediments from the tanks once an operation
has been completed or for time to time cleansina. The
electronically driven flow throttle may have application in this
design or in PHASE THREE adaptation of the Northboro base flow
slippage into the sanitary system-.
Section 6 presents a review of American Swirl Concentrator as
well as details for a new German Vortex Separator-. While this
technology is not recommended for treatment of Belmont Street
drainage ( phosphorous removal too low) , ( see Chapter V ) the
technology certain has other applications in Worcester -.
Section 7 presents a short review of the Dunkers dual media
pontoon curtain technology which was considered for storm
discharge capture and pump out to the Lake Street Station from
the embayment under the Route 9 Bridge-. This concept was rejected
as the volume of the embayment ( for runoff capture) is too small
to be practical-. Furthermore, the notion of an open water storage
scheme directly in view of the residents of Lincoln Tower would
not be popular. In addition, substantial protective measures
would be necessary to prevent vandalism .
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Section 4.2 BMP CONTROLS
Figure 4.1 and 4-. 2 provides mechanicals and discussions of
extended detention and wet ponds used for both "flow clipping"
and pollution control(1)-. In high growth areas of mid-Atlantic
and southern states, wet ponds are the more common design-.There
seems to be considerable debate and disagreement among planners
and designers of such facilities,as to whether they should be
regional , generally large and watershed-oriented , or be
decentralized, upsystem, small in scale, and requiring
individual development schemes.(2)
Figure 4.3 - Figure 4.5 depicts mechanicals and discussions of
infiltration trenches (1)-. The popularity of this type of control
is relatively new , but is widely used in the State of Maryland
for a great variety of projects-. There seems to be a general
consensus that these facilities will eventually require
replacement ( similiar to the septic/ leaching field renewal
problem ) (2) -. Design of these types of facilities is somewhat
uncertain as there has not been sufficient experience with
renewal periods to allow prediction of times to failure. Figure
4-.6 shows a mechanical of a typical infiltration basin with
discussion( 1)-. Again there is no opportunity in the Belmont
Street area for appropriate application of this technology-.
Figure 4-.7 depicts a water quality inlet useful for parking
lots (l)-.Maintenance costs are high as these facilities must be
cleaned several times a year for proper functioning-. Although
this concept may seem attractive for the highly commercial strip
along Belmont Street, there is not sufficient physical space for
application. Parking areas in the Medical School complex may be
suitable and appropriate-. This approach is recommended only as a
secondary level of control since runoff from the Medical School
parking lot passes through a wetland before it reaches the
Belmont Street Drain.
Figures 4-.8-A and 4-.8-B depict general diagnostics and design
rules of thumb as to the applicability of various types of BMP
controls (1)-. For example, infiltration trenches should not be
used as controls for drainage areas in excess of 10 acres ,while
at least 25 acres of catchment are necessary for considering
extended type detention areas-. Soils containing clay are not
suitable for infiltration trenches or basins-. In addition to
soil type considerations, other factors such as slope and
proximity to bedrock are outlined in Figure 4-.8-B.
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EXTENDED DETENTION PONDS
Extending the detention time of dry or wet ponds is an effective, low cost
means of removing particulate pollutants and controlling increases in
downstream bank erosion. If stormwater is detained for 24 hours or more, as
much as 90% removal of particulate pollutants is possible. However, extended
detention only slightly reduces levels of soluble phosphorus and nitrogen
found in urban runoff. Removal of these pollutants can be enhanced if the
normally inundated area of the pond is managed as a shallow marsh or a
permanent pool.
Extended detention ponds significantly reduce the frequency.of occurrence
of erosive floods downstream, depending on the quantity of stormwater
detained and the time over which it is released. Extended detention is
extremely cost-effective, with construction costs seldom more than 10% above
those reported for conventional dry ponds.
Figure 4 ^  Schematic of a Dry Extended Detention Pond
Top Stage
I
Extended
Detention
Control
Device
Side View
10 Year Water Surface Elevation
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WET PONDS
Wet ponds, also known as retention ponds, are an extremely effective water
quality BMP. If properly sized and maintained, wet ponds can achieve a high
removal rate of sediment, BOD, organic nutrients and trace metals.
Biological processes within the pond also remove soluble nutrients (nitrate
and ortho-phosphorus) that contribute to nutrient enrichment
(eutrophication). Wet ponds are most cost-effective in larger, more
intensively developed sites. Positive impacts of wet ponds include:
creation of local wildlife habitat, higher property values, recreation, and
landscape amenities. Negative impacts include: possible upstream and
downstream habitat degradation, potential safety hazards, occasional
nuisance problems (e.g., odor, algae, and debris), and the eventual need for
costly sediment removal.
Perhaps more than any other BMP, wet ponds require careful planning and
thoughtfu1 des ign, and regular maintenance. Corapeting object ives must be
reconciled at every potential pond site, and the final design may never
achieve all of them. However, wet ponds are unique in that they can truly be
a multi-purpose BMP, by providing stormwater management, pollutant removal
and landscaping/habitat improvement.
Figure 4.2 Schematic of a Wet Pond
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INFILTRATION TRENCHES
Infiltration trenches are an adaptable BMP that effectively remove both
soluble and particulate pollutants. As with other infiltration systems,
trenches are not intended to trap coarse sediments. Grass buffers (for
surface trenches) or special inlets (for underground trenches) must be
installed to capture sediment before it enters the trench. Depending on the
degree of storage/exfiltration achieved, trenches can provide groundwater
recharge, low flow augmentation and localized streambank erosion control.
Individual trenches are primarily an on-site control, and are seldom
practical or economical on sites larger than 5 or 10 acres. Trenches are
only feasible when soils are permeable and the water table and bedrock are
situated well below the bottom of the trench. Aside from regular inspections
and more rigorous sediment and erosion control, trenches have limited routine
maintenance requirements. However, trenches will prematurely clog if
sediment is not kept out before, during and after construction of a site. If
a trench does become severely clogged, partial or complete replacement of the
structure may be required.
Figure 4.3 Schematic of an Infiltration Trench
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Infiltration Trenches
Parking Lot Perimeter _ This design accepts sheet flow
from the lower end of a parking lot. Slotted curb spacers are used
as level spreaders to route sheet flow from the parking lot over
the 20 foot wide filter strip (and also keep cars from damaging the
strip). After being filtered over the grass strip, runoff enters
the surface of the trench. A shallow berm is installed at the far
end of the trench to ensure that runoff does not escape. The
trench should have an overflow to pass large design storms» such as
a PVC pipe with holes drilled on its underside, set near the top of
the trench
Figure 4.4 Parking Lot Perimeter Trench Design
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• Infiltration Trenches
Under-the-Swale Design . A, surface trench located in a
swale may not always be a popular choice for nearby residents. An
alternative approach is to place a railroad tie weir across the
swale, drop a barrel inlet at the base of the weir to trap
sediment, and extend a perforated pipe from the barrel and along
the top surface of the trench to distribute runoff evenly. The top
of the trench is then covered by at least two layers of nearly
impermeable geo-textile, with a 6-12 inch layer of topsoil laid on
top. After grass is established, only the test well and railroad
tie weir will be visible to residents.
Figure 4.5 Under-the-Swale Trench Design
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INFILTRATION BASINS
Infiltration basins are effective in removing both soluble and fine
particulate pollutants borne in urban runoff. Coarse-grained pollutants
should generally be removed before they enter a basin. Unlike other
infiltration systems, basins can be easily adapted to provide full control of
peak discharges for large design storms. Also, basins can serve relatively
large drainage areas (up to 50 acres). Depending on the degree of
storage/exfiltration achieved in the basin, significant groundwater
recharge, low flow augmentation and localized streambank erosion control can
be achieved.
Figure 4.6 Schematic of an Infiltration Basin
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WATER QUALITY INLETS
Water quality inlets (also known as oil/grit separators) are designed to
remove sediment and hydrocarbon loadings from parking lot runoff before they
are conveyed to the storm drain network or to an infiltration BMP. Under
current designs, water quality inlets only store a small fraction of the two
yeaf design storm volume, and because of their limited capacity, inlets play
no role in modifying the post development peak discharge rate. The pollutant
removal capability of these inlets has never been monitored in the field.
However, since runoff is only briefly retained in the inlets, only moderate
removal of coarse sediment, oil/grease, and debris can be expected. Even
more limited removal is likely for fine-grained particulate pollutants such
as silt, clay and associated trace metals and nutrients. Soluble pollutants
probably pass through inlets without modification. Water quality inlets
typically serve parking lots one acre or less in size, and are particularly
appropriate for sites that are expected to receive a great deal of vehicular
traffic or petroleum inputs (e.g, gas stations, roads, loading areas).
Installation costs of standard sized water quality inlets are on the order of
$5000-15,000. Routine maintenance costs are high since the inlets must bo
cleaned out at least twice a year to permanently dispose of trnppod
pollutants and to ensure proper inlet function.
Figure 4.7 Schematic of a Water Quality Inlet, Montgomery County, MD.
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Figure 4.8-A
Watershed Area and Soil Permeability Restrictions for BMPs
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Soif Type
The permeability of the soil underlying a BMP has a profound influence on
its effectiveness. This is particularly true for infiltration BMPs, which
cannot be applied on sites with soils that have infiltration rates (fc) less
than 0.27 inches/hour, as defined by the least permeable layer in the soil
profile. This excludes most "C" and "D" soils which cannot exfiltrate enough
runoff through the subsoil. (Soil Conservation Soils Classification)
Pond BMPs tolerate a much broader range of soil conditions. Extremely
permeable sandy soils may make it difficult to maintain water levels in wet
ponds, and clayey soils may cause standing water problems in dry extended
detention ponds.
Figure 4.8-B
Other Common Restrictions on BMPs
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Section 4.3
STORMWAPER MAHAfigffiNg ifi eeKQBfigBB gfifiAfi CQNTOKT
OVERVIEW
SWM has its historical roots in Scandinavia where the concept has
been extensively used throughout Sweden and Denmark for the
purpose of rehabbing undersized combined sewers to relieve
basement flooding and to mitigate volume and frequency of
overflows. The central idea is to control or limit surface
stormwater inputs into underlying combined sewers and is often
referred to as "inlet control" -. This practice is widely used for
basement flooding and drainage control in Ohio , Maine ,
Illinois , and Quebec and is widely used as a combined sewer
overflow ( CSO ) control throughout Ontario provence in Canada-.
Many sewerage system hydraulic surging problems can be mitigated
using " inlet control" concepts as a way to lessen costs of
expensive "outlet control" relief sewers-. Hybrid solutions
employing both concepts usually result^
Such a solution is shown in Figure 4-.9 for an area in Parma,
Ohio where SWM was applied to storm drain ( over/under systems)
systems to lessen the need for new "outlet relief" for surging
sanitary lines (clearwater inputs) and to mitigate basement
flooding (1) -.The hybrid solution saved in excess of $1M in new
construction , generally solved street ponding problems and
reduced springtime sanitary sewer infiltration by 25 % or 3+ cfs-.
Although it is rare that "inlet control" is sufficient as a
"stand-alone" strategy for solving urban drainage problems, it
can be quite adequate for urban pollution control since 6 month
to 2 year storm frequency protection can generally be achieved in
many instances-.
In simple terms, "inlet control" starts at the top of a sewer
shed and controls and manages sewage and stormwater so that pipes
do not overload as you move downstream-. The aim is to develop
surface and subsurface controls so that the sewerage system
discharges at acceptable surcharge levels without causing adverse
street surface ponding or overland flow;
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The amount of stormwater that can be feasibly detained by "inlet
control" methods is in part a function of the sewer system's
capacity to convey flow. "Inlet control" enables the designer
to maximize the detentive storage potential of any system given
its ability to convey flows-. Rigorous application of "inlet
control" reveals the marginal cost effectiveness of positive
relief measures-.
A good example showing the potential of the catchbasin SWM for
CSO control is depicted in Figure 4-. 10 -. Four vortex controllers
are proposed to be placed in catchbasins draining to a combined
sewer lateral on Westmoreland Street to induce surface gutter
flow down to an existing separate system on Adams Street (2)-. The
micro catchment is in the lower Neponset CSO Facility area in
Boston-. The action saves roughly ( net) $120,000 in new storm
drains to otherwise separate the street -. It should be noted that
every lineal foot of pipe not installed saves $300-.
SWM DISCUSSSION
In the simplest of terms "the stormwater management strategy " in
the urbanized context starts at the very top of sewershed and
searches for opportunities to control and manage stormwater so
that the pipes do not overload as you move downstream (4r5 )-. All
possible forms of above/underground storage are used to hold the
water till the receiving pipe can handle the flow without
surcharge, or sometimes to cleverly transfer surface flow from
combined systems to separated systems-. The analysis begins at the
top of the system and progressively moves downstream to the
outlet-.The idea is either to reduce combined sewer overflow peaks
or volumes -. The same idea is true if stormwater management
concepts are applied to "over/under" systems to minimize
hydraulic surcharge and stormwater exfiltratiorr.
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See Figure 4-.11 for typical "over/under " system-. Nearly all of
the piping in the upper Belmont Street Catchment (Plantation
Street system) is the "over/under " type , but are in reverse
order, ie storm is "under" and sanitary is "over "-.
Figure 4-.12 pictorially shows some of "stormwater management
"methods-. For example, a widely employed method in the midwest
and Ontario , Canada is to reduce direct uncontrolled flow to the
sewer by rerouting roof downspouts to splash pads with drainage
to dutch drains/ dry wells / created pervious areas/ street
catchbasins-.
Temporary street ponding is still another method-. Flow
controllers can be placed in catchbasins to create temporary
controlled street ponding^ By preventing or slowing the overload,
the sewage system is able to cope with the water, thus preventing
overflows and basement backups.
Flow restrictors placed within catchbasins are widely used to
induce overland flow from sensitive areas to either sink
discharge points or more attractive capture/storage locations
(1,6,7,8,9,10)-. The City of Laval , Canada is in the process
of "flow-slipping" waters from combined sewer laterals in
hundreds of acres within the Marigot area down to the Riviere Des
Prairies-. These street runoff loads stormwaters would otherwise
be captured by existing combined sewers and drained to a newly
constructed tunnel with lift and future treatment. (11)
Speed humps can also be placed to direct overland flow to
storage or to maximize street storage potential-. Systems of
catchbasin flow controllers and speed humps can generate at low
cost, controlled street storage-. There are 80+ such systems
constructed in Parma, Ohio and in Skokie, Illinois (6,7,10)-;
Speed humps are gently contoured in contrast to speed "bumps"-.
There has been no reporting of snow plow equipment problems-.
Placed at specific points within the system, in-line flow
controllers ( vortex flow throttles ) can also act as damming
devices to utilize storage space that may be available in the
existing sewers and/or to direct flow to off-line storage
facilities-.
In 1986 the City of Saginaw , Michigan installed an in-line flow
control chamber ( see Figure 4-.13 ) with a vortex throttle
allowing 6-9 cfs of underflow while creating roughly 190,000
cubic of transient in-system storage at a cost of under $l/cubic
foot (11) ) -. The City of Elizabeth , New Jersey is in process
of accomplishing the same type of storage function using
automatic level - sensed flap gates creating in-system transient
storage during wet weather with vortex throttle drainage to
downstream pipes-. Several such structures were constructed in
1986 and 13 more are under construction ( 12,13 )-.
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Small underground shallow stormwater storage tanks situated
behind curbline/parkways/back alleys or in open park areas are
other methods of "urbanized stormater management "-. These
detention tanks are meant to temporarily store excess stormwater
beyond street storage for controlled bleedback ( vortex valves )
into sewer system-. Shallow new storm drains connected into
existing and/or new catchbasins draining to storage tanks are
often used to strategically locate underground storage in open
areas ( 1,6,7,8,10)-.
There are over 200 such off-line shallow detention storage
installations in the greater Cleveland area (spilt between
combined sewer systems and "over/under" sewerage systems)-. Figure
4-. 14 shows a typical installation in City of Cleveland on a
combined system -.The idea is to take localized catchbasin inputs
into 60"RCP tank with vortex flow throttle on underflow to
relieve surcharge on two 18"combined sewer lines ( shaded)
Figure 4-.15 depicts a schematic for a stormwater detention tank
in Parma, Ohio { rouohly 30 such tanks constructed to "inlet
control " storm sewer subsystems ( over/under sewerage systems )
to prevent clear water exfiltration/infiltration into the
sanitary sewers-. Unit cost of underground stormwater storage in
shallow small tanks in urbanized areas in Cleveland is the the
order of $9-$15 per cubic foot (1987$)-.
METHODS OF CATCHBASIN RESTRICTION
There are four different methods to regulate the inflow to
piping system from catchbasins-. The first entails grate geometry
modification-. The second method consists of restricting the flow
at or just below the grate-. Modifying the outlet pipe is the
third method-. Placement of special flow restricting devices
within the outlet pipe represents the fourth type of control-.
It is well known that the amount of water discharging into a
catchbasin is a function of many factors including grate opening
geometry -. Gratings with openings along the central axis of flow
have much greater capture efficiency than gratings with openings
transverse to flow-. Gratings with smaller area openings may also
restrict flow-. Grating choices are also influenced by other
considerations such as cloggage potential , safety etc-. Choice of
grating can be useful in stormwater management of new
developments, but it is unlikely that municipalities would want
to modify entrenched standards ( and stocks ) in existing systems
with newer gratings-; Older combined sewer piping systems often
have such limited flow capacity that grating changes are not
sufficient and that additional restrictive flow control measures
are needed to prevent exceeding piping system capacity-.
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Most municipal standards require a 8" to 15" diameter pipe for
the catchbasin leader, with 12" being a very frequent standard-.
An 8" pipe can pass 1-5 cfs for slopes from 1-20%-. Pipe sizes
are generally chosen so as to minimize clogging and facilitate
cleaning-. Leaders of this diameter range would not restrict flow
generally available through catchbasin grating-. Restricting
leaders to smaller limits increases the potential for cloggage as
cleaning is more difficult and pipe changes after installation is
difficult-. This class of control is rarely used-.
Another type of control is to restrict the catchbasin grating-.
The grating area may be reduced by mounting plates either on top
or below the grating (See Figure 4-.16 ) -. This option results in
a lower flow capture-. The disadvantage of this method is that the
grating capture is reduced over the complete range of flowsf
meaning that for small events during which the piping system has
adequate capacity, some flow reduction occurs^ Debris can become
packed in the closed grating and can be difficult to remove-.
Still another type of control is the placement of horizontal
orifice plates below the catchbasin grating-. See Figure 4-.17-. A
variation on this theme is to slightly convex the plate to permit
material to slough toward the orifice -. The size of the orifice
in the plate restricts the flow to the desired level-. A
disadvantage of this method is that the horizontal plate
restricts access to the basin as the plate must be removed before
the catchbasin can be cleanech This technique is currently used
to abate basement flooding in several significant combined
sewered areas in eastern Michigan-. There are roughly 2300 such
installations in the Township areas of Saginaw, Michigan { 14)-.
The fourth class of controls for restricting flows are placement
of devices in the catchbasin outlet to effectively reduce the
leader pipe outlet area-. An advantage of this class of controls
is that for low flows they do not interfere with the grating
capture^ Water is backed up in the catchbasin only during large
flows that exceed the capacity of the restricting unit-. It is
generally recognized that this class of controls is superior to
the other three methods as the restricting orifice can be easily
installed , and, an orifice mounted flush (ideal) to the wall
does not interfere with catchbasin cleaning , and , orifices
generally perform with debris in the basin-.
Four different types of restrictors are discussed below-. The
first three types have the orifice placed in the outlet leader
pipe, and the fourth type has the orifice submerged in the
catchbasin-. The first two outlet orifice types are called
Scepter and Cromac-. The third type of orifice placed into the
catchbasin leader causes the flow to vortex leaving the leader-.
The orifice is actually the outlet of a vessel with an intake
which causes the flow pattern within the vessel to rotate and
cause a vortex to form-. The final type discussed is called the
Hanging Trap in which the orifice is actually submerged within
the basin-.
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FIGURE 4.16: Catch basin Grating Restriction
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A. Scepter
The Scepter flow regulator is a PVC orifice that can be placed in
the catchbasin leader or mounted on the catchbasin wall so as to
cover the leader. The orifice has a diamond shape with a keyhole
at the bottom. See Figure 4-.18-A . The purpose of the keyhole is
to lower the sump level and keep the upper part of the orifice
free of floating debris. During significant flow , the water
level within the catchbasin rises and passes flow through the
upper diamond shape portion of the device.The device was
developed in Canada and has been extensively used in new
stormwater management inlet control schemes with a lower flow
restricting limit of about 0.5 cfs (15).
B-. Cromac
This orifice device is mounted over the leader pipe inside the
catchbasin. It consists of a frame bolted to the catchbasin wall
(encircling the leader pipe) with an orifice section-. See Figure
4.18-B. The orifice section consists of two PVC plates : the
first, contains a trapezoidal opening 10" at the bottom and 3
1/2" at the top and is 10" inches tall; the second plate called
the weir plate, is adjustable and can be fastened to the orifice
plate with nylon bolts . The weir plate allows adjustment of the
restricted area for flow passage. The orifice section is
removeable so that the entire section can be removed and cleaned.
The plastic components provide a nearly maintenance free
installation ( 15)-.
C-. Vortex Flow Throttling Devices
* General Configuration
Figure 4.19 depicts a standard push-fit °0n-ring type device for
catchbasins with suitable sumps. This device was developed in
Denmark in the mid 70 's-. The physical inlet of the device inlet
is the square shaped hole in the upper foreground. This "square-
shaped" hole (where water enters the device) is well below the
normal water level in the. sump and is below the general region of
fleatables. The back portion of the device is simply the
connection pipe with stop rings for rubber gaskets. The rubber
gasket connection and the intake below the water level provides
for gas trap sealing-. Often existing leader pipes in catchbasins
are "out-of-round" requiring either a small segment of PVC pipe
or VCP to be grouted in before inserting the device , or
alternatively, segmenting the device and grouting the device's
outlet pipe into the leader and connecting the device to this
pipe with a mechanical collar connection.
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FIGURE 4.19
STANDARD CONFIGURATION OF DANISH
TYPE CATCHBASIN VORTEX VALVE
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Figure 4.20 shows the layout for a West German device ( consists
of two dish-heads welded together with a special flared intake)
outfitted with adjustable orifice inserts to permit changing the
flow characteristic-. A standard German inlet with a "gully"
screen for trapping and catching floatables is also depicted-.
*-. Number of Devices Installed -
Several catchbasin type - flow controllers were first installed
in the U.S. in 1976 on Puritas Ave-. in the City of Euclid, Ohio
for the purpose of de-pressurizing hydraulically overloaded storm
sewers in "over/under" sewerage systems (over-storm and under-
sanitary). As of 1986 there were over 1600 such installations in
Euclid; Overall, approximately 3000 such devices have been
installed in the U~. S., mostly in the Greater Metropolitan
Cleveland area and in Portland, Maine. During the same time
period, roughly 500 such devices have been installed in Canada,
mostly in the provinces of Ontario , Quebec and Vancouver. In
Europe there are roughly 1500 catchbasin and inlet installations
mostly in Denmark, England, Sweden, and Norway-. In the last
several years a number have also been installed in West Germany.
Overall, there are about 4500 + installations in the Northern
Hemisphere-.
* Sizes and Applications
More than 75% of all U. S. applications have been installations in
storm sewers per se whether they be part of "over and under"
systems (where the objective is to minimize exfiltration and the
associated infiltration into sanitary) or simply "stormwater
managed" strictly separated systems-. The balance of all other
installations have been to limit flow entry into combined sewer
systems for a wide variety of applications, ranging from
mitigating localized sewer surcharging (basement flooding) to
transferral of street load from combined systems to nearby storm
systems .
Generally, the design release rates on storm system applications
have been, on the average, larger than those used for combined
sewer applications (this fact follows from general nature of 2-
pipe systems)-. Almost all of the "over/under" applications have
used devices with an orifice diameter range of 3"-Qn (0-.25- 1-.5
cfs)-. Most of the devices used on combined sewer systems have
had lesser release rates resulting in orifice sizes of 3n-
4"-. (0-.25-0-.5cfs)-. For a few projects in the late 70's in Windsor,
Ontario, large numbers of devices with 2" orifices ( several
hundred ) - were used-.
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EXPERIENCE AND RESEARCH -JUSTIFICATION FOR VORTEX THROTTLE
Since 1976 there have been a number of reportings of plastic cup
and pop bottles lodging themselves in the square shaped vortex
valve intake (presumably during rising and falling sequences
during storm events}-. There have been few reported instances
where the devices have clogged with sand and rocks , generally
where devices were installed with insufficient sump space. One
drawback to this technology has been the inability to actually
see whether the device was clogged or not-.
Catchbasin devices were installed and evaluated for the U-. S. EPA
108 Program in Rochester, New York as part of a stormwater
management program on a combined sewer system (16)-. A number of
different tankage applications and catchbasin devices were
evaluated in Cleveland on combined sewer systems (17 ) -. It was
concluded that fouling can occur in inlets (where no sumps are
provided to catch debris) or where catchbasin sump depth is
limited or not maintained-. Minimum device size recommended is
one with an 2" diameter orifice-. It is interesting to note that
there have been no reported new combined sewer applications using
devices with an orifice less than 3" since the late 70 *s-. German
experience with very small ( less than 2n orifice units) has not
been favorable due to cloggage ( 18)-. From practice it seems that
devices having orifice range of 3"-4" are about the practical
lower limit-.
As part of a stormwater management technology review and design
scheme for the Village of Skokie, Illinois , Donahue Engineers
in 1984 conducted a one season (fall) evaluation of the cloggage
potential for various types of flow restrictors (release rate
range of 0-.2- 1 + cfs) within an area with an inordinately high
percentage of deciduous trees (10) -. This assessment was to gain
operational experience to choose the best overall device for
"inlet control" of the Howard Street District ( roughly 800+
acres of combined sewer area impacted by basement flooding and
overflow problems )-. Horizontal orifice plates, grating
restrictions. Hanging Traps, Sceptors, Cromacs and Danish type
vortex valves were installed in roughly a dozen catchbasins and
inlets-.
Since no rain occured during the evaluation period, runoff
containing debris was simulated using fire hydrants and front-end
loaders dumping large scoops of leaves into both catchbasins and
inlets. It was concluded that the Hanging Traps and vortex valves
were equal in performance -. All other devices were adversely
impacted by leaf cloggage-. The Hanging Trap is the most cost
effective since the first cost of plastic Hanging Trap is about
$25, is fabricated of readily available materials, is easily
grouted in place, and reportedly easy to snap off and replace) -.
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In 1985 Hanging Traps were installed in 300+ catchbasins and as
the throttle control in 8 underground concrete tanks within the
Howard St-. District-.A number of asphalt speed hump systems were
also installed to create minor surface ponding areas-. A post
evaluation phase indicated no substantial problems and design is
underway for the Main Street District of roughly 1200 acres-. A
higher density of underground tanks is envisioned as the area is
more commercial in nature-.
Wiesner conducted the most comprehensive set of clogging
potential tests to date (15)-. In the summer of 1985 he used the
University of Ottowa's Civil Engineering Dept's full-scale
highway highway test facility which consists of a street section
which can be hydraulically grade-adjusted with overhead
sprinklers feeding a full -scale plexiglass catchbasin with
piped-in feeds (at controlled rates) of leaves, small twigs, big
twigs, twig and leaf mixes and finally all of the above with
paper inputs-. The experimental setup also permitted storm inflow
to be fed from curb line ( creating maximal splash turbulence and
debris mix) or from leader input into mid sump ( creating minimum
turbulence ) -.
Long-term controlled simulations using different types of
catchbasin restrictors were conducted under both types of flow
inputs. It was generally concluded that cloggage potential for
all devices was maximal during conditions of high basin
turbulence as the liklihood of materials passing into the
critical orifice regime was greatest-.
Wiesner concluded that the Hanging Trap was acceptable at release
rates down to 0-.5 cfs provided the input flow was without
turbulence-. With the normal curb line input the Hanging Traps
continually clogged for all flow release rates considered. Figure
4-.22 shows the typical catchbasin layout in Skokie which explains
to a degree why the Hanging Trap was found to be acceptable
during Donahue's field evaluations (low apparent turbulence)-.
The Septor performance was acceptable provided release rates of
0~.5 cfs were used-. At lower flow rates the cloggage frequency
was unacceptable -. The Cromac constantly clogged and a release
rate of 1 cfs was deemed as the lower practical limit -.
Wisner found that the vortex valves were nearly clog-free-. He
found that the German version (Figure 4-.20) could not be clogged
under any conditions -. The German device was the only device
tested for release rates under 0-.2 cfs and was satisfactory for a
release rate as low as 0-. 13 cfs-. Wiesner found that the intake of
the Danish vortex valve (Figure 4-. 19) could be clogged but only
under extremely adverse conditions such as high rate mixed
transport of large twigs and leaves together-. The lowest release
rate used for the Danish device was 0-.23 cfs-. He concluded that
the vortex valves were nearly clog-free.
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The roots of vortex valve technology date back many years.
I Around 1930 a non-return valve or vortex diode was invented inGermany in order to reduce the danger of uncontrolled blow-off ofhot steam in the case of pipe fractures. This invention was left
_ without any practical application until the sixties-*
Section 4.4 VORTEX FLOW THROTTLES
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF VORTEX VALVE TECHNOLOGY
It was then re-discovered in the US and was modified and used for
control functions in which maximum reliability was required, such
as the control of rocket motors and emergency cooling circuits
for nuclear power stations. In Germany so-called low-pressure
vortex amplifiers have been developed since about 1970 for use in
hydraulic civil engineering practice (1). The first practical
applications began in Germany in 1976 (2)-. Today in Western
Europe there are more than 3000 vortex devices of different types
and size in operation.
At the same time, independent experiments were conducted in
Scandinavia with vertically arranged vortex throttles for use in
catch basins. Later conical in-line types were developed and
today there are several thousand such devices in operation in
North America , mostly the catchbasin throttle type.
SIMPLIFIED EXPLANATION OF VORTEX FLOW CONTROLLERS
Vortex devices work exclusively with flow effects. There are no
moving parts and there is no external energy supply. The flow
effects are three-dimensional and determined by fluid friction.
To date, there is no satisfactory quantitative description of the
flow processes by means of a mathematical model-.
The operating principles of this technology can be demonstrated
considering the simplified model shown in Figure 4~.22. An
infinitely large container is connected via a channel (C) to a
cylindrical vessel (V)-. The vessel (V) has a centralized hole at
the bottom of diameter (Do) or of area (Ao)-. If the pipe (C) is
routed so that the water under constant head (H) enters the
vessel (V) perfectly radiallyp e-.g. via a ring pipe with small
radial nozzles, (see Figure 4-.22A), the result is a radial sink
flow in the direction of the outlet orifice. The outflow jet is
constricted so that the flow rate becomes,
Q = K*Ao*Mr*SQUARE ROOT (H)-.
If the outlet is of sharp-edged design (orifice plate), the loss
coefficient , M , is approximately equal to 0-.6-.
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FOR VORTEX VALVES
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Figure 4-.23B shows the same setup, but the inlet nozzles are
arranged tangentially. The difference is striking-. There is a
free vortex generated under these conditions-. The nearer a water
particle comes to the center line of the vessel (V) , the greater
its peripheral velocity becomes. The centrifugal force becomes
so great that a vortex core is formed through the outlet hole and
allows the water to flow out in the form of a hollow jet. This
effect can be observed in a bath tub vortex. The flow obeys the
same function,
Q = K*Ao*Mt*SQUARE ROOT(H)-.
But the flow coefficient drops to a range of O-.ll to 0-.15 ( lower
coefficient is for most advanced equipment)-.
A particularly remarkable feature of this vortex flow is that
each disturbance of the flow, e. g-. due to entrained solids or air
pockets, leads to a weakening of the centrifugal force and thus
to an increase of the flow. This unusual hydraulic behavior,
also known as the self cleansing effect and has obvious
advantages in flow control of waste streams with solids and
debris. This phenomena can be dramatically observed by placing an
object or even "stepping with foot " into a throttle in full
vortex operation. A restriction will be created which will
immediately result in flow switch to higher orifice flow.
Vortex flow is instantly resumed once the object is removed.
Although the two experiments in Figure 4-.22 differ only slightly
in the arrangement of the inlet nozzles, the flow is very
different as the flow rate is reduced to about 1/4 as a result of
the tangential supply of water. Expressed differently, it is
possible under vortex flow conditions to obtain the same flow as
a simple orifice, but the area (Ao) of the outlet nozzle will be
4 times the size of the comparable simple orifice. If it were
possible to switch automatically between the two flow states, the
result would be flow valves whose flow rate is adjustable in the
ratio of 1:4-.
The earliest German flow throttle depicted in Figure 4-.23A is
simply a cylindrical disc fed tangentially with a central orifice
outlet at the bottom of the unit. An air vent on top the unit
permits air to be exhausted or drawn in to stabilize the vortex
action. The device instantly goes into the vortex mode and the
characteristic curve is liken to a pump curve-. It was discovered
that by inclining the device about its axis (see Figure 4-.24B ),
the resulting controller could combine both types of orifice and
vortex flow principles into a single stage/discharge
characteristic-. This fact was important since it became possible
to have a controller switch to and fro , from orifice to vortex
and back by only changing the pressure head of the inlet of the
device-. The notion of the name "vortex valve" derives from the
device's ability to vary flow resistence as a function of inlet
pressure.
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FIGURE 4.23-A
HORIZONTAL VORTEX
FLOW THROTTLE
(WEST GERMAN)
FIGURE 4.23-B
INCLINED VORTEX
FLOW THROTTLE
(WEST GERMAN)
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DETAILED EXPLANATION OF VORTEX THROTTLE
The switching to and fro between radial sink flow and free vortex
flow occurs as follows (3)-. Refer to Figure 4-.24-. If the pressure
at the tangential inlet to the vortex chamber is low, then the
housing is filled with water only in the lower part. Due to the
inclined position of the housing the body of water is not
rotationally symmetrical-. Despite the tangential inlet it is not
possible for any vortex flow to develop, but instead there is
more of a nozzle flow of low flow resistance-.
The higher the pressure in the inlet, the more completely the
vortex chamber is filled with water and the excess air escapes.
The body of water loses its non-rotational symmetry more and
more-. When the chamber is filled to the top , the inclined
position of the chamber no longer has any effect since water now
is weightless in the chamber. The vortex now operates unhindered
by asymmetry and greatly throttles the flow-. The central air
opening draws air into the vortex core-.
Figure 4-.24- A shows the water levels in the vortex chamber at
various inlet pressures and flow rates-. If the rate and flow
coefficient based on a pressure of 15 inlet diameters are
plotted, graphs shown in Figures 4-.24-B and 4-.24-C result -. For
simplicity , the exit orifice has the same cross sectional area
as the tangential inlet;
It can be seen by inspection of Figure 4-.24-B that there are four
different flow characteristic regions. The lower-most region ,
partial filling, is the region in which the water runs through
the device with a free level-. The rapidly increasing flow
coefficient (see Figure 4~.24-B) is determined by the hydrualic
behaviour of the tangential inlet.
In the second region , the characteristic of the flow coefficient
swings into the vertical and remains at a value of about 3-.25
(for this class of throttle)-. The maximum theoretical possible
value of 4 is not quite reached-. This is due to the fact that
the incident flow on the exit orifice in this state is not
entirely free of circulation-. The complete filling of the
housing is reached at a pressure head of about four inlet
diameters. The flow coefficient drops sharply.
In the third region , the transition zone, the device reacts very
sensitively to fluctuations in pressure-. This makes it difficult
to obtain precise measurements of the flow coefficient-. For this
reason, this region is shown by a broken line-.
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In the upper most zone of the characteristic curve , there is
stable vortex flow-. The water leaves the vortex chamber at high
speed in the form of a swirling hollow jet. The flow coefficient
drops slightly as the pressure rises-. This is because the air-
filled vortex core, which tends to rise due to its buoyancy in
the inclined chamber , and is progressively driven towards the
axis as the pressure rises-. As a result , it is progressively
less able to disturb the vortex action.
Figure 4-.24-C shows the discharge-stage relation-. The flow rate
rises to a peak flow and then drops back-. This results in a saw-
tooth-shaped flow curve. The flow curve of a simple orifice is
also shown, which achieves the same desired flow only at the end
of the curve-. This last point is one of the advantages of vortex
throttle in context of combined sewer regulation.
TYPES OF CONICAL IN-LINE TYPES USED IN US
Over the last 10 years there have been three general types of
conical in-line types of vortex devices used-. The first derives
from Denmark-. The second is a British variation of the Danish
device -. The third is from independent German roots-.
In 1977 J.M-. Johanessen together with C-. Maegaard of Denmark
developed an in-line vortex device called the "conical"
(because of the cone shaped configuration) for control of
surcharging within the Northwest Interceptor in Cleveland, Ohio-.
See Figure 4-.26-A. The intake of this prototype device is a
through a "slot "along the side including ( not shown) a portion
of the backplate , This prototype was later altered -see Figure
4-.25-B for general commercial applications-.
This conical device has a inlet slot cut along the longitudinal
axis of a truncated cone with an internal orifice located at the
outlet back plate-. Incoming flow impacts the back plate and then
enters the device through the inlet slot. The vertical height of
the slot is about 40% of the orifice diameter in the back of the
unit. A family of stage discharge curves is generated by altering
the internal orifice dimension. The back plate diameter of the
truncated cone is twice that of the internal orifice-.
Johanessen later changed the conical design as shown in
Figure 4-.25-B to the type shown in Figure 4-. 25-C due to high
incidence of debris cloggage in the inlet slot, turbulent
entrance conditions ( lowered effectiveness of unit in vortex
mode)Deviations of rated flow capacity due to variability of
field installation { deviation of inlet slot from vertical
alignment would alter the flow characteristic), and,reduction of
the structural rigidity of the cone due to the inlet slot along
the cone length -. The conical device shown in Figure 4-.25-C
includes a truncated cone section, a circular plate at the inlet
end with a cylindrical inlet at 45 degrees to the back plate, an
oval plate at the outlet end and a cylindrical outlet.
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FIGUR£4.25-B
CONICAL VORTEX
THROTTLE WITH
SLOTTED OPENING
* MnNOTE; SLOT OPENING
EXTENDS OVER PORTION
OF BACK PLATE
NOT SB3&N
FIGURE 4.25-A
PROTOTYPE CONICAL
VORTEX THROTTLE
CLEVELAND, OHIO
FIGURE 4.25-D
CONICAL VORTEX THROTTLE
WITH MODIFIED BOX INTAKE
ON SLOTTED UNIT
FIGURE 4. 25 VARIOUS TYPES OF CONICAL VORTEX
THROTTLES ( DANNISH ORIGIN)
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While the inlet at a 45 degree is not optimal for creating
maximal vortex effect ( it is well known that maximal effect is
created when inlet feed into vortex chamber is perpendicular to
axis of rotation), the configuration does have a distinct
advantage for passage of long objects ( timbers } -. On the other
hand, a device with maximal braking (perpendicular intake)
implies maximal orifice opening to pass normal debris-.
Families of stage/discharge curves for this conical configuration
can be generated by simultaneously altering the dimension of the
truncated cone large end and the internal orifice located at the
truncated cone small end-. For example, increasing the dimension
of the truncated cone large end while keeping the internal
orifice fixed, increases the vortex braking effect-. The opening
of the inlet section is either equal to or greater than the
internal orifice-. The outlet discharge pipe is always equal to
or larger than the internal orifice-. The commercial technology
discharge range for the Johanessen conical vortex valve is 0-.3
cfs to about 20 cfs-. The coefficient of discharge in the vortex
braking mode for Johanessen's device is rated to be 0-.18 up to
0-.37, depending upon the particular geometry configuration-.Actual
field measurements indicate that the coefficents should be higher
(6)-.
About last seven years ago, Smisson of the U-.K-. modified the
original Danish design by inclusion of "Concorde " inlet box
(see Figure 4-.25-D) attached onto the inlet slot to improve flow
conditions into the device ( reduce inlet turbulence and provide
a greater inlet opening )-.
Over the last several years Dr-. Hans Brombach , West Germany
developed the conical type shown in Figure 4-.23-B. As described
earlier the conical vortex valve consists of an inclined housing
(the lower generating line of the conical part of the housing is
horizontal) and a tangential inlet pipe joining into the
housing-. The size of the central exit port is variable by means
of exchangeable orifices-. The housing has a hinged cover as well
as vents (an important stabilizing improvement)-.
Brombach found positive venting important to eliminate surges
during initial start-up ( air is actually exhausted during rising
stage) and for supplying the vortex with an air source to ensure
smooth stabilized vortex actiom ( See Figure 4-^ 24-A)-. Venting
enhances reproduceability and accuracy, particularly for low to
intermediate head stages -. Trapped air in the upper portion of
the cone can result in hysteresis of the flow characteristic-.
Small devices can draw air supply from the outlet of the device,
but with turbulence-. It has been found under hydraulic laboratory
conditions that maximal braking effect occurs with smooth well-
defined and centrally aerated vortex (4)-. This fact is contrary
to popular belief that the vortex valve is really a turbulence
throttle-. The opposite is true.
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In the last several years Brombach has found that the hydraulic
braking effect can be further enhanced by eliminating the flat
cover plate (see Figure 4-.23-B ) and replacement with smooth dish
head shapes ( see Figures 4-. 26-A/B ) for new shape -. Besides
improving the braking effectr the cover is lighter and
structurally stronger ( flat back plates on large devices under
high pressure head could weigh well in excess of 500 pounds)-.
Flow characteristics of the German vortex valves are basically
the product of the following five geometrical parameters:
a) inlet diameter, b) outlet diameter, c) housing diameter, d)
angle of inclination, and e) vessel shape ; and the pressure on
the inlet side-. If the valve does not freely discharge, but
against a back-pressure, there is a further parameter-. Systematic
variation of the geometrical parameters results in an entire
family of vortex valves-. Figure 4-.26-B shows some of the effect
of the angle of inclination on the flow characteristics while
Figure 4-.26-C depicts possible characteristics by varying the
outlet aperature relative to fixed inlet diameter and angle of
inclination. It is obvious that many combinations of
characteristics are possible-. Although the hydraulic properties
cannot be adjusted at will, there is a wide degree of
flexibility-. Thus, for example, there are valves with a highly
pronounced saw-tooth, and others where the change from nozzle
flow to vortex flow is such that the flow curve is almost
vertical-.
The hydraulic dimensioning of the W-^ German vortex valves is
based on extensive calibration measurements-. In practical
applications of the vortex valves, slide valves and connecting
pipes are often positioned upstream of the valve itself-. Correct
dimensioning of the final inner orifice takes account of the
influence of these additional hydraulic resistances-.
The discharge loss coefficients for the W-. German vortex valves
are below 0-.15 and range up to 0-.3-. The commercial technology
discharge range is 0-. 1 cfs up to about 100 cfs for a single
device with no upper head limitation-. In Switzerland there is an
installation throttling about 1 cfs of stormwater containing sand
and gravel under a head drop of 400 +feetr. All of the W-. German
type vortex valves useful for combined sewer regulation are
constructed with hinged hatches allowing for easy maintenance
access and permitting rapid replacement of adjustable plastic
and/or steel orifice inserts to alter the units stage/discharge
characteristic^ A wide range of different flow characteristic
curves can be accomplished through replacement of inserts
allowing for capacity expansion/reduction and seasonal effects-.
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COMBINED SEWER REGULATOR DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Figure 4-.2V shows a typical vortex valve stage/discharge
characteristic-. As it can be seen from inspection, the lower
portion of the curve increases (rising head) to a defined peak
(orifice characteristic), "kick-back" occurs in the transition
zone (energy re-arrangement from orifice to vortex made), and
then rises when in the vortex mode. On falling head, the
characteristic curve is essentially the same-.
This characteristic provides for a number of interesting design
possibilities-. First, the operating head conditions for normal
maximum dry weather flows plus allowances for maximum
infiltration are chosen so as to be on the rising portion of the
unsubmerged weir portion of the curve and to avoid adverse
backhead ( which would result in upstream deposition) -. This
maximum condition is chosen to be well to the left of the
"switchback" or "kickback" point as to always ensure that the
unit will not be "hung" when on a receding flow condition-. The
maximum orifice condition is often chosen to coincide with
estimated flow at "first flush" conditions-.
Second, overflow spill weirs can be accurately set when the
vortex mode is well established^ Since the switchback point can
be erratic, it is best to set decision levels above this level-.
Third, the upper most portion of the vortex curve can be used to
establish controlled flow rates at the maximum design storm
condition such that discharge at maximum head could be the same
or even less than the peak "first-flush" flow occurring at low
head conditions, meaning that the downstream WWTP would therefore
receive at most no more than either of these two hydraulic limits-.
Fourth, system-wide utilization of these positive acting
controllers could be employed to apportion interceptor capacity
to carry only "first-flush" to the WWTP from each of the
contributing sewersheds and allowing only the clearer flows
during increased storm conditions to overflow.
Lastly, the orifice flow characteristic on drain-down (falling
curve) can be explicitly used to ensure self-scouring when
considering in-line and/or off-line storage of wastes heavily
laden with settleable solids-. It was exactly for this last
design consideration that motivated Brombach to develop vortex
valves having well defined switching (orifice to vortex, vortex
to orifice) characteristics-.
The typical characteristic curve shown in Figure 4-.27 can be
altered by changes in the geometric design of a given vortex
valve to increase/decrease peak initial flow; increase/decrease
height at which the initial peak flow occurs; increase/decrease
the degree of "kick-back"; and flatten/steepen the slope of the
vortex mode portion of the curves
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MAJOR NORTH AMERICAN VORTEX INSTALLATIONS
Figure 4-.2S depicts a regulator chamber containing a vortex valve
whose flow characteristic can be halved by opening the cover and
replacing a new insert-. This device is one of 13 new regulators
(design capacity: 2 to 15 cfs and head range: 9 to 23 feet)
controlling combined sewer flow to a new 3+ mile tunnel (Marigot
Project) with pumpage to new WWTP located on the southerly side
of the island of Laval, adjacent to Montreal, Canada-. Figure 4%29
shows the alignment of the Marigot tunnel-. Regulator inserts
allow for changing flow characteristics (staged infiltration
reduction ) ,and changes in pump station / WWTP hydraulic
conditions -. This project is the largest in North America in
terms of number of units and technology scale -.
The decision to use vortex throttles rather than motorized sluice
gates as the control was driven largely by the desire not to
provide electrical power to the chambers and the obvious desire
for no-moving part self-actuated controllers-. The design was
"fast -tracked" without long term flow measurements and
infiltration levels are known to be high ( there is a staged
continuing program to reduce these levels)-. Since the head
differential between low head (dry weather flow) and maximum flow
at peak head conditions is substantial ( for some installations
in excess of 20 feet), the "kick-back " portion of the vortex
throttle characteristic curve's ( see Figure 4-.27 ) were
strongly "warped" -. This meant that if a major storm occurred
during high infiltration conditions and if infiltration levels
were much greater than estimated, then on a receeding flow
hydrograph the vortex device would not "move " out of the "kick
back" condition down to normal low orifice flow ( operating at
much lower head)-. As a safety factor, mechanical chainfalls
attached to the roof of the chambers were provided in each of the
chambers for ease in opening the heavy plated covers for orifice
insert change, but also for removing the vortex throttles if the
infiltration /kickback problem ever arose-. To date, this
condition has not not been a problem (5)-.
The largest singular installation ( capacity )in North America is
located in Quebec City , Canada near the waterfront where the
"upper and lower" cities divide-. The combined sewer regulation
chamber consists of 2- 8 foot diameter 3/8" stainless steel
vortex drums fed by 48" lines wth piped outlets-. See Figure 4-.30-
A-. The design condition on the configuration is 169 cfs under a
head of about 12 feet (6)-. The characteristic function for the
installation is depicted in Figure 4-.30-B-. At four feet of head a
discharge of about 145 cfs was desired with a gradual increase
up to the design limit -. The small ratio of vortex drum size to
inlet diameter permitted the gradual and nearly vertical flow
change from orifice to vortex flow conditions -.The unit was put
into operation in 1986 and is reported to operate satisfactorily-.
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The largest US system -wide configuration of vortex flow
controllers for combined sewer system control is in Saginaw,
Michigan. In 1984 9 of the City's 34 regulation chambers ( West
side of city -5000 + acres) were modified to include vortex
throttles ( lcfs-20 cfs) which replaced mechanical float-operated
throttles and modification of cross and spill weirs to maximize
potential in-line transient storage-.This program was funded
through the 108 Great Lakes Demonstation Program Grant-. A
evaluation program showed few operational problems with the
devices-. (7)
In 1986 the City using its own funds modified the balance of the
City's ( East Side) regulation chambers-. All work was completed
by the end of 1987-. A total of 12 additional chambers were
outfitted with West German type vortex throttles in this program
and an estimated 6+ MG of in-line transient storage was
created-. (9 ) -. The total of 21 units is the largest system wide
configuration in the US (8).
The City has reported in the spring of 1988 that the wet sludge
processed during rainfall events has increased from 75+ tons/day
to approximately 90 tons/day (9)-. Total expenditures were less
than 1-. 2M dollars-. Estimates of wet weather generated phosporous
reductions to Saginaw River as a result of these improvements
range from 15- 20% ,
Operating experiences to date have been favorable-. Cloggage in
small units ( less than 0-.5 cfs ) does occur-; Experience
indicates that critical aspect of design is the entrance
condition to the intake of the vortex throttle-. It should be as
contoured and tapered to permit acceleration of flow into the
inlet to prohibit deposition and cloggage of paper materials
during low flow conditions (9)-. Structural problems with welded
seams on one large Danish-type segmented device was eliminated
by later installing air vents. The City overall reports far less
maintenance requirements than noted previously for the mechanical
float operated systems (9)-.
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ADVANCED TANKAGE CONCEPTS AND EQUIPMENT
FORWARD
During the last eight years there has been a significant combined
sewer overflow abatement program in West Germany focusing on
primarily storage concepts-. German policy requires that retention
and detention storage, on the order of 250-350 cubic feet per
acre of impervious area be provided and the released amount of
flow from tankage be on the order of twice peak dry weather flow
of downstream WWTP's nominal processing capacity-. Today, nearly
8000 tanks have been installed generally with this concept in
mind-.
General tankage practice concepts together with several
innovative technologies for accomplishing operational functions
will be discussed-.
TANKAGE
In the late 60 *s Prof-. Krauth from Stuttgart University made
extensive measurements of WWTP influent characteristics and
demonstrated "first flush " effect and later showed that the
degree of the overall WWTP/collection system processing could be
improved by limiting inflow to WWTP to twice peak dry weather
flow-. Upsystem detention tanks were intended to protect the WWTP
from overload; First flush would be caught in detention tanks and
kept separate from overflow (1,2)-. Krauth's idea was eventually
adopted as part of German Water Pollution Control Federation
guidelines and soon became known as "Work Sheet A128 " for short-.
These guidelines have been generally used to design thousands of
combined sewer detention facilities-.
There are generally two classes of tanks-. The first are called
"first flush tanks" and are depicted in Figure 4-.31-A (3)-. These
types of tanks are used when the time of concentration of the
impervious area is 15 minutes or less -. Two subtypes are shown
in Figure 4-.31-A depending on whether there is sufficient grade
to permit gravity drainage of the tank contents or if required
tank volume is large-. The first subtype is in-line storage while
the latter is off-line-. As stated above, flow is restricted
( during wet weather to about twice dry weather flow; When stormflows exceed this level, then storage fills -; Overflows are
always set upstream of the tanks so overflowing volumes are not
(i mixed with captured "first flush"-. Small storm volumes are
I completely captured-. If off-line type is used then an additional
separation weir is needed-. The tank is filled by discharge over
th-is weir as soon as the inflow exceeds the throttle-. When this
! I tank is filled , upstream overflow occurs-.
1
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Figure 4-.32 shows a common , typical in-line first flush tank-.
The storage capacity is circular in plan with a tangential feed-.
The outflow to WWTP is is the center-. When the tank fills
 fa
whirlpool effect transports settleable material and cleans out
the storage area-. The overflow is upstream of the storage space
so that the overflow cannot mix with the first flush-. The
numerical values shown are medium values derived from a country
wide statistical survey of practice-. For example median storage
is about 16,00 cubic feet or 0-.12MG and sidewater depths on tanks
average about 10 feet -. Vortex throttles are used as the flow
control on roughly 40% of all German tanks-.
Figure 4-.33 shows another type of tank with again downstream flow
throttle placed in a dry pit with emergency bypass-. Many years
ago the practice of wet pit housings for flow throttles was
abandoned due to unpopularity and reluctance of maintainence
workers-. Emergency bypasses are the standard for all German
designs -. The overflow function is enhanced by a new type of
equipment called the "air-regulated siphon"^ It is claimed that
this new device can substantially save construction costs of
overflow chamber as the siphon is reclaiming the energy head lost
by the drop over conventional weirs-. This type of equipment is
just beginning to used in German designs-. It is discussed in the
next section -.
Figure 4-.31-B shows the other class of tank which is used when
pronouned first flush is not expected; Generally it has been
found that this occurs when the time of concentration exceeds 15
minutes or when there are upstream overflows or tanks-. Again the
same distinction is made regarding in-line or off-line
configuration-. Drainage is a combination of gravity or pump-out
and often both-.
The settling tank functions in a similar manner to a primary
settling tank in that only treated flow discharges from the
clarified overflow-. The clarifier-overflow load is restricted to
about 0-.2 cfs per acre of impervious area-. If greater inflow
occurs, then the upstream overflows are activated-.
Figure 4-.34 shows a typical settling tank -. The tank is
rectangular in shape-. The front wall is used as the tank
overflow while the back wall as the outlet for the clarified
overflow-. The tank can be partially emptied by gravity through a
check flap back into the vortex throttle and the remaining amount
pumped again to the throttle chamber-. The rate of clarifier
overflow is controlled by a throttle orifice to present scour of
settled sludge blanket-. The device above the clarified outflow
wall is called a "sediment flusher" for creating a flush wave to
cleanse the sediment from the tank after an event-. This device is
currently the "rage" of Europe and nearly 500 have been
installed in the last two years-.
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The Germans have tried many different schemes to promote self-
cleansing of nuisance sediments , debris and general settleable
material after flow events as the tankage concept is activated
very frequently in contrast to most American designs where
tankage is activated for larger and most serious storm events-.
The Germans have tried wash down nozzles, sprinklers, scrapers
and all have generally been discarded for variety of operational
problems-. Many different types of chamber configurations have
been tried to create better fluid shear stress conditions on
draindowrr. Figure 4-.3S shows a few of the more common examples of
tank geometries and floor channel configurations -. These attempts
have not been satisfactory . The vortex throttle designed to pass
large flushing flows on draindown when the vortex action switched
to orifice condition has also been of limited value. The sediment
flusher developed in Switzerland refined in Germany is the new
answer, and cleaning circular tanks is still an unsolved
problem (4)-.
AIR-REGULATED SIPHONS
*** INTRODUCTION ***
Fl.ow and level control is a problem frequently encountered in the
design of combined sewer overflow and stormwater discharge
structures. Desirable characteristics for a combined sewer
overflow chamber include the following considerations-. The
chamber's capacity should be as great as practicable, so that
the number of overflows is kept to a minimum. The capacity of the
overflow must handle excess storm water without causing an
undesirable rise in the incoming sewer's water level , which
could have serious consequences such as flooding of basements in
the vicinity. To obtain best use of the total chamber volume,
however, the overflow level needs to be set as high as possible.
The overflow structure must therefore require only a small head
over its crest to discharge the excess water. This requirement
can lead to weirs of considerable length with extensive aprons-.
Static overflow weirs with a fixed discharge level are generally
chosen as they are simple to design and generally have
predictable hydraulic characteristics. Flow over the weir
increases in proportion to the crest height. ( see Figure 4-.36 ),
that is , the higher the crest the greater the discharge. A
static "long" weir is always designed using peak probable flow
which can result in long weir lengths and expensive structures-;
Mechanical gates such as the bascule system (see Figure 4-.36J are
often used to overcome the limitations of static weirs -.
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The bascule gate sits on the sill of a "short" overflow weir and
is activated by electrical and/or mechanical systems ( requiring
energy) which must be directed by liquid level sensing systems-.
Artificial induced peaks can be created and storage can be
generated-.
Accurate realtime feedback control between the sensing devices
and mechanical actuating systems is difficult to achieve due to
signal time lapsing between sensors and the controls -; This
problem can result in "the over or under shooting" of desired
proportional flow /level control -.Mechanical- type systems are
nevertheless useful and certainly decrease weir length in
comparison to static weirs but require instrumentation and energy
(power) , have numerous moving parts and delicate seals
(maintenance) -.It is for these reasons that mechanical- operated
systems are not optimal for flow control at remote satellite
discharge installations-.
Siphons in the form of spillway discharge have been used in
water resource hydroelectric designs to rapidly spill large
quantities of water where flow level control within a narrow head
range is desired and available weir spillway space is limited-.
See Figure 4-.37 -.
Maintenance of the siphon's prime however, has always been
extremely difficult -. Although the siphon spillway concept is an
attractive alternative to both static "long" spill weirs and
mechanically -operated "short" weirs ,the development of control
measures to ensure siphon stability ( mitigation of flow
hysteresis i-;e-., loss of prime ) has up until recently precluded
utilization of this concept-.
Although the siphon has been known since the time of the
Egyptians, the concept of regulating the flow through a siphon by
controlled admission of air is a much later development-.
Figure 4-. 38-A shows a pictorial comparison of the outflow
hydrographs from a reservoir having an outflow weir, a
conventional siphon, and an new air-regulated siphon, see Figure
4-.38-B (5)-. The conventional siphon produces a smaller peak in
the outflow hydrograph than the weir does, but at the expense of
sudden changes in flow rate-. The air-regulated siphon avoids
these sudden changes, and offers the best and most flexible
control of the outlet hydrograph, particularly if used in
combination with a weir-. Similar considerations apply to the
case of storm water overflows^
The air-regulated siphon recently developed by Prof-; Markland of
UK and Dr; Hans Brombach, West Germany eliminates these technical
problems and offers an extremely attractive alternative to
existing conventional systems-.
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Stormwater overflows using the air-regulated siphon can be much
smaller in size than conventional weirs , thus providing
significant cost savings for new construction -. For existing
structures, the air-regulated siphon provides opportunites for
increasing overflow weir discharge as to enhance the structured
capacity to handle infrequent flow peaks without surcharge*. To
datef roughly 20-f devices have been installed , mostly in West
Germany-;
*** STANDARD SIPHON ***
Although siphons have much higher efficiencies than conventional
weirs as they can entrain larger quantities of flow due to their
relative operating head advantage , they are rarely used in
wastewater and stormwater practice-. In the standard siphon (
Figure 4-.37 ) , the water intake is much lower than the crest as
to eliminate air entry -. Potential storage behind the weir is
thus lost-. When air is entrained, the siphon can lose its prime
and hence the flow characteristic erraticaly changes-; Because of
this instability there exists no standards for siphon design-.
Each project design must be developed by experiment-.
AIR-REGULATED SIPHON
The new air-regulated siphon ( see Figure 4-.39 ) has a vertical
suction tube <1>, a specially designed trumpet - shaped inlet <6>
and a U-shaped discharge section <4> -.The device is very compact
and can be installed on the top of a standard static weir by
placement on a horizontal base-.
The air inlet pipe <7> is slightly inclined and connects the
vertical discharge chute <4> to the upper part of the siphon both
inside and outside -.This unique air intake pipe has two orifices
, the first is at the vertical discharge chute <8> and the second
is located within the interior section of the intake < 9> -. The
air inlet <10> connects this tube with the interior of the
siphon-. The overflow sill < 11> is termed the design or reference
level for suction head considerations-. A special "bump" <2>
creates a flow deflecting effect which helps to initially
establish the siphon -. Item <5> is a small orifice located at the
bottom of the discharge section <4> which permits drainage
following an event -.
When the water level rises to a level of 70% of the nominal
siphon throat size ( vertical distance between <3> and <11> ),
the air intake will be completely submerged , admitting only
water-. At this point the siphon is fully "primed" and will
discharge at full or "design capacity" -. The siphon discharge
capacity will only slightly increase with increasing water depth
until the siphon itself is fully submerged-. At this point a
combination of weir-type discharge and siphon flow at full design
capacity will occun
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COMPONENT :<"':
1- vertical S .ction Tube
2- Flow Deflector
3- Crest
4- Discharge
5- Drain Orifice
6- Inlet
7- Air Pipe
8- suction Tube Orifice
9- vortex Orifice
10-Air Intake
11-Weir sill
FIGURE 4.39 JOMPONENTS OF NEW AIR-REGULATED SIPHON
FIGURE 4.40
BACKWATER CONSIDERATIONS
LIMITATION OF AIR-REGULATED SIPHON
FOR BACKWATER
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*** FLOW CHARACTERISTICS ***
Table 4-. 1 shows the air-regulated siphon flow curve in
dimensionaless form, that is, the ratio of h/D (water level above
reference divided by nominal siphon size D size ) to Q/Qu , where
Q is discharge at any level and Qu is flow at full "primed11 peak
design capacity-. The siphon flow increases slightly at very low
heads, and then at a h/D ratio of (K25 the flow uniformly
increases to an h/D value of 0-.7 where maximum siphon flow
(design flow Qu ) is achieved. The flow increase beyond this
level is very slight until the siphon is totally submerged , i-. e,
h/D = 1, and then simple weir (spillage) flow adds to the siphon
design discharge (6)-.
A typical design shows the merit of the device -. Assume a siphon
with a nominal size D of 200 mm or 8n
 ra width B of 1000 mm or
3-.28'P a suction head (H) of 2000 mm or 6-.51-. This configuration
requires only 140 mm or 5-.5" of head to attain a peak flow of 713
I/sec or 25.2 cfs (or equivalently 7-.7 cfs per lineal foot of
weir-.) The equivalent rounded-edged broad crest weir of the same
length operating under a head of 5-.5" would discharge roughly 3-.6
cfs-. It should be noted that the attractiveness of this siphon is
directly related to the available suction head to recover-. If the
suction head were only 1000 mm or 3-. 28' then the design flow of
the siphon would be 18-.4 cfs~. As the available suction head
decreases, the advantage diminishes-.
The siphon will perform satisfactorily even when operating under
moderate backhead conditions ( Figure 4-.40 ) -. It is recommended
for design that the net operating siphon head (suction head H
less expected tailwater head ) be at least 0-.66 the gross siphon
suction head H for satisfactory operation -.
Weir capacity gain
 r X , for a siphon of width (B) is defined as
the ratio of an equivalent static weir length BS divided by
siphon width B for similar hydraulic conditions ( See Figure
4-.41 )-. This ratio compares the length of a static weir to the
width of a air-regulated siphon-.
Provided the suction head to recover is available, the weir
capacity gain value X can be as high as 7 -. This gain will change
with different assumed broad crest weir shapes and siphon suction
heights H , but clearly indicates either the potential for
significant civil works cost savings or the potential for adding
substantial "dump" capacity within a similar sized structure for
safely passing peak flows from more severe storm events-.
The siphon is normally installed and secured by fastener plates
on the back side of overflow weir-. The vertical alignment of the
siphon design level can be field- adjusted for optimum flow and
generated storage results-.
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FT ow Curves For
Air- Regulator
Siphon Only.
Submerged
siphon
WEIR
Level
n.t.s.
e Level
h/D
-
\
\
Nominal
1i
Reference Level
Suction Height
Flow ( Not To Scale )
TABLE : DIMENSIONAL PLOT OF AIR-REGULATED
4.1 SIPHON FLOW CHARACTERISTIC"
Note: Static Weir is
Rounded-Of£
FIGURE 4.41
4.66
Siphon width: B»Bs/x
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Operational experience has been good with only a few reported
instances of the air vent clogging-. Due to the extremely high
turbulence of the discharge , the downstream chamber and overflow
discharge pipe have been noted to be free of floatables and
sediment-.
In summary, air-regulated siphons are ideally suited for use as
storm water overflows as the device has smooth performance
without hysteresis, for use in new construction, or for
installation over an existing overflow weir to enhance its
discharge-. The unit is simple and virtually maintenance-free-.
SEDIMENT FLUSHERS
Figure 4-.42 depicts a schematic of a new device for flushing
sediment from facilities detaining wastewater laden with
settleable materials and debris-. The device is a cylindrical
container slung on an off-center swivel mounting with a slit
ejection opening all along it entire length-. This tipping bucket
is suspended at the front wall of the storm tank-. When the tank
empties after rainfall , the flusher is automatically filled with
water (groundwater or river water) , taking 5-15 minutes to fill
depending upon availability of water -. Because of the off-set
bearing point, the center of gravity of the flusher and its
contents moves through the swivel bearing just before the
container is filled. The flusher suddenly turns and allows a
massive surge of water to fall-; When the flusher has completed
its dump, it self rights itself to a ready position-.
Standard flusher sizes have dump capacities between 25 to 120 gal
per foot of flusher length-. When the water falls from a height of
two to four meters
 r a 50 m tank is easily flushed clean-.
Flushers generally have a maximum width of about 30 ' feet-. Large
tanks are divided into a number of flushing lanes and the areas
are flushed sequentially-.
Flusher designs encompass length of flush, slope of floor, height
of flusher water drop and various backward /forward tipping side
slope treatments-. There is a hydraulic measuring procedue that
was calibrated by measurements, enabling rational design (7)
The devices are constructed of stainless steel -. Reported
operational experience has been excellent-.
Figure 4-.43 depicts a number of storm tank configurations showing
layout of tank, overflows and flusher&;
The largest configuration to date is in Stuttgart near the River
Main-. In 1978 an underground tank having volume of 3-.43 MG was
constructed just about at the time when the widespread German
tankage use began-.
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SEDIMENT FLUSHER
FIGURE 4.42
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SEDIMENT FLUSHER SCHEMATIC
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FIGURE 4.43 TYPICAL CONFIGURATIONS OF FLUSHERS
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The tank is trapezoidal ( 115 m long with short and long sides of
35m and 55m respectively-. The tank is underground and is pumped
out using 3 -30 cfs sump pumps-. The tanks were originally
installed with no means to clean the tanks , except for two large
openings intended to lower equipment to remove hopefullyr dried
and caked sludge-.
After many years of trial and error attempts at different
techniques (loaders, nozzlesr scrapers, etc-.) , 3 prototype
flushers were installed leading to installation of 14 more
production units-.
Each flusher is 16-.5 feet in length and are attached near the
ceiling with a 3 m drop to floor-. The bottom slab was adjusted to
a 3% slope and 1 foot concrete dividers separate the flushing
lanes-. Flushers on the short end of the tank dump about 120
gal/ft and the flushers at the long end dump about 200 gal /ft -.
Water from the river is pumped to each flusher following an event
by a centralized control system-. Capital cost of the flushing
system including controls, flushers, concrete work was about 1M
DM or about $650,000-.
Personal observation of flushing operation on June 7, 1988
indicated the following-. The night before 0-. 5 inch rainfall
after prolonged dry period filled the tank and left 8-10" of
organic debris over the entire basim Flushers on the long side
of the tank (55m) required two dumps to flush clean these
deposits with no residue-;The flush took less than 30 seconds-. The
lanes were walkable just after the flush (8)-. Personnel safety
could be an issue as the flush occurs unexpectedly and with great
force-.
It is believed from model testing and actual observation that
flushing longer lengths would not be feasible as the flush wave
would tend to break up into smaller rivelets and not maintain a
sustained uniform cleansing operation -.
VORTEX FLOW REGULATORS WITH ELECTRONIC FEEDBACK
in the last five years there has arisen a need for feedback
throttled control on a number of German storage installations-.
The central idea is to sense indirect flow rates through pressure
reading from the housing on the vortex controller and then send
this data to microprocesser computer with various programmable
operations to electronically drive a motorized knife valve
situated on the intake to the vortex throttle -. Pressure
conditions on the throttle can thus be adjusted and hence the
throttle's discharge-. The advantage of the vortex throttle is
the relatively large aperture opening for flow and debris
passage in comparison to pinch valve or sluice-. This advantage
is significant when the design requirement is to throttle very
small flows containing debris and solids-.
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Several hundred of these configurations have been installed-.
Operational experience has been good provided that a high level
of competent technicians are available to service such the
facilities-. Figure 4-.4S depicts a standard configuration-.
The vortex throttle is horizontally placed such that the flow
characteristic is monotonic in shape-. Discharge can be
indirectly determined as the pressure readout (tap and sensor
located on the housing of the device) can be uniquely and with
high precision, determined -.
Note that vortex throttle in an inclined position would result
in an "S" shaped curve which would be undesireable-. The vortex
throttle shown is formed from dish heads which has been found
from hydraulic testing to be the most efficient form of
throttling, ie , the cross sectional aperture of flow passage is
maximal-; This in turn means that the device can throttle very
small flows ( 0-.5 cfs) at nomimal heads { 4-6 feet ) with
aperature openings on the order of 5-6 inches-.
The technology range for these types of setups has ranged from
0-.5 cfs up to 8 cfs-. An 8 cfs vortex throttle has an inlet
diameter of about 16" and the diameter could be as large as 80-."
For higher flows the setup becomes too large and other
alternatives are more attactive-.
The only moving parts are the valve actuator and the slide plate-.
Discharge is continuously adjustable through positioning of the
slide plate in front of the throttle-. In-situ testing indicate
flow control tolerance on the order of 5-10% depending on the
type of setup.
Programmable microprocessors have been devised to accomplish an
extremely wide and versatile set of functions, ranging from
environmental sensing of the components themselves ( with shut-
off) , to repetitive commands to pass and unlodge debris, to
normal feedback flow attentuation /shut off-on operations-.
Functions have become somewhat standardized and are "clip -in" to
standard frames-. Reliable slide valves manufactured with
consistent high degree of quality control have been a problem-;
Control panels are usually outside the control dry pit and are
typically provided with all the necessary receptacles for lights,
alarms, heating etc-. Panels and electric connections are above
grade and are usually not secured-. Vandalism does not seem to be
a problem-.
One of the more advanced and sophisticated "small scale" storage
facilities is depicted in Figure 4-.45-. The facility is located in
Weikersheim^South { Southern Germany) and handles combined sewer
flows from roughly 1000 people-. Dry weather flow is 8-.5 1/s (-.3
cfs) with peak wet weather design flows of 46 cfs ( impervious
catchment is about 25 acres)-. This tank falls under the "first
flush" category and the storage function is of the on-line type-.
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FIGURE 4.44
TYPICAL CONFIGURATION OF VORTEX CONTROLLER
WITH ELCTRONIC CONTROLS
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The tank has a roof and a side water depth of 10 feet -. Volume
equals 10,900 cubic feet-. The tank volume is about 0-.66 of the
median volume for German tanks-. The 3-.5% floor slope in two
directions ( hill contour effect ) was meant to create a
"sweeping" or "ballistic" effect for self cleansing-. Heavy sand
deposits impede the sweeping action of finer organic particles
and deposition does occur throughout the tank following an event-.
Odors are not not a problem and ventilation is not provided-.
(Generally the case and is probably due to the very frequent
usage/drainage of tankage volumes)-.
An air-regulated siphon provides the overflow function -; The
device is 2-. 5 feet in width and discharges 15-.5 cfs when the
water depth in the siphon throat is 4^4 inches-. The downstream
section of the chamber from the siphon is extremely clean due to
the siphon's discharge. At higher flows the siphon is itself
overflowed-. Suction head is 5+ feeb;
The electronic flow controller consists of a vortex throttle with
an 8" intake diameter providing a nominal flow of 0-.4 cfs under a
head of 10 feet-. This flow requirement is adhered to closely, as
there is a WWTP directly downstream with limiting process
capacity-. As the water level in the storage tank rises , the
control system responds to maintain the discharge limit-; The
microprocessor has a maximal range of 2 Kbyte of programmable
storage -. Control is also transferrable to the WWTP downstream -.
The facility was put into operation in 1985 and the captial cost
including all controls, siphon ,land and civil works was 811 DM
per cubic meter or about $l-.85 /gallon*. (1985 )-.
Section 4.6 SWIRL CONCENTRATOR
INTRODUCTION
The Swirl Concentrator is a small, compact , "no moving parts "
solids separation device-. See Figure 4-.46-. Its function Is to act
as as a static combined sewer overflow (CSO ) regulation chamber.
Only dry weather flow is intercepted for discharge to downstream
wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) -. During wet weather the unit's
outflow is throttled, causing the unit to fill and to self-induce
a "swirling " vortex-like operation-. Secondary flow currents
rapidly separate "first flush" settleable grit and floatables-.
Concentrated foul mattter are intercepted for treatment while the
cleaner, treated flow discharges to receiving waters-.
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LEGEND
- INFLUENT CHANNEL
- FLOW DEFLECTOR
C- SOLIDS UNDERFLOW
D - SOLIDS COLLECTOR
CHANNEL
E - UNDERFLOW PIPE
F - SCUM BAFFLE
G- OVERFLOW WEIR
H - BAFFLE
I - OVERFLOW PIPE
J - SCUM TRAP PLATE
K • SCUM TRAP
FIGURE 4,46
Schematic View of Swirl Concentrator
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FIGURE 4.47
McKlnley Ave.
Facility
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The device is intended to operate under extremely high flow
regimes which are an order of magnitude greater than conventional
sedimentation rates, and is therefore extremely cost-effective -.
The US swirl is actually an adoptation of an English design
developed in early 60's-. In the 70's the Federal Water Program
conducted a long term research program evaluating this technology
and generated many conflicting claims and unanswered questions
which are beginning to be clarified from recently constructed
facilities-.
In the mid 80's, English and German investigators developed
insights into the American swirl performance problems ,and have
developed new improved versions similar to the earlier English
design -. One prototype installation in West Germany was
implemented in August ,1987 and is currently being tested -.
Highlights of two US projects using this new German technology
(design phase) are also presented-.
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
An increasing number of urbanized areas within the US are being
pressed to control CSO -. Cost-effective technolgies are needed to
solve these problems-. The urgency for such solutions is the same
today as it was in the 60fs when the Federal Water Program
recognized that conventional storage with drainage to WWTP would
result in excessive national cleanup costs-; Federal research
focused its efforts on developing new innovative cost saving
technologies for abating "first flush" urban runoff pollution-.
The concept of the Swirl Concentrator emerged during that era.
A-. First vortex Solids Separator, Bristol, England
The pioneer of this field, Bernard Smisson of Bristol, England
conceived the notion of circulating stormwater in a vortex
chamber to remove settleable solids ( vortex chambers in the UK
were prior used for flow control at overflows -similar use in
Portland,Oregon)-. The resulting vortex flow condition produces a
solids separation effect in which settleable solids are swept by
secondary flow currents down to a gutter draining to an off-
centered foul sewer outlet flowing to a downstream WWTP-. The
clearer flow spills over a central concentric weir to a conduit
below the chamber floor leading to receiving stream-.
In 1963, two such vortex chambers, 5 m (18 feet) in diameter ,
were built of brick in Bristol and still successfully operate
today /IA Smisson noted by observation and by measurement that
settleable solids separation efficiencies during low storm flow
conditions (less than 30% design flow) were nearly twice the
design separation level( 35% settleable solids removal ) at peak
design flow conditions -.
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B^ OS Swirl Program Development
The favorable U-.K-; experience in Bristol motivated U-.S-.EPA and
American Pubic Works Association in the late 60's to begin a 12
year R&D program investigating the viability of this technology
for application in the U-. S^ The resultant product of this
research program was the development of a design manual
prescribing vessel dimensions as a function of design flow rate
for varying settleable solids separation levels / 2 /-. The
modified US design incorporated internal baffles and spoilers
meant to impede free vortex conditions which were believed to
limit solids separation efficiency-. The device was called
the "Swirl Concentratornf /3/-. The technology seemed promising
since model tests showed that substantial settleable solids /
floatables removal could be accomplished within a small physical
space-.
The device seemed perfect for remote and inexpensive control of
"first flush" filth and what only remained was to test the device
within the American settings
C-. Syracuse, New York - Demonstration Swirl For CSO
The first US swirl concentrator ( 12 ft diameter - 3-.8 m )
demonstration project was conducted in Syracuse, New York in the
mid 70's -. The project motivated further investigations as the
reported results were extremely impressive-. Total suspended
solids (TSS) and biochemical oxygen demand (BODS) concentration
efficiencies in excess of 60 % were reported /4/-.
These results created a high degree of expectation that
unfortunately never materialized for the ensuing swirl
demonstration projects -. The average flow conditions during the
evaluation were a third of the of the design flow used to size
and dimension the unit -. In retrospect, the results reported
could be expected, but the unit's operational performance was
not tested in the critical design flow range (much higher) used
in the earlier bench model studies to develop swirl dimensions
for varying settleable solids performance standards-. The results
however , are valid for the flow range or conditions actually
encountered-.
D-. Lancaster, PA-. Demonstration Swirl For CSO
In the mid 70 's, a full scale 24 foot diameter (7-.3 m ) swirl
concentrator was constructed in Lancaster, PA-; for handling CSO
from a 250 acre watershed having steep topography with expected
high degrees of "first flush" -. The unit was deliberately sized
such that it would be frequently stressed at or above design flow
conditions (40 cfs - 1130 1/s ) to permit repetitive evaluative
testing -.
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Solids separation efficiency for all forms ( TSS ,settleable and
volatile solids) performance were generally,but not always,
favorable for most measured events during the one year
evaluation at Lancaster-. Solids concentration separation
generally exceeded 60% during obvious "first flush" conditions
/6/-. Most of the settleable matter noted during the extremely
peaked "first flush" periods was inorganic -. BODS testing was not
performed -. TSS removals during runoff periods subsequent to
"first flush" were negligble-. Settling tests could not confirm
whether "first flush" materials encountered were similar to
assumed particle fractions and settling velocities used in the
model experiments ( sample collection problems)-.
On several occasions during intense summer thundershowers,
turbulence within the chamber during presumed peak flow
conditions was visibly dramatic and appeared excessive-. Flow
metering problems precluded documentation of mass rate separation
efficiency -. It was probable (but not certain) that the unit was
evaluated at design flow during several storm events-. The
evaluation was encouraging but left many unanswered questions-.
E-. West Roxbury, Boston Swirl For Stormwater
During the late 70's the Federal government commenced the 208
Areawide Wastewater Management program aimed at defining
potential control strategies for nonpoint source pollution
problems-. At the same time there was interest in developing a
permit system for storm sewered discharges-.
The government became interested in the swirl concept as a
potential "stand-alone" , self-activated ,inexpensive stormwater
pollution control device meant to treat direct discharge from
storm sewer outfalls-. The US EPA , the State of Massachusetts and
the Boston Water & Sewer Commission collectively funded and
directed a R&D program in Boston aimed at testing the
effectiveness of a reasonably full- scale swirl along with
another secondary current flow treatment device called the
"Helical Bend Regulator" for removing settleable solids and
floatable matter from stormwater runoff-;
At the West Roxbury facility ( westerly suburb community of
Boston) , stormwater runoff from 160 separated acres (65ha)
entered the test facility-. A portion of the inflow was diverted
by gravity and was spilt evenly to the two units-. The topography
of the tributary area is roily to mild-. The land use is low
density single family homes with some open area, and the soils
are a mix of sand/gravel and ledge which are densely covered
with a high percentage of deciduous trees-. Design flow into each
unit was set at 6 cfs (170 1/s) each with surcharge limit of 12
cfs each-. The swirl's diameter was 12 feet (3-.7 m ) and was of
steel construction with epoxy coating^ The device was sized as
per the EPA manual /2/ to remove 80% theoretical settleable
solids .As with Lancaster, the aim was to frequently stress the
unit at design flow conditions during the evaluation period-.
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The evaluation program began in late 1979 and concluded in
the fall of 1981 -. The results of the test program showed that
the TSS separation efficiency of the swirl ranged from 5% to
30% /5/ -.TSS efficiencies for the swirl attained levels as
high as 50% for short intervals during several of the
storm events; Settleable solids removals were within the
same range-. Floatables removal visually appeared good, except
during the heavy fall leaf generation period-;
Simple visual dye experiments were conducted for a number of
storm events covering a wide variety of flow conditions-. In all
cases, the influent plume immediately rose to the surface just
beyond the inlet deflector wall and as expected
 f the time for
complete circulation varied with flow rate-. Visual turbulence
levels became dramatic near and above design flow conditions and
were similar to those noted in Lancaster -.
MAJOR MUNICIPAL SWIRL FACILITIES
During the early 80's a number of swirl concentrator complexes
nevertheless proceeded to design and eventually were constructed;
Facilities were constructed at: Toledo, Ohio; Presgue Isle,
Maine; Decatur, 111-.; and Auburn , Indiana-. A major facility
is under construction and is nearing completion in Washington
Did for removing particulate BODS from a large catchment of the
District to lessen adverse sediment oxygen demand impacting the
Anacosta River -;A full evaluation program with elaborate sampling
procedures is proposed -.
With the exception of the McKinley Ave% facility in Decatur,
performance evaluations have been meagar and reported results
have been mixed; The Presgue Isle facility performance appears to
be promising as average TSS concentration efficiency for 9
storms (1986-1987) exceeds 45% ( flow levels are not known:
instrumentation problems)/6/, while the Toledo swirl performance
has been much lower ,TSS and BODS removal ranges of 16-39% and 0-
17% , respectively /?/ -.The Decatur, 111-, evaluation program
monitored for the very first time ever, TSS and BODS performance
chacteristics covering the full flow range (well below , at, and
above design conditions ) where discharge was carefully measured-.
A-. Presque Isle, Maine Swirl Facility,
The Presgue Isle swirl concentrator treats bypassed separate
sanitary flow impacted by excessive wet-weather infiltration and
sand inflow-. The swirl has a diameter of 18-. 5
feet ( 5-.5 m )-.The inner assembly is constructed of stainless
steel plate within a concrete shell-; The device handles flows in
excess of 5 MGD (219 1/s) -the maximum WWTP rate)-. Swirl design
flow is 6 MGD (262 1/s) for 6 month storm and the maximum flow
projected is 7%4 MGD ( 324 1/s) expected for a 50 year event -.
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The facility's design is of interest since it is an exception to
American practice to date -. The sizing does not conform to EPA
design handbook dimensioning /8/ for settleable solids removal as
the unit was deliberately over - sized ( the EPA handbook would
recommend a 13-.5 foot { 4-.lm ) diameter unit for the 50 year
storm flow for 90% settleable solids removal) -. Motivation for
this design change steins from the successful Syracuse swirl
results at reduced flow levels , the visual observations of
excessive turbulence during the Lancaster evaluations, and solids
settleability tests-. Problems with again measuring discharge
preclude definitive performance conclusions -.
Ih McKinley Ave, Decatur,Illinois CSO Facility
The most definitive results regarding the solids separation
effectiveness of the US swirl occurred last year during the
performance evaluation of the 40 MGD ( 1750 1/s) in Decatur-. The
facility treats CSO from a 661 acre (267 ha ) catchment on the
north side of the city-. The land use in the area is mostly
residential with some commercial-; The topography is generally
rolling^
The layout is shown in Fig-. 4-.47-; Diverted CSO is first
screened by passage through a 1-inch spacing mechanically
cleaned, automatically controlled, catenary screen-* Bypass flows
through a manually cleaned bar screen-.
Downstream of the screen chamber are two liquid-level
actuated, motorized sluice gates directing flow into the
"first flush" retention tank, or alternatively to the the
swirl-; "First flush" volume is defined as CSO with TSSf BOD5r
and volative SS levels greater than long term averages at
downstream WWTP^ Illinois standards require secondary treatment
of this quantity for one year - one hour storm events CSO with
lesser levels require preliminary treatment before discharge-.
The first 0-;5 MG (1895 cu-.m ) of CSO or "first flush" is directed
to the 0-.632 MG (2395 cu% m ) open storage tank-. This tank is 85
feet ( 2S-.9 m) in diameter, 24-.S feet (7-.6 m ) deep , equipped
with mixer and aerators, and the tank 's floor slopes to a
circular gutter 46 feet (14 m )in diameter draining to a pumping
station -. Excess flows are then diverted to the swirl
concentrator-. The swirl is 25 feet ( 7-.6 m } in diameter and 19
feet (5-.8 m) deep with an operating water depth of about 6-. 8
feet( 2-.1 m )% The swirl underflow drains to the foul sewer
pumping station where two 350 GPM (22 1/s) submersible pumps
discharge underflow either to the interceptor ( if capacity
available ) or to the "first flush" tank-. Treated flows from the
swirl discharge by gravity to nearby creek-. All flows beyond the
swirl design flow of 40 MGD (1750 1/s) overtop a high level weir
in the diversion chamber and flow directly to nearby creek -.
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The design assumption for the McKinley Ave-. swirl is that the
device is to remove at least 15% of all BODS and TSS loadings,
bypassing the "first flush" tank for the 1 year -1 hour design
event (1-.2 im/30-.S mm rainfall)-. Plow in excess of 40 MGD is
directly bypassed to creek-. It was further assumed that this
level of control could be achieved by a swirl sized (from the US
EPA handbook) to remove 90 % settleable solids at the design flow
condition of 40 MGD -. Note that the swirl is to handle CSO not
captured by the "first flush " tank-;
The evaluation program was conducted over 1987 covering 30 events
into the facility-; The initial mode of operation was as
designedrthat is , flow was first directed to the " first flush"
tank , and then when storage allocated to "first flush " was
filled, flow was then diverted to the swirl-. This method
continued until July handling 18 events-.
Both the "first flush" tank and the swirl were used for only
seven of the events-. Evaluation of the swirl was critical as
the City is under a court order performance -based program, and
is ready to implement four more (designed) CSO configurations
based on similar design concepts-. The "first flush" tank was
bypassed for the remainder of the evaluation so that the swirl
could be repetitively tested;
A total of four storms were monitored for TSS, VSS BODS ,
rainfall, and discharge during the remainder of the evaluation
program-; Performance efficiencies were based on samples taken
upstream of the mechanical screen near invert and from a location
just below the swirl clearwater weir /10/-. Samples were taken
with automatic equipment at frequent time intervals ( typically
one-two minutes )-. Discharge levels were noted at concurrent time
intervals-. TSS, non-settleable solids ( after one hr settling ) ,
total settleable solids , volative settleable solids, and
unfiltered BOD determinations were made -.
Summarized pollutant mass removal results attributable to the
swirl operation for the four storms events are given in Table
4-.2-. Average pollutant mass removals per event are presented for
three data categories : A)"entire storm", B) "the duration of
storm less obvious "first flush" periods", and C) "first flush
"only-. Average flow conditions , number of samples and duration
are also notecfc Generally the amount of pollutants removed during
the "first flush " periods (Category C) was about a third of
overall total event removals ( not shown in Table )-.
From inspection of Category A in Table 4-.2, it appears that
average event performance generally decreases with increasing
flow magnitude-. Exclusion of the "first flush" data (Category B)
indicates that little treatment for all pollutant forms is
achieved when discharge exceeds about 25 % of design flow-.
Category B results would be generally typical of the intended
facility concept-;
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TABLE 4.2
MCKINLEY AVENUE FIRST FLUSH TREATMENT FACILITY: DECATUR.ILL.
SUMMARY OF SWIRL CONCENTRATOR EVALUATION (7/26/87- 9/29/87)
EVENT
DATE
A. MASS
8/08/87
9/16/87
9/29/87
7/26/87
B. MASS
8/08/87
9/16/87
9/29/87
7/26/87
C. MASS
8/08/87
9/29/87
9/16/87
7/26/87
AVG. FLOY/1*
(MGD)
POLLUTANT
10.1
13,1
24.0
31.4
POLLUTANT
9.3
15.0
26.4
32.4
POLLUTANT
9.0
9.8
10.4
26.5
TSS<2>
(%)
REMOVAL
33.1
16.4
23,2
22.9
REMOVAL
36.7
33.9
5.7
5.2
REMOVAL
43.6
80.8
32.6
56.4
SS(3)
(%)
vss(4>(%)
EFFECTIVENESS
36.0
20.2
NA
27.2
23.3
20.8
NA
23.3
EFFECTIVENESS
38.8
7.8
N.A.
7.9
45.4
8.7
N.A.
0.1
EFFECTIVENES -
43.7
N.A.
36.0
62.1
56.6
N.A.
36.7
55.0
BOD(5)
<%)
NO. OBSER/T1ME
(MIN)
- ENTIRE STORM
44.4
42.7
NA
13.1
• EXCLUDE
44.8
41.1
9 ."3
0.1
ONLY FIRST
43.8
45.0
43.9
34.2
17/54
24/53
29/65
28/63
FIRST FLUSH
9/48
4/32
21/51
22/53
FLUSH
4/6
8/14
13/21
6/10
NOTES:
(1) AVG. FLOW - TIME AVERAGE (ONSET TO DECLINE OF ABOUT 1 MGD)
(2) TSS - TOTAL SUSPENDED SOLIDS
(3) SS - TOTAL SETTLEABLE SOLIDS DETERMINED BY DIFFERENCE OF INITIAL
SUSPENDED SOLIDS - DECANTED SUSPENDED SOLIDS AFTER ONE HOUR
SETTLING
(4) VSS - VOLATIVE SETTLEABLE SOLIDS
(5) BOD - TOTAL BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN DEMAND (UNFILTERED)
• EFFICIENCY - CUMULATIVE MASS INFLOW/CLEAR WATER MASS OUTFLOW (WITH FOUL
SEWER ADJUSTMENT)
' POLLUTANT REMOVALS ARE MASS AVERAGE REMOVALS ADJUSTED FOR UNDER*
FLOW OF 1 MGD
• INTERVAL OF FIRST FLUSH WAS DECIDED BY RAPID RISE OF INFLUENT TSS
CONCENTRATION FROM THE STORMAVERAGE ANDSUBSEQUENT DECLINE TO
SIMILAR LEVEL . NOTE THAT "FIRST FLUSH" USED IN ANALYSIS IS NOT RELATED TO
CONCENTRATIONS IN EXCESS OF THE LONG-TERM DOWNSTREAM WWTP AVERAGE,
BUT TO STORM AVERAGE.
• LAST ROW SHOWS NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS AND PERIOD OF SAMPLING OR
DURATION IN MINUTES.
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Results depicted by Category C generally show that the US swirl
is capable of substantial removals of "first flush" related
contaminants-.
A careful examination of mass removals for the event of 7/26/87
indicated that the swirl was twice stressed at the design flow of
40 MGD-. The peak rate of "first flush" mass inflow coincidentally
occurred at design rate of 40 MGD, about 10 minutes into the
storm event (rising limb ) -. Settleable solids and BOD removals
were about 40% at this rate; At 15 minutes the storm peaked at
about 70 MG (no removal), and then uniformly declined to zero 30
minutes later-. Settleable solids and BOD removals were negligible
(SS = 12%, BOD = 0 ) at the 40 MGD rate ( falling limb), but
again rose to substantial levels (30-50%) when flow was less than
10 MGIh
It appears that the unit's performance is extremely sensitive to
solids composition and deteriorates once "first flush" conditions
are passecH The unit does not however remove desired "design"
level of settleables at design conditions-.
Careful visual inspection of the swirl's water surface around
design flow of 40 MGD indicated significant turbulence in the
tank -. The turbulence is evident in an area from approximately
where the flow deflector wall ends to about 120 degrees
downstream of the wall and appears as "boils" of turbulence at
the tank's surface-. These "boils" indicate vertical flow patterns
in the tank-; This vertical flow is sufficient to carry and sweep
lighter material under the scum baffle and over the clearwater
weir-. It is felt that this turbulence is impairing the removal
efficiency /10/-.
SUMMARY - AMERICAN SWIRL RESULTS
The US swirl urban runoff -evaluation experience is summarized as
follows-. The Syracuse evaluation showed that the swirl was
capable of high solids separation performance at flow conditions
much lower than design flow-; The results are valid for the
conditions encountered, but not a true test of the handbook
procedure used to dimension the Syracuse swirl -.
The Lancaster evaluations were overall favorable, but not
consistent and the actual flow levels were generally unknown
(although "perceived "high flows during evaluation did occur )-.
The unit was capable of significantly reducing high
concentrations of Settleable inorganic solids occurring during
the onset of flash , highly peaked storm runoff conditions-.
Removal rates rapidly fell as "first flush" passed-. Absence of
reliable flow measurements precludes removal performance
conclusions-. Substantial surface turbulence was visually
observed during presumably high flow conditions^
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The West Roxbury swirl evaluation showed that moderate degree of
"preliminary" TSS removals could be achieved in a separated
sewer setting^ Erratic watershed effects precluded definitive
settleable solids evaluation at design flow conditions-. The unit
always exhibited visual surface turbulence (dye tests showed this
to occur at all flow conditions)-. The swirl concept is probably
reasonable for expected urban stormwater solids/floatables
reductions in difficult, space - constrained and congested areas
where no other controls are feasible-.
The Presgue Isle swirl was deliberately oversized and seems to
consistently worfc It is highly unlikely that flow levels could
ever achieve the "settleable solids design flow conditions"
established in the EPA manual-. Probable reasons are the lack of
fluid turbulence within the unit since the maximal surface area
hydraulic loadings encountered are a fraction of the levels had
the unit been sized in accordance with the manual^
The McKinley Ave-. swirl verifies the earlier Syracuse findings
that high BODS and TSS removals are achieveable, but only at flow
conditions a fraction of design flow -. At flows around design
conditions, the results are mixed: the separation efficiencies
are about half of projected design levels during obvious "first
flush" conditions and very low in the absence of "first flush"-;
Solids separation performance rapidly falls to zero as soon as
design flow is exceeded -.Visual surface turbulence at design flow
conditions seems to coincide with the monitored low separation
levels-.
In summary, it appears subject to further verification, that the
design handbook proscribes vessel dimensions that simply permit
too much flow (energy) at design flow conditions to be
concentrated into a small vessel whose rotational section is
disturbed by eccentric gutters, spoilers, and a deflector wall-.
EUROPREAN SWIRL R&D EXPERIENCE
The American experience with swirl concentrators has been closely
observed by European designers over the last decade^ The
inclusion of additional deflectors, spoilers, gutters and scum
baffles into the U-. S-. design during the 70's R&D program to
improve perceived performance is questionable-. Recent experience
indicates that flow in a vortex chamber with such jagged
protruding intervals is relatively turbulent so that separation
efficiency is reduced /ll/-.
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In the early 80 's Balmforth /12/ performed model experiments
using simplified vortex overflows which had a smooth rotationally
symmetric vortex chamber with a central outlet for concentrated
flows-. Clear water overflow from the chamber occurred through a
section of the outside wall -; One practical application is
currently being implemented -.
In the mid 80's, Brombach concluded that the separation
efficiency of current vortex separators could be improved and
process performance uncertainty reduced -. This conclusion was
strongly motivated by earlier research work measuring actual
turbulence levels within vortex chambers /13/ using laser-
doppler-anemometry methods-. Low turbulence levels were noted in
smoothly shaped vortex chambers and are believed to be a reguiste
condition for solids separation within vortex chambers-; Brombach
sought to improve Smisson's original vortex design by improving
the secondary current solids separation effects while still
maintaining free vortex conditions-. Details of his experimental
work are provided elsewhere /14/, summarized /15/ and will be
only capsulated here;
Brombach1s aim was to develop a vortex chamber for operating at
high hydraulic loadings and to substantially remove settleable
and floatable solids-. Since storage is primary consideration in
the German urban runoff control philosopy, the vessel volume was
to be maximized so that the chamber would first provide detention
storage (for small storms) and then act as a solids separator for
higher flow rates-;
A schematic representation of the new German vortex
separator is shown in Figure 4-v48-; The rotationally symmetric
vortex chamber with a well- rounded bottom edge has a
conical bottom sloping to the center-. The diameter is
greater than the height to maximize volume-. The foul sewer
outlet is located on the rotational axis and the inlet is
tangential to the vessel-; A guiding screen and scum board
are attached to the cover of the vortex chamber-;
The guiding screen prevents particles which are unavoidably
entrained upward by the secondary flow currents from entering the
overflow section-. The final geometry of the guiding screen was
selected after many "trial and error" attempts-. Overflow leaves
the unit through an artnulus between the scum board and the
guiding screen and flows on roof top to discharge-. The under-
flow is throttled to allow operation during wet weather.
Differences from from US swirl are the center-placed foul
outlet, clear water roof discharge, conical floor (no gutters)
and no inner assembly section/components transverse to
rotational flow axis-.
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FIGURE 4.48
Idealized View of Vortex Separator
During High Flow Operation
B
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C. 3-100 CF3 VORTEX SOUDS SEPARATORS
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0. UNDERFLOW DETENTION TANK
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FIGURE 4.49
Proposed 14th St. Pumping
Station CSO Facility 4,85
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In August, 1987 a treatment facility with two parallel German
vortex separators commenced operation treating CSO from the
Village of Tengen, a small farming community near the German/
Swiss border-. Treated overflow discharges to a nearly brook-.
Design inflow to the facility requiring treatment is 34 cfs (950
1/s) with maximum installation discharge of 104 cfs ( 2929 1/s)-.
Maximum allowable foul sewer flow is 1-.3 cfs (35 1/s) which is
processed by WWTP located along the Rhine River-. Level sensing
and recording equipment are in use to develop long -term
volume/level statistics -. Evaluation of the configuration will be
conducted over the next two years-;
NEW U-. S; INSTALLATIONS USING GERMAN VORTEX SEPARATORS
A-. Seventh Ward CSO Facility; Decatur , Illinois
Over the last four years construction documents for four other
CSO treatment facilities have been prepared using concepts
similar to McKinley Ave-. configuration-. The 7th Ward CSO facility
on the south side of the city near the WWTP has been next slated
for construction-. The "first flush" storage tank will be 1-.2 MG
(4550 cu-. m ) and the design swirl capacity is 113 MG (5000 1/s)-.
The catchment is roily to mild terrain and the land use is mostly
residental-; A US swirl with diameter of 45 feet (13-.8 m) had been
proposed to handle "first flush" storage excess-.
Foundation construction is a significant factor in this design
due to poor soils conditions /high groundwater conditions -. A
German vortex separator of similar size is proposed in lieu of
the US swirl in view of process uncertainty, particularly during
periods following "first flush"-; Another factor favoring the
German design is the high foundation/clear water conduit cost
associated with the U-.S-. swirl-. This cost savings results as the
clear water discharge for German device is near ground level,
instead of underneath the vessel floor-.
B^ 14th St^ Pumping Plant CSO Facility; Saginaw, Michigan
The second proposed CSO Facility employing the new German type
vortex solids separator is in Saginaw, Michigan-. The Saginaw
River about evenly divides the 10,437 acre (4200 ha) City which
is serviced by a combined sewer system-. Overflows may occur at
34 regulator chambers-. Five pump stations relieve the system
during flooding conditions-. The intercepting tunnel sewers run
along both sides of the river with a river crossing and WWTP on
the northeast side of the City-.
The City's CSO effort has been described elsewhere /16/-. The
program started over 18 years ago with a CSO facility concept of
pumped overflow consolidation to detention and
sedimentation facilities located at the major pumping plants-;
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The West Side 3~. 6 MG (13,640 cmm) detention and sedimentation
facility at the Hancock St-. Pump Station was completed in 1976
and has been followed by rehabilitation of 34 regulation chambers
in 1984-1986 using vortex valves and chamber weir modifications
to enhance in-line storage-. Another West Side 6 MG (22,740 cu% m)
retention facility is presently in the design phase-.
The design concept for the new 14th Street facility folds
together the 1972 CSO facility plan technology
(detention/sedimentation) and the new vortex solids separator
technology-. Packaging vortex separators with conventional
facilities would provide greatest adaptive operational
flexibility ; reduce the cost of maintenance and problems in
flushing settleable solids and debris from detention tanks; and
would reduce overall disinfection costs as the regulatory agency
is presently requiring set-aside space at new CSO treatment
installations for future de-chlorination facilities-.
The 14th St; Station has 3 pumps each with 100 cfs (2830 1/s)
capacity-; Pour low- level trunk sewers drain the 14th St-.
District discharge-. The f i f th main sewer drains the 16th St.
District -. Total flow capacity tributary to the facility is
about 600 cfs ( 17,000 1/s) with area of 1103 acre -.
The Station pumps stormwater overflow to the river from the four
low -level 14th St. sewers which otherwise flow to the East Side
Interceptor by gravity during dry weather-. Pumped station
discharge and 16th St-. trunk sewer overflow (spill over backwater
gates) discharge into two concrete box culverts and then into an
earthen ditch before discharging to the river-. See Figure 4-.
Treatment of 14th St^ pumped discharge occurs with initial
processing by three new reinforced concrete German-type vortex
solids separators about 30 feet (9-.2 m) in diameter and each with
maximum capacity of 100 cfs (2830 1/s)-.
Treated overflow from the vortex separators discharge in a
channel over the top of existing box culverts and into a new 2 MG
(7580 cu% m) detention and storage facility-. This tank will
retain 15 mim of "one pump- on" (common event) and will provide
further treatment of clear water overflow from the vortex solids
separators -. The overflow from this treatment facility will then
discharge back into the box culverts draining to ditch storage
and ultimately the river-. All retained flows will then be
drained back to the WWTP-.
The underflow from each vortex solids separator will be throttled
and discharge into a new covered foul sewer detention tank -.
The tank's discharge will be controlled by an adjustable flow
throttle to an existing tunnel drop shaft discharging to the East
Side Interceptor-.
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Detention storage for 16th St-. sewer is provided in a 0-.65 MG
(2470 cu-. m) shallow open storage tank -. This tank is to detain
small volume frequently occurring overflows from the 16th St^
sewer for bleedback to the East Side Interceptor-.
Modeling results indicate that the annual number of overflows
can be reduced from 60+ down to 6+ per year and about 85% of TSS
and BOD overflow loadings reduced; Cost of construction is
estimated at $8-. 5 M -.
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Swirls belong to a class of devices meant to remove grit,
floatables and settleable solids from wastewater using secondary
current / vortex flow field and other mechanisms-. These devices
are intended to remove particles having threshold settling
velocities in excess of 0-. 2+ cm/sec-. Particles with higher
settling rates, e-. g% 5/sec medium sand, will be removed
completely { at least in theory) -. Particles with smaller
settling velocities will pass unimpeded through swirl vessel-;
The original justification for the swirl was to inexpensively
reduce " first flush" accumulations of deposits , grit, and
materials believed to be fairly large in nature having rapid
settling velocities -. Over the years planners and designers began
to equate grit and heavy settleable solids removal with suspended
solids performance standards and even particulate BOD -^Most often
this was done without performing the necessary testing to support
this potentially true assertion^
fr. Basis of US Swirl design
When the U-.S^  EPA prepared the handbook of swirl design, the
following procedure was followecK First, a typical "combined
sewer overflow mix" was assumed, largely from materials
collected from grit chamber and screenings of combined sewer
overflows-. Particle distributions of "real world" grit and
organic settleables was assumed from this data-. In fairness, the
available data at the time were meager-. A mixture of various
materials ( generally gilsonite , a hydrocarbon ) was used to
generally represent the entire range of "typical material
targeted for removal"^
Experiments were conducted then using a single mixture of
tracers^ Swirl functions and required components were duly
optimized using this media , and finally, design criteria were
developed relating physical geometries ( to permit sizing and
dimensioning ) to design flow rates for stated percentages of
"settleable solids removed" (70,80,90 and 100 %)-. Designers were
cautioned in the handbook to ascertain that solids to be removed
were representative of the assumed distribution of solids used to
develop the technology-.
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Figure 4-.50 shows plots of solids settling mass distribution
curves compiled from the various sources-. The upper plots show
the proposed EPA model for grit and organic materials -. These two
plots represent "assumed nature" of the materials intended to be
removed by swirls
The plots with the lowest settling velocities (San Francisco and
Philadelphia dry weather sewage) are shown for reference-. Just
above these two is the settling curve used in the Presgue Isle
swirl design mentioned earlier-; As stated , this design was
deliberately oversized as it was clear that the design settling
curve was very different than the EPA "nature" curves-. This
device is reported to consistently work-;
A settling curve from the Lancaster R&D evaluation is shown above
and is one of 10 tests that were conducted during the evaluation-.
This curve is shown as it represents the "heaviest" mix of
particles encountered during the program-. The singular settling
curve for the Syracuse swirl evaluation( not shown j is near the
Lancaster curve-.
Other curves for recent projects in Saginaw and Decatur, Illinois
are above these and begin to approach the EPA "nature" curves-.
The curve for Saginaw is during a first flush period sampled at a
vertical drop point into tunnel system (ideal location to catch
bed, suspended and wash solids load-.)
It is clear that the original design intent of the swirl
concentrator was indeed, to remove grit and heavy coarse organic
settleable solids -. Any attempt to use the technology for removal
of say, significant fractions of particulate BOD , or for removal
of "fines" after first flush must be preceded by extensive
testing of settleable materials, settling tests, etc to
articulate the distribution of materials present, and to show
that the materials present are similar in settling
characteristics as the material used in the technology
development-.
Bv Basis for Design of German Solids Separator
The German vortex separator was developed, optimized and flow
gauged using artificial tracers under laboratory conditions to
ensure reproducible results-; The research effort used six
different polystyrene granulates as tracers to cover the grit
range-. Experiments of flow versus efficiency were conducted to
determine solids separation as a function of flow for a given
tracer size-. Systematic variation of the inflow for each of the
six different tracers resulted in six sets of separation
efficiency-. The full performance spectrum of a vortex separator
was fully described for the first time, as measurements conducted
in an actual separator would never have yielded such definitive
results-.
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As usual, solids separation efficiency is defined as the ratio of
outflow tracer volume to the inflow tracer volume-. These scale -
model solids separation efficiency results can be used to
calculate full scale separator solids efficiency of any size,
provided the distribution of "real world" settling velocities is
knowm
To date, German vortex separator design has proceeded as follows-.
A generalized solids settling curve was derived from a composite
analysis of 145 settleable solids settleability curves of samples
collected from 34 combined sewer catchments in the federal state
of Baden Wuerttemberg in Southern Germany -. The samples were
scrapings of dry weather deposits purposefully collected to
represent a broad and practical cross section of possible
sewershed characteristics including different land use patterns,
climatic and rainfall variations, different topographic
conditions as well as different sewerage system locations
(collectors, trunks and stormwater overflow tanks)-.
It is assumed that this material would be washed into the vortex
separator with heavy rainfall and would therefore be
representative of "first flush" solids characteristics-. A "model"
solids distribution curve of "real world curve is obtained by
applying Froude's Law of Similarity-. This model curve is then
used with the six model tracer's solids separation efficiencies
to calculate a summation efficiency curve versus flow for a given
size vessel-.
It is possible to uniquely tailor a German vortex separator to a
given particle distribution curve or to a range of probable
curves -. The method for sizing a German solids separator is
direct-.
CONCLUSIONS
The spoilers, gutters, and deflector inlet baffle assembly within
the US based swirl cause excessive vessel turbulence, which in
turn reduces solids separation efficiency-. Unless it can be
shown by evaluation data, swirls built in accordance with
established EPA methods should be operated at lesser hydraulic
rates than designed for-; New designs should be over-sized
relative to handbook recommendations -. Settleability testing of
potential "first flush" characteristics is an essential requiste
for rational basis of design-.
A new improved German "swirl" design has emerged and is designed
to operate at high flow rates for settleable solids separation^
The design concept minimizes vessel turbulence and appears to be
less costly to construct-.
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Section 4.7 TWO MEDIA OFF-SHORE CURTAINED STORAGE
This section describes an extremely cost-effective, flow-storage
technology-. In the mid-70' s Dunkers experimented with and
obtained an international patent for a pontoon tank system to
equalize inflow in a two fluid media system using plug flow
principles-. Three facilities were constructed in Sweden in the
early 80's-; One is used at a boating marina launching area -;
In principal, Dunkers1 device creates in fluid (see Figure 4-.51)
via a pontooned - celled system, a means of inputting extraneous
fluid (stormwater/CSO) while displacing currently stored fluid
(lakewater) in a plug flow manner-. After the storm event the
reverse pattern is created-. For a small runoff eventf only one
or more of the cells are used and since the device is finite, it
can be overflowed during a large event-. The relative efficiency
in transferring flows through plug flow operation is determined
by the number of cells and relative placement-;
The feed pump and the discharge point are connected into the
first compartment-. Excess stormwater flow is diverted through
large openings in the intermediate baffles-. In order to prevent
stratification caused by water temperature differences , the
openings are placed alternatively at the bottom and at the top-.
The section view shows the baffles , made of plastic cloth,
hanging from pontoons^ The cloth is attached to the bottom with
wieghts -. There is no demand for absolute tightness against the
bottom as the sole function of the baffles is to create plug flow
conditions-.
In the case of the installation on the highly eutrophic Lake
Trehorningen , the WWTP is in continuous operation -;The treatment
continues even when the tank is filled with lake water-. This mode
of operation provides the potential for decreasing the internal
phosporous content of the lake waters^
It has been reported that ice compression of docks in the winter
is not a problem-; Anchoring the facility to handle wave impact
from a multiple directions is a major problem-;
The first installation in the U-.&-. has been constructed in one of
the fingers of Jamica Bay , New York City -.
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FIGURE 4. 51: BUNKERS TWO MEDIA PONTOON/OJKEAIN STORAGE SYSTEM
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CHAPTER V ANALYSIS OP CONTROLS
Section 5.1 POREWARD
Section 2 provides an update of the the 1980 Lake Quinsigamond
water quality assessment using survey measurements by the DWPC
and Walker. The data collected indicate that definitve monitoring
is necessary to verify the disturbing 1987 results.
Section 3 presents a Belmont Drain watershed modeling analysis of
runoff characteristics for a typical or average storm event
together with a "design" event which is exceeded in rainfall
volume 10 percent of the time on an anuual basis. The model has
been calibrated using EDP ( 1980) and Beta ( 1987 ) field survey
measurements . The model simulates and computes runoff rates and
runoff volumes using fine time steps of 6 minutes. The model
permits diversions , storage capture and bleedlback release, and
accounts for base flow and baseflow reduction. The model utilizes
Soil Conservation Service rainfall distributions .
Section 4 presents an assessment of different types of controls
appropriate for investigation using watershed model. Various
on-site treatment schemes are discussed and ultimately rejected
for further investigation.Storage possibilities are reviewed and
the notion of retention storage for pumpout to Lake Street
Station appears to be a feasible form of control.
Diversions of storm drain baseflow from the Plantation Street
subcatchment to the combined sewer system on Tampa Street and
also to the sanitary systems draining to the Lake Street Pumping
Station are highly desireable alternatives as these controls can
quickly eliminate considerable phosphorus loadings on the Lake.
Sewerage system controls to reduce the degree of mixing of the
sanitary flows with the storm flows are preferred and various
control programs are formulated for further investigation.
In section 5 , desired alternative control program mixes of
diversion of contaminated base flow /storm runoff , storage of
runoff, and baseflow reduction are modeled and analyzed using
the watershed model for average and design storm conditions.
Since phosphorus is only weakly correlated with flow ( see
Chapter III, section 3 ) , degree of phosphorus control is
eauated with runoff quantity reductions as a crude approximation.
In section 6, a modeling analysis is presented using the embayment
formed by Ramshorn Island and the shoreline as a wet treatment
pond and was rejected . On-shore controls are more desireable.
In section 1, the costs of the various control programs are
developed , and a rough marginal cost/ phosphorus reduction
analysis is performed to select final recommended program .
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Section 5.2 : LAKE ANALYSIS
Appendix A lists water quality data from Lake Quins igamond
collected by DEQE, Beta Engineering, and W. Walker during 1986 and 1987.
The station coding system Is Identical to that employed in the previous
NDRP study (Walker,1981). ' Sampling stations are identified In Figure
5.1 The recent data provides a very limited basis for comparing
current lake conditions with those measured during the 1979-1980 NURP
study (Walker,1981)V
Surface total phosphorus, transparency, and chlorophyll-a data from
1987 and 1980 are summarized in Table 5.1 Median phosphorus
concentrations In 1987 were 40 ppb In June 1987 and 20 ppb In July 1987
vs. 40 ppb in 1980. The median Secchl depth was 7.5 feet for each time
period. Median chlorophyll-a was 4.4 ppb in June 1987 vs. 4.8 in 1980.
Generally, surface measurements from the two years are in similar
ranges, but there are Insufficient data to support a statistical
analysis. Although the phosphorus values are in the eutrophlc range,
the transparency and chlorophyll-a levels are indicative of mesotrophic
conditions.
Vertical dissolved oxygen profiles contain fundamental Information
about the production and processing of organic materials in the lake and
potential fish habitat. Temperature and oxygen profiles measured
during June of 1971, 1979, 1980, and 1987 at two stations (Q01 and Q03)
are shown In Figures 5.2 : and 5.3 respectively, Oxygen
concentrations in regions below the thermocllne were lower by 1-4 ppm In
the June 1987 profiles, as compared with other years. It is possible
these differences partially reflect the Impacts of nutrient and organic
loadings which occurred during and following the period of heavy
precipitation in early June 1987. Thermal stratification was also more
pronounced during 1987 (warmer surface waters and cooler bottom waters).
A pessimistic interpretation of the oxygen profiles would be that the
lower oxygen levels reflect increased algal productivity, i.e.,
increased eutrophlcation In 1987 as compared with the earlier years.
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Figure 5u.l
Station Map
Station Sampled in 1987
Q10 POOR FARM BROOK
Q12 10 LAKE QUINSIGAMOND
>03 40 LAKE QUINSIGAMOND
•QQ9 COALMINE BROOK
\ Qll NEWTON POND OUTLET
Moin si. — —"-
:—1-290—
J0lj90 LAKE QUINSIGAMOND
Q1.6 MEDICAL SCHOOL DRAIN
25>REGATTA-fK BEACH
BELMONT STREET DRAIN
CHANNEL BELOW-
BELMONT STREET DRAIN
Q03 FITZGERALD BROOK
Q21 BIRD STREET BROOK _J
L. QUINSIG PARK BEACH
F07 INLET FROM L.QUINS
&>^SO LAKE QOINSIGAMOND
Q22 BRIDDLE PATH STORM DRAIN
F05' 5 FLINT POND
215 O'HARA BROOK
Q13 BILLINGS BROOK
602) 60 LAKE QUINSIGAMOND
Q17 TILLY BROOK
006 10 LAKE QUINSIGAMOND
80 LAKE QUINSIGAMOND
18 JORDAN POND OUTLET
PRIVATE BEACH
Q23 3TONELAND BROOK
'01 15 FLINT POND
F06 SOUTH MEADOW BROOK
F02 5 FLINT PONT
m
F04 5 FLINT PC
F03 IS FLINT POND
F09 BONNIE BROOK
5.3
F08 IRISH DAM C
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Table 5.1
Lake Quinsigamond Eutrophication Indicators
STATION
SURFACE
001
002
003
004
005
ALL
1987
June
1987
July
INTER-QUARTILE RANGE-
25X SOX
1980
75X
TOTAL PHOSPHORUS (PPB)
40
SO
30
40
20
20
20
20
20
20
30
22
37
30
50
30
50
50
40
95
85
77
60
72
SECCHI DEPTH (FEET)
Q01
Q02
Q03
Q04
ALL
SURFACE
Q01
Q02
Q03
Q04
ALL
7.5
7.5
7.5
8.0
7.5
CHLOROPHrU-A
7.4
4.4
4.0
4.4
10.5
7.5
6.6
7.5
CPP8)
5.8
5.8
5.3
5.9
5.9
3.1
3.7
3.7
3.9
3.4
7.5
7.6
7.9
8.5
7.5
3.7
4.6
5.0
6.6
4.8
11.2
10.3
9.2
11.9
10.6
5.6
6.6
7.5
7.7
7.0
5.4
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Figure 52
Oxygen and Temperature Profiles*, 1971-1987, Station Q01
LAKE QUINSIOAMOND STATION Q01
O 21-Jun-71
A 04-Jun-7»
1ft-Jun-eO
21-Jun-87
10 12 14 16
TEMPERATURE (DEQ-C)
18
10 -
20 -
20
LAKE QUINSIQAMOND STATION 001
DISSOLVED OXYGEN (PPM)
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Figure . 5., 3.
Oxygen and Temperature Profiles, 1971-1987, Station Q03
10 -
LAKE QUIN8IOAMOND STATION 003
70
60
10 12 14 16
TEMPERATURE (DEQ-C)
18
DISSOLVED OXYGEN (PPM)
20 24
LAKE OUIN3IQAMOND STATION 003
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years has been extremely limited
Walker (1981) described the significance of Lake Quins igamond's
oxygen status with respect to potential trout habitat and phosphorus
cycling. The lake's depth and high hypolimnetic iron concentrations are
important resources which help to limit internal phosphorus cycling and
thus reduce its susceptibility to algal problems. As oxygen depletion
becomes more severe, the Iron resource is jeopardized because of
formation of Insoluble ferrous sulf ides . This feedback mechanism can
promote internal phosphorus cycling from lake bottom sediments which, in
turn, can promote additional algal growth and oxygen depletion. Given
high external loadings from its urban watershed, crippling of the lake's
ability to retain or trap phosphorus could increase algal productivity
and associated water quality problems significantly. For this reason,
the increases In oxygen depletion suggested by recent data are
disturbing. More definitive monitoring is needed, however, to assess
the current status of the lake.
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Section 5.3 : WATERSHED ICDELING
Figure 5.4 depicts a schematic of the Belmont Street Drain
watershed. The system is divided into five subvatersheds (three in the
Plantation Street portion and tvo in the Belmont Street portion).
Subvatersheds are delineated In Figure 5.5. Using the schematic, a
simple runoff model has been developed for the purpose of simulating
flow and phosphorus transport in the watershed under various controls
and storm conditions.
Each subwatershed is a source of baseflov (including natural
infiltration and leakage from sanitary sewers) and surface runoff.
Baseflows have been estimated from field measurements (Pisano and
<b,-»
Rhodes,1981; Beta Engineering,1988). Surface runoff has been estimated
from subwatershed area, impervious fraction, and precipitation volume
during each time step. The drainage network includes four stormwater
control devices (three diversions and one storage tank), as described in
Section 5.3. Diversion devices are characterized by maximum flow
constraints and storage devices, by maTlrmiTn volume constraints. Model
output includes the time history of flow for each stream and storage
device over the entire storm event in time increments of . 1 hour.
System parameters are summarized in Table 5.?..
The model has been calibrated to predict two important hydrologic
characteristics of the watershed: (1) ratio of runoff volume to
precipitation and (2) ratio of peak runoff to mean runoff. The
calibration is based upon runoff monitoring data collected by EDP, Inc
tOin 1980, as reported by Pisano and Rhodes (1981).
Figure 5.6 shows the precipitation/runoff relationship, based
upon data from 13 storm events. Typical of other sites studied under
CDthe Nationwide Urban Runoff Program (Athayede et al.,1983), runoff
volume can be predicted from precipitation volume by assuming a constant
runoff coefficient (.28) for storm sizes ranging from .1 to 2.2 inches.
The runoff coefficients for individual subwatersheds have been Initially
5.8
PLANTATION "A"
WATERSHED
•2.7 ACRES
COMBINED SEWER
PLANTATION "•"
WATERSHED
29.2 ACRES
PLANTATION "C
WATERSHED
42.1 ACRES
TREATMENT PLANT
SPLITTER
BELMONT "A-
WATERSHED
31.6 ACRES
BELMONT "B"
WATERSHED
12S ACRES
SCHEMATIC OF STORMWATER CONTROL SYSTEM
BELMONT STREET DRAIN
LAKE QUINSIGAMOND
WORCESTER, MA
W. WALKER FOR EDP
AUGUST 8, 1SS8
Figure 5.4
Watershed Schematic
LAKE QUINSIGAMOND
Figure 5.5
Belmont Street Drain Subwatersheds
N
A
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Table 5.2
Watershed Model Parameters
WATERSHED VARIABLES
Variable Units Plant A Plant B Plant C Belm A Beln B Total
Watershed Area
Runoff Coef.
Time of Cone.
Base Flow *
Travel Time to Mouth
CONTROL DEVICES
Maximum Diversion Flows
Plantation A
Plantation B
Mouth
Maximum Storage Volume
Minimum Bypassed Flow to
acres
min
cfs
min
1, 12 cfs
1 cfs
3 cfs
56,000 ft3
Lake .2 cfs
62.7
0.28
19
0.84
6
(to combined
(to lake st.
(to lake st.
Cat mouth)
26.2
0.28
11
0.12
6
sewer)
pumping
pumping
42.1 31.5 128 290.5
0.24 0.05 0.35
9 30 13
0.06 0.12 0.06 1.2
2 2 0
station)
station)
Baseflow spilt anong Plantation Street subcatchments is
based on EDP visual observations C 1987)
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Figure 5.6
Runoff vs. Precipitation
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estimated based upon land uses (percent Impervious), topography, and
soil type. The Initial values have been subsequently adjusted so that
the runoff coefficient for the entire watershed matches the observed
value (.28). Times of concentration and travel have also been estimated
for Individual subwatersheds, but simulations are relatively Insensitive
to these values.
The relationship between peak storm flow and mean storm flow Is
another Important hydrologlc feature. As shown In Figure 5.7, peak
runoff rate averages 5.47 times the mean runoff rate. Since the
hydrologlc response of the watershed Is relatively rapid and since the
storm durations and runoff durations are similar, the peaking behavior
shown in Figure 5.7 largely reflects variations in precipitation
intensity within storm events. Experimentation with the model indicates
that the average peak flow/mean flow ratio can be approximately
simulated by using design storms with SOS Type III intensity
distributions.
The selection of a design storm for use In watershed simulations is
based upon statistical analysis of storm event data from 1966 (a year of
average precipitation). The design storm is specified by five
characteristics: (1) storm volume, (2) mean intensity, (3) duration,
(4) time between storm midpoints, and (5) distribution of intensity
within the event. As mentioned above, an SOS Type III distribution is
used for item (5). The average time between storm midpoints (80 hrs) is
used for item (4). Items (1), (2), and (3) are Inter-related (intensity
- volume/duration). The primary objective is not to control peak runoff
(i.e., flood potential), but to control total seasonal or annual runoff,
which reflect the cumulative impacts of a wide range of storm sizes,
intensities and durations. For this reason, design storm volume and
intensities have been selected based upon the cumulative distributions
shown in Figures 5.8 and 5.9 Approximately 90% of the total
precipitation volume in 1968 occurred in storms with mean intensities
less than .18 inches/hour and with mean total volumes < 2.2 inches. The
mean storm intensity (.066 in/hr) and mean storm volume (.4 inches) are
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Figure 5.7
Peak Storm Flow vs. Mean Storm Flow
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Figure 5.8
Cumulative Frequency Distribution of Storm Volume
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Figure 5.9-
Cumulatlve Frequency Distribution of Storm Intensity
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typical values for the Northeast (USEPA, 1986). Based upon these
statistics, the following storms have been used In watershed
simulations:
Design Storm : 2 Inches over 12 hours, Intensity- .166 in/hr
Mean Storm : .4 Inches over 6 hours. Intensity- .066 tn/hr
Roughly 90X of the precipitation volume for an average year occurs in
storms that are less severe than the design storm, based upon both
volume and intensity.
For a given storm and watershed control scheme, the model estimates
the total volumes of baseflow and stormvater runoff discharged to the
lake. In the case of phosphorus, loadings are approximately
proportional to the total flow because flow and concentration are weakly
correlated at the mouth of the Drain (Figure 3.8 ). The distribution
between baseflow and runoff would be more Important for other
pollutants, however. For example, loadings of suspended solids, heavy
metals, and petroleum hydrocarbons would be more closely associated with
runoff volume, while bacteria loadings would be more closely associated
with baseflow. Although the model does not simulate pollutant loadings
directly, the predictions of baseflow and runoff volume discharged to
the lake provide bases for evaluating pollutant loadings and lake
benefits In relative terms.
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Section 5.4 FORMULATION OF CONTROLS
*** STORMWATER TREATMENT OPTIONS ***
Peak discharges of the mean and design storm ( see Section 5.5
for definitions ) for the Belmont Drain are roughly 50 and 110
cfs, respectively . First costs of micro screening or physical
chemical treatment for such flow ranges would be in excess of
several million dollars. .This cost would be prohibitive and the
sludge disposal would be a formidable problem. The only other
potential cost feasible solution would be secondary flow devices,
such as the swirl concentrator or vortex solids separator . These
devices have been reviewed in Section 6, Chapter IV.
Particulate control devices have proven effective at removing
settleable solids and many suspended solids from stormwater
flows. Particulate separation devices are usually designed to
remove floatable pollutants by some kind of skimming device.
Althouah floatable pollutants may be important in some
situations, there does not seem to be a need for control of
floatable pollutants discharging from the Belmont Street Drain .
The City maintains a vigorous catchbasin cleaning program.
Floatables have never been observed during EDP's NURP program to
be a problem.
In general , particle separation devices will remove other
pollutants only to the degree to which they are associated with
solids. Phosphorous has been stronaly linked to particulates in
storm flows. However, the NURP analysis has identified the
dissolved portion as more important to sustaining algal
populations. Nitrogen was assessed to be similar in that the
removable particulate fraction was not expected to be
significant. Therefore it must be concluded that although
particulate removal will help the Lake by reducing the
particulate phosphorous loading, the gain is likely to be small
in terms of reducing biologically available nutrient loadings.
Settling column analyses conducted during the NURP program for
Lake Quinsigamond indicate that at best 20 % of the total
phosphorus loadings could be associated with particles which can
be removed by secondary flow devices.
An analysis is nevertheless performed to ascertain probable
performance of the secondary flow technology for removing
settleable solids which in turn means removal of particulate
phosphorus. Figure 5.10 shows a plot of various settling curves
derived from various planning and design investigations in which
swirl concentrators were considered . This plot was discussed in
detail in Section 6, Chapter IV.
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The upper two curves in Figure 5.10 depict the distribution of
"typical " grit and organic settleable matter that EPA envisioned
the swirl to remove. The "average " stormwater settleability
curve derived from a national composite of all NURP projects
which had collected and conducted settlina column tests on
stormwater is also shown. It is interesting to note that this
curve more or less resembles dry weather sewage curves. It is
clear from inspection that the swirl concentrator as envisioned
by EPA in the late 60 fs would provide no settleable solids
removal of the "NURP" average stormwater solids distribution .
For completeness, the advanced vortex solids separation device
which was recently developed in West Germany was also
investigated to ascertain whether this advanced technology would
be appropriate to treat the discharge from the Belmont Street
Drain in order to remove settleable matter containing particulate
phosphorus. The "national average NURP • settleability curve was
used in an analysis using the West German technoloy to ascertain
solids removals for a range of vessel diameters and depths given
a design flow of 50 cfs . Overall solids removal assuming the
"NURP" distribution of solids ranged from 5-20 % for a diameter
range of 20 to 45 feet. A vessel having a diameter of about 25-30
feet is about the largest sized facility that could be physically
fitted into the embankment on the north side of the Rt. 9 Bridge
This range of solids removals amounts to a range of total
phosphorus removal of 1-4% . This low range of removal cannot
justify this technology in this situation even though particulate
grit and sand could be removed.
The only positive note in connection with swirl concentrator or
vortex solids separator technology is the device's underflow
requirement ( see Section 6, Chapter IV ). Since the device would
have an underflow rate in the range of 1-3 cfs , the device could
be considered as a flow deflector passing underflow ( containing
dissolved matter) plus any settleable material removed by
treatment in the swirl to the Lake Street Station for pumpout to
WWTP. The underflow could be conducted to Station via the old
24"RCP sanitary trunk ( this option would severly limit the
vessel depth as 24" RCP is shallow ) , or to the 42" RCP
sanitary trunk to Lake Street Station , or even by Driscoll
fused plastic pipe attached to the shoreline and ducted into the
the Station's wet well.
Althouah the advanced vortex separator could accomplish the flow
deflection function , the expense of at least $200F000 to $300,00
would not be justified for a low degree of phosphorus removal.
The option of flow delection into the sanitary system is still
viable and will be discussed further in this section.
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*** STORMWATER STORAGE OPTIONS ***
As discussed in Chapter IV, the popular BMP practice of using
extended detention and wet ponds is a new and novel technology
for both flow-clipping and pollution control, but there are
simply no physical siting possibilities for such an approach in
the Belmont Street Drain catchment.
There is one option for a retention storage facility on the north
side of the Rt. 9 Bridge in the Boat House parking area. Here it
is physically possible to construct a covered tank to divert
stormwater flow into the tank and then pump out the tank to the
Lake Street Station. It is physically possible to construct a
50,000 to 60,000 cubic foot tank at this location and still use
this area for parking. The tank's dimensions would be about
75'x75'x 9-.
The tank would have to function in a retention mode as the vessel
residence time would to too short to consider detention
treatment-. The settling times would only range from a little over
a half hour to plus 15 minutes for flow rates of 25 cfs and 50
cfs , respectively. This range of possible detention ( settling )
times would not be feasible given the "fine" nature of particles
present-. For example, the 50 percentile in Figure 5-. 10 for the
"average" NURP curve is associated with a settling velocity of
about 0.01 cm/sec. Since Icm/sec = .00847 hr of detention per
foot of basin depth , a basin 10 feet deep would require
detention time of 8-.47 hrs to remove the 50 percentile particle.
The tank is to function as a retention time to capture up to
50,000 cubic feet of first occurrence ( " first in ") storm
volume.
Although Figure 3.8 showed phosphorus concentrations to be weakly
correlated ( implying that the tank's capture efficiency would be
somewhat invariant with time of capture) , the tank should still
be operated as to capture first flush runoff containing other
contaiminants. This would for example, mean that the tank should
be bypassed when initially fillecK
The conceptual layout of the facility , aliken to Figure 4-.45f
Section 5, Chapter IV , would include the following features: a)
vortex flow controller to permit passage of "cleaner " baseflow
into Lake ( subject to monitoring); b) overflow bypass structure
with air-regulated siphon to minimize length of spill weir and to
rapidly dump flows to Lake in excess of tank capacity ; c)
sediment flushers to minimize cleaning and maintenance
requirements; d) sump pump discharge either to existing 42" RCP
sanitary sewer or to plugged - off 24" RCP ( reactivated ) or via
Driscoll shoreline fused plastic piping to Lake Street Station ;
and e) covered concrete tank with continued functions of parking
area and boat launching. Lighter sediments flushed out from the
tank would be lifted into sewer, while heavier sand and gravel
would be periodically removed by catchbasin cleaning equipment.
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Retention storage with pumpout to Lake Street Station for
eventual treatment at the Blackstone Regional WWTP is recommended
as part of this plan, but only after a number of sewerage system
controls have been implemented. Their descriptions are presented
in discussions that follow.
STORMWATER DIVERSION OPTIONS
A number of diversions are proposed to quickly eliminate
stormwater base flow contaminated with high phosphorus and
bacterial loadings from the Belmont Street Drain system.
Diversion 1 :
A diversion is contemplated to deflect baseflow and eventually
storm first flush from the upper Plantation watershed to a
combined sewer on Tampa Street which drains by gravity from the
area down to Shrewsbury Street and eventually to the WWTP. In a
later phase , this diversion would be increased to permit runoff
"first flush" to be additionally deflected. This additional load
would occur only after street runoff in the local combined sewers
were adjusted ( by stormwater management ) to safely permit
additional loads without undue surcharge.
This diversion entails construction of a flow deflection chamber
on Plantation Street at Tampa Street to pass contaminated
upstream stormwater baseflow into the combined sewer on Tampa
Street -, See Figure 6-.3 , Chapter VI for general layout.
Presently, the sanitary sewer from the entire upper Plantation
Street sewerage system drains to 20°x30" egg sewer ( deep) -. The
combined sewer begins at this location and proceeds down Tampa
Street ( with a combined sewer lateral connection from Atlanta ),
and then increases in size to 24nx36" egg sewer and proceeds
across the rail road tracks to the combined sewer trunk on
Shrewsbury Street. The sewer is deep ( about 14 !) and there have
been no historical complaints of basement flooding due to sewer
surcharging on these two streets. The trunk sewer's capacity
without surcharge is plus 25 cf&.
Hydrologic calculations indicate a peak runoff flow of 16 cfs
from this small catchment for the 25 year storm events The
24"x36" egg-shaped combined trunk sewer has a full pipe capacity
of 25 cfs beyond the railroad tracks , while the 20"x30" egg
(Tampa ) and the 10" ( Atlanta) have a combined full pipe
capacity of about 16 cfs.
Since the sanitary sewer discharge from the upper Plantation
system adds 2-3 cfs to Tampa Street combined sewer, the further
addition of approximately 1 cfs of storm system baseflow from the
Plantation storm system would not present a flow problem -.
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Addition of first flush Plantation Street stormwater to the
combined system on Tampa Street would require new contolsr ie ,
either new additional capacity ( new line )r or that the existing
combined sewer capacity be "freed up" on the combined system by
application of stormwater management of local street runoff-;
A diversion box on the storm drain is to be constructed and
outfitted with appropriate inner baffle walls to permit
the diversion-. The chamber is to be oversized for later phasing
to allow baseflow plus portion of storm flow ( first flush) to be
deflected into Tampa combined sewer. Initially a small ( 1 cfs
) vortex valve having adjustable inserts ( permiting a range of
flow characteristic curves ) will be provided to deflect only
baseflow. Chamber howverr would be oversized such as to provide
deflection capacity up to 12 cfs-.
In the future , the interior mechanical of the deflection control
structure would be modified to include a larger vortex throttle
( 12 cfs ) as to permit a larger diversion of baseflow plus first
flush flow into Tampa Street combined sewer. A pipe throttle or
orifice or sluice or slide may also be sufficient. This
modification would be completed and made "live" when the
stormwater management controls were completed on Atlanta and
Tampa Streets-.
The stormwater management concept on Tampa Street would involve
implementation of 8-9 catchbasin flow controllers along both
Atlanta and Tampa Streets, and one small stormwater detention
tank with its own vortex flow controller for drain back to the
combined sewer along backside of Atlanta Street-.
The idea is to release flow capacity along Tampa Street combined
sewer so that first flush Plantation Street stormwater flow can
be deflected to the combined sewer. The small storage tank would
be constructed within the street area on backside of Atlanta-. The
tank's function would be to capture excess stormwater released
from catchbasin restrictors along both Tampa and Atlanta Streets-.
Diversion 2:
Diversions of storm sewer base flow ( contaminated ) (small
flows) and small discharges of storm runoff for limited periods
during storm events can be discharged to the Lake Street sanitary
systems for pumpout to WWTP-. Presently, the Lake Street Station
can take an additional 3-4 cfs for short periods during heavy
rainstorms before pumping capacity is reached-. These hydraulic
limitations will decrease when infiltration control programs
within the sanitary sewer system are implemented in the Lake
Street Pumping Station sewershech
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It is possible to divert contaminated storm sewer contaminated
baseflow from the upstream Plantation B area ( Harrington Field
subcatchment ) into the sanitary sewer at Northboro and San
Martino Streets „ It is proposed to create two deflections
(contaminated baseflow of approximately 0-.25 cfs each)-. See
Figure 6-. 2 , Chapter VI for location-.
The work would entail construction of two small flow deflection
chambers at Northboro Street to direct contaminated storm drain
base flow from collection system area upstream of Northboro at
San Martino into 8" sanitary sewer draining to Lake Street
Station. Vortex throttles will be very smallf less than 0-.25 cfs)
and housed within dry pits-.
After sufficient experience has been gained deflecting flows into
sanitary system , and after it is determined through monitoring
that additional flows should be diverted, further work could be
performed to provide additional control and flexibility at the
diversion points. Electrical power could be brought in and
motorized electronics added for the two vortex throttle chambers
to permit better adjustment of contaminated storm drain baseflows
into sanitary-. Off-on conditions and flow throttling down to O-.l
cfs and up to maximum of 1 cfs could be created by electronic
controls.
Diverion 3 :
Another diversion concept entails deflecting only wet weather
flow up to 3 cfs from the Belmont Street Drain flow to either the
24° RCP (abandoned - needs activation ), or to the live 42" RCP
sanitary trunk draining to Lake Street Station-. See Figure 6-.6,
Chapter VI for layout-.
The work would entail construction of chamber near Lincoln Towers
at the intersection point of the 48" Belmont Street Drain and the
42" RCP sanitary truck flowing to Lake Street Station-. The
chamber would include a vortex valve with electronic feedback
control ( from Lake Street ) -. Other alternatives could include
pinch valves, motorized sluice, etc-.
The basic idea is to permit varying amounts of Belmont Street
storm flow ( from the entire watershed) to be deflected into the
42" RCP sanitary trunk sewer draining to Lake Street Station-. The
vortex throttle with electronic controller would permit "off-on"
conditions with adjustable flow up to maximum tolerated (present
estimate is about 3-4 cfs) by Lake Street Station -. Power and
controls would be located at Lake Street-. At the least, this
element could deflect to sanitary sewer high concentrations of
first flush generated within the commercial Belmont Street area.
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SEWERAGE SYSTEM CONTROLS
A program aimed at reducing the amount of interchange of storm
with sanitary flows , termed "infiltration control", is believed
to be valuable for more efficient conveyance characteristics. The
general nature of sewerage system problems have been discussed in
Chapter III-.
The only reasonably sure way of isolating the sanitary system
from the storm is either to completely install a new sanitary
system physically apart from the existing storm system or to
rehabilitate much of the sanitary system and appurtenances-. Both
positions are not affordable and efforts" to best fix " the
present situation in the most reasonable fashion are the only
possibilities for the City-.
It should be noted that recommendations ( by Camp Dresser &
McKee- CDM ) for sewer system upgrades are contemplated and
programmed within the Lake Street Pumping Station sewershed-.
These improvements will hopefully reduce the amount of
infiltration into the sanitary system , but will not address the
upper Plantation Street area ( the probable source of stormwater
baseflow contamination )-. This sewerage system is not tributary
to the Lake Street Station as it drains to the Tampa Street
combined sewer.
Two alternative schemes are envisioned to mitigate this "mixing"
problem-. The first scheme focuses on manhole rehabilitation on
only the common manholes in the system -.This scheme ignores many
of the physical linkages causing this mixing problem and
attempts only to ensure that mixing does not occur at manholes-.
Scheme 1: Conventional Approach
A hydraulic conveyance analysis was conducted ( pipe segment by
segment by EDP ) on the entire Plantation system and it was
concluded that only portions of the system are capacity limited-.
For these sections, manhole rehabilitation is considered as a
simple expedient-. There are roughly 64 such manholes in this
system-; Without extensive pipe system rehabilitation , the
effectiveness of inter-mixing is limited due to the nature of
construction, and the pressure heads within the system-. An
effectiveness level of 50% is assumed for removal of storm system
contaminated baseflow-.
Scheme 2 : Advanced Approach
The second scheme focuses on a set of less - expensive means to
avoid difficult, costly, and certainly unpopular construction
of new common manholes, particularly down Plantation Street -.
More importantly, this set of alternatives addresses to some
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degree, the underlying problems causing the surcharging and
mixing in the first place-.Four separate improvement elements are
proposed to reduce amount of storm sewer contaminated baseflow -.
It is probable that these improvements will eliminate more than
50% of base flow infiltration, but to be on the safe side, a 50%
level is assumed-. See Figures 6-. 1, 6-. 2, Chapter VIi
A) High Level Overflow
The first element consists of construction of a stormwater high
level overflow chamber on Plantation Street at Northboro Street
just upstream of the flow deflection chamber at Tampa Street -.
The existing flow - constrained Plantation Street storm trunk
sewer is about seven feet higher than newly constructed (1987-
1988) 27" RCP drain which was bored under Plantation Street and
constructed down Northboro Street -;
At the interesection of these two pipes, a shaft would be
constructed and a 15-18" overflow ( possible with flow
controller) be installed to permit upstream surcharging flow on
Plantation Street to pass at controlled discharge levels down the
new 27" line -,
EDP's hydraulic calculations indicate that the full pipe capacity
of the Plantation Street storm trunk sewer upstream of Vineyard
Street is only about 9-13 cfs. The capacity of the recently
completely 24" RCP drain down Northboro is about three times
this limit-. There seems to be ample capacity in this line for
apportioning flows from the badly restricted Plantation Street
draim
The elevation of the overflow would be chosen as to permit first
flush discharge from upper Plantation sewershed to pass down to
the deflection chamber at Tampa Street -. This structure is
intended to eliminate the need for very expensive manhole
rehabilitation along upper Plantation Street as much of this area
may be ledge, traffic is high , the surface has just been re-
paved , and implementation would be extremely unpopular.
B) New Drain
EDP's hydraulic calculations indicate that construction of a new
storm drain segment on Minots Street between Cameron Street and
Harrington Way would provide connection relief to the storm
subsystem on Plantation Street at Franklin Street-.
C) Scattered Catchbasin Restrictors
There is a fairly large portion of the watershed with spot
development -. Some of the area is vacant land and paper streets-.
There are some areas where catchbasins can be restricted and
street load peak flows attenuated without causing any undue
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ponding or private land flooding-. One way of limiting the amount
of surcharge in the storm sewer systems is to use catchbasin
restrictor controls on Fletcher, Ebenezerf Minots, Harrington,
Franklin (near Pollack) Marlboro( near Pollock), Northboro ( near
Pollock), Solferino and Wells ( maximum about 20 catchbasins)-.
D) Common Manhole Rehabilitation
Under this scheme there are at most 24 over/under common manholes
within the Plantation Street catchment that would probably need
rehabilitation-.
SOURCE CONTROLS
There are a variety of controls which are very small scale in
concept and which most often provide limited benefit since their
success requires constant human attention-. These controls are
nevertheless discussed and are generally recommended as
enhancement strategies-;
Included are controls on the private use of fertilizer, public
information as to the harmful effects of over-fertilizing,
regular leaf and garbage collection and control of pets and their
wastes-. In particular, pet feces are increasingly identified as
important sources of bacterial related pollutants and BOD-.
Ordinances to encourage pet owners to pick up after their pets
can be significant in reducing these loads-.
Other controls are more costly and their cost effectiveness must
be addressed-. Street sweeping is one such control-. Street
sweeping can reduce particulate and some dissolved loadings by
reducing the amount of polluting materials available along
roadways-. However, the area in the watershed that could be swept
is small-; The settling column tests indicate that the dust and
dirt that would be swept up by a robust sweeping program is not
likely to be a significant source of dissolved phosphorous-. For
these reasons street sweeping does not appear to be a significant
means of controlling nutrient loadings-.
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Section 5.5 : Simulation of Controls
The watershed model has been run for a total of 28 cases which
reflect variations in storm type (mean vs. design), diversion devices,
storage devices, and sewer separation. Cases have been specified to
evaluate sensitivity to control devices, both individually and combined.
Results are summarized in Table 5.3 . Case parameters and detailed
output are listed in Appendix B. Stream and device numbers referenced
in program output are identified in the watershed schematic (Figure 5,4 )
Simulated hydrologic responses of the watershed to design and mean
storms are shown in Figures 5.11 and 5.12 , respectively. The shaded
hydrographs show results with all diversion and storage devices in place
(Cases 7 and 21 in Table 5.3 ) and the dotted lines represent existing
watershed conditions (Cases 1 and 15). These hydrographs are typical
of those generated by the model using a simulation time step of .1
hours. Results are discussed below with respect to total baseflow and
runoff volumes reaching the mouth of the watershed (vs. peak flows or
detailed hydrographs), because volumes are most relevant to evaluating
lake water quality impacts.
Total volumes of baseflow and surface runoff discharged to the lake
for each control alternative are summarized in Figure 5.13 (Design
Storm, Cases 1-14) and Figure5.14 (Mean Storm, Cases 15-28). The
Longterm benefits of the various control schemes are reflected by the
estimated volumes of baseflow and surface runoff reaching the lake,
relative to existing conditions (Cases 1 and 15).
Results indicate that the control schemes investigated could result
in up to a 67X reduction in the total flow volume reaching the lake for
a design storm and 92X reduction for a mean storm. Corresponding
reductions in longterm average phosphorus loading (over a range of storm
sizes), would be somewhere between these two percentages. The relative
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Table 5.3
Simulation Summary
SIMULATION SUMMARY - BELMONT STREET DRAIN STORHUATER CONTROL ALTERNATIVES
========== FLOWS IN 1(
CONTROL-DEVICES SEUER SOURCE VOLUMES
CASE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
STORM DIVERS. STORAGE SEPAR. BASEFL
DESIGN
DESIGN
DESIGN
DESIGN
DESIGN
DESIGN
DESIGN
A-1
A-12
B-1
M-3 M-56
ALL
ALL M-56
345.6
345.6
345.6
345.6
345.6
345.6
345.6
RUNOFF TOTAL
591.1
591.1
591.1
591.1
591.1
591.1
591.1
936.7
936.7
936.7
936.7
936.7
936.7
936.7
)00 FT3 ============
DISCHARGE TO LAKE
BASEFL
345.6
124.6
104.4
311.8
70.8
54.1
52.7
RUNOFF
591.1
563.1
478.9
565.0
434.2
332.9
278.3
TOTAL
936.7
687.6
583.3
876.7
505.0
387.0
331.0
PERCENT REDUCTION
RELATIVE TO EXISTIHG<">
BASEFL
O.OX
64. OX
69.8X
9.8X
79.5X
84. 4X
84. 7X
RUNOFF
O.OX
4.7X
19. OX
4.4X
26.5%
43. 7X
52. 9X
TOTAL
O.OX *
26. 6X
37. 7X
6.4X
46. 1X
58.7X
64. 7X
8 DESIGN
9 DESIGN A-1
10 DESIGN A-12
SOX 172.8 591.1 763.9 172.8 591.1 763.9 50.OX O.OX 18.4X
SOX 172.8 591.1 763.9 60.2 557.4 617.6 82.6X 5.7X 34.IX
SOX 172.8 591.1 763.9 52.2 477.9 530.0 84.9X 19.2X 43.4X
11 DESIGN
12 DESIGN
13 DESIGM
14 DESIGN
15 MEAN
16 MEAN
17 MEAN
18 MEAN
19 MEAN
20 MEAN
21 MEAN
22 MEAN
23 MEAN
24 MEAN
25 MEAN
26 MEAN
27 MEAN
28 MEAN
B-1
M-3 M-56
ALL
ALL M-56
A-1
A-12
B-1
M-3 M-56
ALL
ALL M-56
A-1
A-12
B-1
M-3 M-56
ALL
ALL M-56
SOX
SOX
SOX
SOX
SOX
SOX
SOX
SOX
SOX
SOX
SOX
172.8
172.8
172.8
172.8
345.6
345.6
345.6
345.6
345.6
345.6
345.6
172.8
172.8
172.8
172.8
172.8
172.8
172.8
591.1
591.1
591.1
591.1
118.3
118.3
118.3
118.3
118.3
118.3
118.3
118.3
118.3
118.3
118.3
118.3
118.3
118.3
763.9
763.9
763.9
763.9
463.9
463.9
463.9
463.9
463.9
463.9
463.9
291.1
291.1
291.1
291.1
291.1
291.1
291.1
155.9
58.8
31.8
31.2
345.6
109.9
103.7
311.2
57.1
54.5
53.7
172.8
53.4
51.8
155.6
54.8
32.6
32.2
564.6
420.5
330.0
274.7
118.3
108.5
92.7
111.0
22.3
47.9
4.4
118.3
106.3
92.7
110.9
17.7
47.8
4.6
720.5
479.3
361.8
305.8
463.9
218.4
196.4
422.2
79.4
102.5
58.1
291.1
159.7
144.6
266.5
72.5
80.4
36.8
54. 9X
83. OX
90. 8X
91. OX
O.OX
68. 2X
70. OX
10. OX
83. 5X
84. 2X
84. 5X
50. OX
84. 5X
85. OX
55. OX
34. IX
90. 6X
90. 7X
4.5X
28.9X
44. 2X
53. 5X
O.OX
8.3X
21. 6X
6.1X
81. 1X
59. 5X
96. 3X
O.OX
10.2%
21.6%
6.2X
85. IX
59. 6X
96.1%
23. IX
48.8%
61.4%
67. 3X
O.OX
52. 9X
57.7X
9. OX
82. 9X
77.9X
87. 5X
37.3X
65.6%
68. 8X
42. 5X
84. 4X
82. 7X
92. 1X
CONTROLS:
A = PLANTATION A DIVERSION TO COMBINED SEUER AT TAMPA STREET
B * PLANTATION 8 DIVERSION TO LAKE STREET PUMPING STATION
M n STORAGE AND DIVERSION TO LAKE STREET PUMPING STATION AT MOUTH OF WATERSHED
NUMBERS INDICATE SIZE OF DIVERSION (CFS) OR STORAGE (1000 FT3), E.G.:
A-1 a DIVERT MAXIMUM 1 CFS FLOW AT PLANTATION A (TAMPA STREET)
M-56 B OFFLINE STORAGE VOLUME OF 56 THOUSAND CUBIC FEET AT MOUTH OF WATERSHED
ALL = ALL DIVERSIONS = A-12 + B-1 + M-3
SEUER SEPARATION = ELIMINATION OF SANITARY --> STORM SEWER CONNECTIONS
STORMS:
DESIGN = 2 INCHES OVER 12 HOURS WITH 80 HOURS BETWEEN STORM MIDPOINTS
MEAN = .4 INCHES OVER 6 HOURS WITH 80 HOURS BETWEEN STORM MIDPOINTS
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Figure 5.11
Simulated Hydrographs for Design Storm
(Existing - Case 1, Controlled - Case 7)
BELMONT STREET DRAIN - HYDflOLOGIC RESPONSE
DESIGN STORM 2 INCHES OVER 12 HOURS
LAKE STREET PUMPING STATION
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Figure 5.12
Simulated Hydro-graphs for Mean Storm
(Existing - Case 14. Controlled - Case 20)
BELMONT STREET DRAIN - HYDROLOGIC RESPONSE
MEAN STORM .4 INCHES OVER « HOURS
40 -
35 -
30 -
28 -
20 -
ia -
10 -
0 -
0 -
26 -
20 -
15 -
10 -
6 -
TOTAL RUNOFF
OUTLET TO LAKE
EXISTING
CONTROLLED
TAMPA STREET DIVERSION
a -
LAKE STREET PUMPING STATION
2 4 a 8 10 12 14 16 16 20
TIME (HOURS)
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Figure 5.13
Volumes Discharged to Lake for Design Storm
1000
000
DESIGN STORM • 2 INCHES / 12 HOURS
BASE FLOW E^3 RUNOFF
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Figure 5.14
Volumes Discharged to Lake for Mean Storm
000
460 -
MEAN STORM - .4 INCHES / S HOURS
IS IS 17 11 10 20 21 22 23 24 28 29 27 28
CASE
•ASE FLOW RUNOFF
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Importance of each control device Is Indicated In Figure 5.15 , based
upon predicted water balances for full implementation of all controls
(Cases 14 and 28 In Table 5.3 ).
Of the diversions studied, the Plantation "A" diversion at Tampa
Street has the greatest impact on baseflow (with or without sewer
separation). The storage/diversion scheme at the mouth of the
watershed, which directs a portion of the flow (max. 3 cfs) to the Lake
Street Pumping Station, has the greatest impact on surface runoff.
Comparison of Cases 27 and 28 indicates that the storage component at
the mouth of the watershed is important for controlling runoff volumes
and associated pollutant loadings.
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Figure 5.15
Flow Balances for Controlled Watershed
PLOW BALANCES - BELMONT STREET DRAIN
DESIGN STORM
2 INCHES/ 12 MRS
CASE 14 BASEFLOW RUNOFF TOTAL
[ | SEWER SEPARATION
PLANTATION A
MEAN STORM
.4 INCHES / « MRS
CASE 28
PLANTATION* (TO LAKE ST.)
MOUTH (TO LAKE ST.)
| | TO LAKE
BASEFLOW
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Section 5;5
Terminal Detention Fond
The Belmont Street Drain currently discharges into a shallow
embayment of Lake Quins igamond formed by a wooded peninsula extending
south from the Route 9 bridge. The embayment is approximately .7 acres
in area with an average depth of 3 feet.
Under existing conditions, settling of coarse suspended solids
discharged from the Drain may occur within the embayment, although it is
unlikely that fine suspended solids or nutrients are removed to a
significant degree. Based upon the volume of the embayment (2.1 acre-
ft) and estimated mean annual discharge from the Belmont Street Drain
(1.5 cfs), the mean hydraulic detention time of the embayment is on the
order of .7 days (much shorter during storm periods). Performance data
and models of urban runoff detention ponds indicate that mean residence
times on the order of 7 to 14 days are required to achieve significant
removal of phosphorus and fine suspended solids in detention ponds
(l, 1,1)(USEPA, 1986, Walker, 1986, Bendorf and Putz, 1987a, 1987b)'. ' Phosphorus
removal efficiencies on the order of 60X can be achieved in detention
ponds with 7-14 day residence times. In this climate, this requires a
pond surface area exceeding 5X of the impervious watershed area and mean
depths exceeding 3 feet.
Hydraulic exchanges with the open lake waters also limits residence
times and treatment within the bay. Dominant southerly winds likely
move significant quantities of lake water into and out of the bay on a
frequent basis.
Thus, there are two factors which limit the feasibility of
stormwater treatment within the bay:
(a) limited bay volume in relation to drain discharge.
(b) hydraulic exchanges with open lake.
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The following measures would increase the feasibility of treatment,
however:
(a) increasing bay volume (e.g., dredging);
(b) decreasing flow (e.g., diversion of base and/or storm
flows to sanitary or combined sewers);
(c) preventing exchange with open lake waters (e.g., dam or
floating barrier at the mouth of the bay designed to
permit discharge to the lake but to minimize backflows.
As described above (Section 5.4), there is considerable potential for
diverting baseflow and storm runoff at various locations in the
watershed. These diversions will reduce both the flow and the
phosphorus loading contributed by the watershed. The reduction in flow
will increase the feasibility of treatment within the embayment,
provided that a barrier is constructed to restrict exchange with the
open lake waters.
Figures 5.16 and 5.17 provide approximate perspectives on the
potential benefits of utilizing the embayment as a detention pond for
treating discharges from Belmont Street Drain. Figure 5'. 16 shows
predicted average phosphorus removal efficiency for the pond as a
function of the percent of the inflow diverted (using schemes described
in Section 5.5) and pond volume (expressed relative to the volume of the
existing inlet). Phosphorus removal efficiency has been predicted using
an empirical model developed from impoundment mass-balance data
W(Walker,1986). Because of the limited residence time in the embayment
under existing conditions, considerable diversion of inflow and/or
increases in pond volume would be required to achieve appreciable
phosphorus removal percentages. These calculations also assume that
hydraulic exchanges with the open lake are eliminated.
Figure 5.17 shows the overall load reduction (attributed to both
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Inflow diversions and the detention pond) as a fraction of diversion
percentage and pond volume. The additional removal provided by the
detention pond Is relatively small In comparison to that provided by the
diversion schemes, particularly without significant Increases in pond
volume. Considering these results, the costs and possible aesthetic
impacts associated with transforming this region of the lake into a
detention pond, and the feasibility of achieving a relatively high
degree of loading control through sever repairs and diversIons, the
detention pond alternative does not appear to be attractive for the
Belmont Drain. Detention ponds may be useful for controlling phosphorus
loadings from existing and/or future urban developments In other
portions of the Lake QuinsIgamond watershed, however.
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Figure 5.16
Detention Pond Phosphorus Removal vs. Discharge Volume Diverted
and Detention Pond Volume
DETENTION POND VOLUME
( 1 • EXISTING INLET )
40 60
VOLUME DIVERTED %
100
Note: Detention Pond Volumes "2", "4", "8" are nultiples
of existing pond volume "1"
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Figure 5.17
Overall Phosphorus Load Reduction vs. Discharge Volume Diverted
and Detention Pond Volume
100
eo -\
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Section 5.7 COST ANALYSIS
Costs of the various options are developed as follows.
**** TAMPA STREET DIVERSION PROGRAM ***
A. Tampa Street Diversion (Initial Condition)
* Control chamber $25,000
* Vortex valve $10,000
* Engineering & Contingency $10,000
Total $45,000
B. Tampa Street Diversion ( Increase Diversion Flow )
* Larger vortex valve or sluice $ 15,000
* Engineering & Contingency $ 5,000
Total $ 20,000
C-. Stormwater Management on Tampa/Atlanta
* Install 8 catchbasin restrictors $ 16,000
* Install 3000 cu ft underground
storage tank w/ controller $ 69,000
* Engineering & Contingency $ 10,000
Total $ 95,000
*** ADVANCED INFILTRATION CONTROL ***
A. High Level Overflow Chamber on Plantation
* Installation of Control Box
and Connection to 27" $ 30,000
* Engineering & /contingency $ 5,000
Total $ 35,000
B~. Rehab 24 common manholes
* Unit cost $6500 ea $ 156,000
* Engineering & Contingency 12,000
Total $ 168,000
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C. Installation of New Minot Drain
* 250'+/~ 15" Drain w/ Engineering $ 15,000
D. Installation of 20 Catchbasin Restrictors
* 20 Catchbasin Restrictors $ 3 0 r O O O
* Misc. Asphalt Berms $ 5,000
* Engineering & Contingency $ 5,000
Total $ 40 ,000
GRAND TOTAL FOR ADVANCED INFILTRATION PROGRAM CONTROL $258,000
*** CONVENTIONAL INFILTRATION CONTROL ***
* Common Manhole Rehabs & Modifications
** Plantation Street 24 @ $9,000 ea $216,000
** All other areas 44 @ $6,500 ea $286,000
* Engineering & Contingency $ 50,000
Total $552,000
*** LAKE STREET DIVERSION ***
A. Northboro Street Diversions (Initial Phase)
* Contruction of 2 Control boxes $ 25,000
* Two vortex valves $ 15,000
* Engineering & Contingency $ 10,000
Total $ 50,000
B. Northboro Diversions ( Automated Control )
* Power connections $ 10,000
* Automated controllers $ 25,000
* Engineering & Contingency $ 20 ,000
Total $ 55,000
C, Belmont Street Diversion
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*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Control Structure
Power & Controls
Controller
Reactivate 24" RCP
Engineering & Contingency
Total
*** RETENTION TANK
Construction of 50,000 cf tank
Control Structures & Overflows
Landscaping/paving/walls
Lif t Station w/ piping
Engineering & Contingency
S
$
$
$
$
$
20,000
15,000
30,000
15,000
15,000
95,000
UNDER RT. 9 BRIDGE ***
$$$
S$
900,000
125,000
75,000
90,000
60,000
Total $1,250,000
Various control programs and their respective costs are presented
iii Table 5-.5 . Also presented are estimated percent reductions of
"baseflow" , "runoff", and "baseflow + runoff" controlled for
the "average" design storm event . Since it has been shown that
phosphorus loadings are very weakly correlated with runoff , then
phosphorus reductions are taken to be the same as flow
reductions (assumes that phosphorus concentration of baseflow is
constant )-.
The last three columns in Table 5-.5 represent the unit cost
($1000) per percent removal of baseflow, "average" storm flow and
total baseflow plus runoff for "average" event, respectively. As
stated earlier, these cost factors could also be taken to
represent phosphorus removal. Review of Table 5-.5 provides a
perspective on developing control programs for the Belmont Street
Drain system.
First, if a performance standard of 50% or better total
phosphorus removal is desired , then it is clear by inspection
of Table 5.5 that the most cost effective and least costly
solution is the Tampa Street diversion for removal of about -.8
cfs of contaminated storm drain baseflow. This option should be
implemented now .
Infiltration control within the sewerage systems should
nevertheless proceed as good , well- operated and functioning
sewerage systems provide a host of intangible benefits that do
not enter this analysis. The important issue for the City is that
effective sewerage system infiltration control may take 5-8 years
of funding cycles before any benefit is realized. Control of
phosphorus into the Lake is needed now and the diversion will
provide a "time hedge" for the City and for the Lake.
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Second, it is clear that the "advanced" infiltration control
program is far more cost effective than the "conventional °
approach. An extensive manhole reconstruction program of
Plantation Street would be extremely unpopular. The advanced
concept includes elements of stormwater management that focus on
reducing the pressure surges on the storm system , i.e., it
mitigates to some extent the fundamental problems in the first
place-.
Third, it is clear from the analysis presented in Chapter III
that runoff control is necessary to reduce phosphorus levels. An
easy "win" for the City is to reduce runoff loading by at least
20% is the full scale Tampa Street diversion . This program is
again very cost effective and is recommended .
Fourth, a combination of the Tampa Street diversion ( full scale)
and the advanced infiltration control program is estimated to
reduce about 70% of overall loading and about 85 % of the
baseflow . This program is estimated to cost $418,000.
Fifth, the program combination of all diversions ( Tampa Street,
Northboro Street and Belmont Street ) is extremely attactive as
the program cost is $360,000 ,and this combination is estimated
to reduce runoff loading by 60% , baseflow by over 84% and
overall storm/basef low by 83%-. This combination concept is
extremely attractive as the cost per percent reduction factor is
extremely low. However, the infiltration control program should
still be factored into the overall strategy. It should be noted
that the overall diversion concept includes reducing 3-4 cfs of
storm flow at the lower Belmont Street catchment which is likely
to contain petroleum hydrocarbons from the commercial area.
Last, the goal of phosphorus reductions in excess of 90 % can be
realized by adding the retention structure under the Rt 9 Bridge
to the overall diversion and advanced infiltration control
concept.
Further details of the proposed facilities are provided in
Chapter VI . Implementation details are also provided.
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Table
 5<4
SUMMARY OF ALTERNATIVE COST PROGRAMS WITH MARGINAL COSTS
Program (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
* A- Tampa diversion 68-.2 8-.3 52%9 45 -.7 5-.4 -.9
Base flow only
* B-Tampa diversion 70-.0 21-.6 57-. 7 160 2-.3 7-. 4 2-.8
Baseflow /storm
* C-Infiltration 50-.0 - 37-.S 552 11. - 14-.8
control/ Covent-.
* D-Infiltration 50-.0 - 37-.3 258 5-.2 - 6-.9
control/ Advanced
* A plus C S4-.5 10-.2 6S-.6 597 7-.1 58-.S 9-.1
* A plus D 84-.S 10-.2 6 5-. 6 303 3.6 29-.7 4-.6
* B plus C 85-.0 21.6 6S-.8 712 8-.4 33.0 10.3
* B plus D 85-.0 21-.6 68-. 8 418 4-.9 19-. 4 6.1
* Northboro baseflow 10-.0 6-.1 9-.0 105 10-.5 17-.2 11.7
* E- All Diversions 84-.2 S9-.6 S2-.7 360 4-.3 6.0 4-,4
Tampa/Northboro/
Belmont
* E plus D 90-.6 S9-.6 S2-.7 618 6.8 10-.4 7-. 5
* E plus D plus 90-.7 96-.1 92-.1 1,868 20-.3
Retention tank
KEY: (1) PERCENTAGE OF BASEFLOW REDUCED TO LAKE
(2) PERCENTAGE OF AVERAGE STORM RUNOFF REDUCED TO LAKE
(3) OVERALL PERCENTAGE OF DESIGN STORM FLOW REDUCED TO LAKE
(4) CONSTRUCTION COST ( $1000)
(5) COST ($1000) PER UNIT PERCENT REMOVAL OF BASEFLOW
(6) COST ($1000) PER UNIT PERCENT REMOVAL OF AVERAGE STORM
(7) COST ($1000) PER UNIT PERCENT REMOVAL OF TOTAL FLOW
DURING "AVERAGE" STORM EVENT
NOTE: PHOSPHORUS REMOVAL CAN BE APPROXIMATED BY FLOW
REMOVAL TO LAKE
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CHAPTER VI RECOMMENDED PROGRAM DETAILS
Section 1 : FOREWARD
Preliminary concept details of the proposed improvements are
given in Section 2. Potential sources of fundina are given in
Section 3. Permit requirements are provided in Section 4.
Monitoring and phasing estimates are provided in Section 5 .
Section 2 : Details of Recommended Program
*** INTRODUCTION ***
Three types of controls are selected for implementation. The
first set of recommendations involve sewerage system controls to
manipulate or deflect polluted waste streams out of the watershed
for treatment at WWTP elsewhere. The second class of controls
involves storm sewer system enhancements to minimize the degree
of surcharging causing the exchange of contaminants between the
sanitary and storm sewers. The third type of control deals with
retention storage capture of stormwater first flush with
subsequent bleedback to the sanitary sewer system for ultimate
treatment.
The overall control program is devised as to permit early
construction of items having no ambiauity as to their worth,
effectiveness or need
 r with allowance for further study for
other uncertain component. Furthermore , time staging of
proposed diversions to the Lake Street sewerage system is
necessary since this will be a period of time before the
infiltration/inflow mitigation measures are implemented within
the Lake Street catchment and effectiveness monitored .
The expected pollutant reduction effectiveness and capital costs
per program are presented in Table 6.1 . Capsulated descriptions
of control elements per phase are provided in Table 6.2. These
materials were presented in Chapter 1 and are repeated here for
ease in reference.
The elements of the recommended program derive from consideration
of the pollutant removal effectiveness and cost analyses provided
in Chapter 5. Packaging of elements into the recommended phases
recognized the need to mitigate both contaminated baseflows as
well as surface stormwater related pollutant loadings.
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Table 6.1
ITEMIZED CONTROLS PER PHASE OP IMPROVEMENTS
r*******************************************'
SUMMARY DESCRIPTIONS OF PROPOSED AND RECOMMENDED CONTROL PROGRAM
PHASE ONE IMMEDIATE ACTION - BASEPLOW CONTROL
DESCRIPTION: A) DIVERSION OF CONTAMINATED BASEFLOW FROM UPPER
PLANTATION STORM TRUNK SEWER TO COMBINED SEWER AT
TAMPA STREET.
B) THE SANITARY SEWER ENTRANCES WITHIN THE UPPER
PLANTATION STREET AREA SHOULD BE CLEANED AND
METAL COVERS WEIGHTED AND TEMPORARILY CEMENTED
IN PLACE .
PHASE TWO : BASEFLOW & MODERATE LEVEL FIRST FLUSH CONTROL
TWO PARTS
DESCRIPTION
**** part 1: FIRST FLUSH DIVERSION
A) STORMWATER MANAGEMENT OF LOCAL TAMPA AND ATLANTA
STREET RUNOFF LOAD
B) LARGER UPPER PLANTATION STREET FIRST FLUSH
DIVERSION TO TAMPA STREET COMBINED SEWER
**** part 2 STORM SEWER SYSTEM ENHANCEMENT .
A) CONSTRUCTION OF STORMWATER HIGH LEVEL OVERFLOW
CHAMBER ON PLANTATION STREET AT NORTHBORO JUST
UPSTREAM OF FLOW DEFLECTION CHAMBER ON TAMPA.
B) REHABILITATION OF OVER/UNDER MANHOLES WITHIN
UPPER PLANTATION STEET AREA
C) CONSTRUCTION OF NEW STORM DRAIN SEGMENT ON MINOTS
STREET
D) PLACEMENT ON CATCHBASIN FLOW THROTTLES IN UPPER
PLANTATION STREET AREA
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PHASE THREE
Table 6.1 ( continued)
:BASEFLOW AND LOWER AREA FIRST FLUSH DIVERSIONS
LAKE STREET SANITARY SEWER
TO
***** THESE IMPROVEMENTS ARE ONLY PROPOSED AFTER INFILTRATION
& INFLOW CORRECTIONS ARE MADE IN SANITARY SEWERS WITHIN
LAKE STREET CATCHMENT *****
DESCRIPTION:
A) SMALL DIVERSION STRUCTURES AT NORTHBORO
SAN MARTINO STREETS
B) DIVERSION CHAMBER NEAR LINCOLN TOWERS TO PASS
LOWER BELMONT STREET FIRST FLUSH TO LAKE STREET
TRUNK SANITARY SEWER
PHASE POUR MAJOR RETENTION STORAGE AND PUMPBACK
DESCRIPTION CONSTRUCTION OF MAJOR RETENTION TANK NEAR RT
BRIDGE TO CAPTURE BELMONT DRAIN OUTLET FLOW
PUMPBACK TO LAKE STREET SANITARY SEWER.
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Table 6.2
SUMMARY OF PHOSPHORUS REMOVAL EFFECTIVES AND PHASE CAPITAL COSTS
OF PROPOSED BELMONT STREET DRAIN CONTROL PROGRAM
PHASED IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMS
2_ ****** 2 ****** 3 ****** 4
BELMONT STREET DRAIN LOAD REDUCTION
TOTAL PHOSPHORUS REMOVAL * 52.9 68.8 82.7 92.1
BASEFLOW PHOS. REMOVAL * 68.3 85\0 90.6 90.7
RUNOFF PHOS. REMOVAL * 8.3 21.6 59.6 96-.1
TOTAL PHOSPHORUS REMOVAL ** 26.6 43.4 61.4 67.3
BASEFLOW PHOS REMOVAL ** 64.0 84-. 9 90.8 91.0
RUNOFF PHOS. REMOVAL ** 4-.7 19.2 44-.2 53.5
CONSTRUCTION COST ($1000) 35.0 388.0 552.0 1803.0
key:
* MEAN STORM EVENT ( 0.4INCHES OVER 6 HOURS )
** DESIGN STORM EVENT ( 2 INCHES OVER 12 HOURS). RAINFALL VOLUME
EXCEEDED 10 % OF EVENTS PER YEAR.
CUMULATIVE COSTS PER PHASE SHOWN'.
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****
DESCRIPTIONS OF RECOMMENDED CONTROL PROGRAM
PHASE ONE IMMEDIATE ACTION
DESCRIPTION : DIVERSION OF CONTAMINATED BASEFLOW FROM UPPER
PLANTATION STORM TRUNK SEWER TO COMBINED SEWER AT
TAMPA STREET & MISC. UPGRADES
Effec t : 52.9% Total Phosphorous Removal for mean storm condition
( 68.3% base flow and 8.3% runoff control = 52 .9% )
Part A :
A new flow deflection chamber on Plantation Street and and Tampa
Street is to be constructed to enable contaminated upstream
storinwater baseflow to be diverted into the combined sewer on
Tampa Street. See Figure 6.1 for location of this diversion
chamber. The chamber is to be over-sized to later allow baseflow
plus a portion of the storm sewer first flush wet weather flow
from the upper Plantation Street catchment flow to be deflected
into the Tampa Street combined sewer.
Initially a small ( 1 cfs +/-) vortex valve is to be installed
to deflect only dry weather baseflow. The device should be
equipped with "drop-in" adjustable orifice inserts to permit a
range of flow characteristic curves . The chamber dimensions
however would be sized to provide a flow deflection capacity up
to 12 cfs.
Part B :
The City should perform short term stop-gap interim measures to
attempt to mitigate degree of wet weather interchange and mixing
between the storm and sanitary sewers, and then monitor the
effects.
As a minimum effort, the sanitary sewer entrances within the
common manholes in the upper Plantation area branch and trunk
sewers should be steam-cleaned and the metal covers temporarily
fixed in place with either water cement or a petroleum fixinq
agent, and then weiahted in place with chunks of scrap metal.
These measures would at the very least reduce the degree of
obvious and direct mixing .
No cost is assianed to this activity. The effectiveness of Phase
One should be monitored ( see Section 5) .
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PHASE TWO : BASE FLOW AND MODERATE FIRST FLUSH CONTROL
Two Parts
Effect: For mean storm 68.8% total phosphorous removal
( 85% base flow and 21.6% runoff control = 68.8%)
PART 1 : FIRST FLUSH DIVERSION
A - Construction of stormwater management ( 8-9 catchbasin flow
controllers and one small stormwater detention tank with its own
vortex flow controller ) on combined sewer alona backside of
Tampa St. and Atlanta Street. ( See Figure 6.1 ) . The idea is
to "free up " flow capacity alona the Tampa Street combined sewer
so that first flush stormwater flow from the upper Plantation
Street catchment can be deflected to the Tampa Street combined
sewer. A small storage tank would be constructed on backside of
Atlanta next to the railroad easement. The tank's function would
be to capture excess stormwater released from catchbasin
restrictors along Tampa Street and Atlanta Street.
B - Modification of baseflow deflection control structure at
Tampa Street and Plantation Street to include larger vortex
throttle to permit baseflow plus first flush flow from Plantation
storm sewer into Tampa Street combined sewer. A pipe
throttle/orifice/sluice/slide may also be adequate .
This modification would be completed and made "live" when the
stormwater management controls were completed on Atlanta Street
and Tampa Street. The idea is to increase the level of flow
deflection at Plantation Street to Tampa Street to divert at
most 12 cfs of stormwater first flush runoff ( and base flow) .
PART 2 STORM SEWER ENHANCEMENT
This part consists of four separate improvement elements to
reduce amount of storm sewer contaminated baseflow . It is
probable that these improvements will eliminate at best 50% of
base flow infiltration. Baseflow diversion at Tampa Street may
still be necessary even after these items are completed. These
improvements will nevertheless improve system conveyance
conditions. Figure 6.2 and 6.3 show the locations of these
improvements.
*** A *** Construction of stormwater high level overflow
chamber on Plantation Street at Northboro Street just upstream
of the flow deflection chamber at Tampa Street . See Figure 6.3.
The purpose of this structure is to relieve surcharge conditions
within the storm sewer system alona upper Plantation Street.
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The invert of the Plantation Street storm trunk sewer at
Northboro Street is about seven feet higher in elevation than the
recently constructed (1987-1988) 27" RCP drain crossing
Plantation Street at Northboro Street. This 27" RCP drain was
bored under Plantation Street and was constructed down Northboro
Street . The full pipe flow capacity of the Plantation Street
storm drain upstream of this intersection is extremely limited.
It is proposed to either drop a shaft at the crossing point or
construct a newhole on Plantation with connection to existina
manhole on Northboro Street. A 15-18" overflow ( possibly with a
flow controller) would permit upstream surcharging flow on
Plantation Street to discharge at a controlled rate into the 27"
RCP line .
The elevation of the overflow would be chosen as to permit first
flush discharge from upper Plantation Street area to pass down to
the deflection chamber at the intersection of Tampa Street and
Plantation Street . As the level of flow in the Plantation Street
storm drain exceeded an established level, then flow would be
diverted to the Norboro Street storm drain. This structure is
intended to eliminate the need for very expensive manhole
rehabilitation along upper Plantation Ave. as much of this area
may be ledgef traffic flow is high , the street surface has
just been re-paved , and the implementation would be extremely
unpopular with local residents.
*** B *** Rehabilitation of at most 24 over/under common manholes
within the upper reaches of the Plantation Street catchment(
see Figures 6,2 and 6.3 ) . None of these manholes would be on
Plantation Street . Post construction monitoring is recommended
as to effectiveness.
One scheme for rehabilating troublesome common manholes is
depicted in Figure 6.4. This scheme may be very expensive
considering the nature of soils in the Upper Plantation Street
area. Figure 6.5 shows a photograph of storm drain construction
taken in 1987 on Northboro Street .The trench section on
Northboro Street is rock and extends from Plantation Street to
San Martino Street . It is probable that the soils in much of
the upper Plantation area is of similar materials, and the
construction cost of installing two new manholes and 20 '+/- of
new drain and sanitary sewer sections shown in Figure 6.4 may be
expensive.
*** c *** Construction of segment of new storm drain between
Minots Streets and Harrington Way to provide flow relief to the
storm subsystem on Plantation Street at Franklin Street .
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FIGURE 6.5
PHOTOGRAPH ON ROCK EXCAVATION FOR NEW STORM SEWER
ON NORTHBORO STREET NEAR PHILLIPS
(1987 )
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***
 D *** implementation of stormwater management catchbasin
restrictor controls on Fletcher Street , Ebenezer Street, Minots
Street , Harrington Way , Franklin Street (near Pollock) ,
Marlboro Street ( near Pollock), Northboro Street ( near
Pollock), Solferino Street , and Wells Street ( maximum about 20
catchbasins) as a means of attentuating flow peaks into storm
drains . These controls would lessen flow peaks to the system .
PHASE THREE : BASEFLOW AND LOWER AREA FIRST FLUSH DIVERSIONS TO
LAKE ST SEWER SYSTEM
( two parts )
Effectiveness for mean storm event: 82.6% Total Phos.
90.6% baseflow and 59.6 % runoff phosphorous.
PART A
Two small flow deflection chambers at Northboro Street are
proposed to direct contaminated storm drain base flow from
the collection system area upstream of Northboro at San Martino (
Harrington Field subcatchment) into the 8" sanitary sewer
draining to Lake Street Pumping Station. Vortex throttles will be
very small( less than 0.25 cfsj and housed within dry pits. See
Figure 6.3 for general location .
After sufficient experience has been gained at deflecting flows
into sanitary system , further work could be performed to provide
additional control and flexibility to diversion points.
Electrical power would be brought in and motorized valves and
electronics added to the two Northboro vortex throttle chambers
to permit better adjustment of contaminated storm drain baseflows
into sanitary sewer system. This refinement would add
flexibility, but would be costly.
PART B
* It is proposed to construct a new chamber near Lincoln Towers
at the intersection of the 48" Belmont Street drain and the 42"
RCP sanitary truck flowing to Lake Street Station. The purpose of
this chamber is to permit lower Belmont Street catchment first
flush storm flow to be deflected into the 42" RCP sanitary trunk
sewer draining to Lake Street Station.
The chamber would include a vortex valve with electronic
feedback control ( from Lake Street ) . Other alternatives could
include pinch valves, motorized sluice,etc. The vortex throttle
with electronic controller would permit "off-on" conditions with
adjustable flow up to maximum tolerated ( present estimate is
about 3-4 cfs) by Lake Street Station . Power and controls would
be located at the Lake Street Station . This control could
deflect to the sanitary sewer high concentrations of first flush
generated within the commercial Belmont Street area .
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Figure 6.6 shows where the location where the Belmont Street
drain flow during wet weather could be diverted and directly
"dropped" into either of the sanitary trunk sewers draining to
the Lake Street Pumping Station. The two trunk sewers cross
directly under the shallow 42" RCP Belmont Street Drain.
This improvement would provide a very inexpensive means for
eliminating approximately 3-4 cfs of the first flush from the
lower Belmont Street watershed. This lower catchment discharges
petroleum hydrocarbons, heavy metals, and suspended solids as
well as phosphorus loadings into the Lake.
This location should not be considered as a dry weather storm
sewer baseflow diversion since there is baseflow from the lower
Belmont Street catchment deriving from wetlands and a marsh area
north of Belmont Street ) . These baseflows are not contaminated.
It is better to divert the upper Plantation Street baseflows
which are known to be contaminated.
PHASE FOUR MAJOR RETENTION STORAGE AND PUMPBACK
Effectiveness: For mean storm total phosphorus removal = 92-. 1%
Baseflow reduction = 90-.7 % and storm removal = 96.1 %-.
(Assumes other phases in place.)
In this phase construction of major stormwater retention tank on
Boat House side under Rt 9 Bridge is recommended to capture up to
50,000 - 56,000 cubic feet of storm flow from Belmont Street
Drain .
The facility would include following features: a) vortex flow
controllerf with adjustable inserts to permit "cleaner subject to
long term monitoring " baseflow into Lake; b) spill control
structure into new tank ; c) aerated siphon to rapidly dump flows
to Lake in excess of tank capacity ; d) sediment flushers to
minimize cleaning and maintenance requirements; e) sump pump
discharge either to the existing 42" RCP sanitary sewer, or to
the plugged -off 24" RCP ( reactivated }, or via new Driscoll
fused plastic piping attached to shoreline and connected to the
Lake Street Station ; and f) covered concrete deck to continue
existing parking area and boat launching functions.
Besides capturing phosphorus and other nutrients , the tank would
capture the relatively large first flush flows from the
lower commercial Belmont Street strip containing typically large
quantities of difficult to control flotable and dispersed
petroleum - based pollutants.
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The immediate area around the tank and controls could be
landscaped and attactively masked such that the existing
recreational functions could continue. The difficult technical
issue will be to establish the operational pumpback functions to
the Lake Street Station . The liftout construction is no problem
as both the 24" RCP ( plugged off) and the 42" RCP sanitary trunk
pass within 50 feet of the proposed tank.
Photographs of the location for potential siting of the
underground stormwater retention tank alona side of the Route 9
Bridge are shown in Figure 6.7. The upper photo shows the manhole
in the foreground where the diversion could take place. The lower
photo shows the footprint for the tank-. The base of the tank
could be at existing parking lot grade or the tank could be
further depressed. These is a great deal of flexibility in terms
of the tank layout, controls and continued use of the area.
Retained flows could be easily lifted into the sanitary trunks
draining to the Lake Street Station .
Section 3 Sources of Fundinq
There are three public funding programs which may be able to
provide funding for proposed construction improvements.The first
is the construction grants program, administered by the
Massachusetts Department of Environmental Quality Enginneering,
Division of Water Pollution Control (DEQE/DWPC)-. Under this
program there are three feasible funding options: federal
construction grants, state inflow/infiltration abatement grants,
and catch-all, or "two-tier" grants. The first two options
provide 90% of the construction costs, while the last option
furnishes 70% of needed funds-.
The second funding alternative for construction improvements is
the Massachusetts Clean Lakes Program, also administered by
DEQE/DWPC. The Clean Lakes Program will fund up to 75% of the
cost of the proposed project, but requires that funding
applications first be submitted to any other programs appropriate
to the project. In this case, funding would have to be denied by
the construction grants program before the project would be
eligible for Clean Lakes funds . Present Clean Lakes funding has
been terminated for next several years-.
The third source of funds is the Community Development Block
grants program administered by the Massachusetts Department of
Housing and Urban Development. The proposed project would not
represent a typical use of block grants, but could be construed
as eligible under the program as an improvement to health and
welfare. A formal request for a determination of eligibility
will be necessary, if funds are to be sought from this source-.
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SITE OF BELMONT STREET STORMWATER
RETENTION TANK WITH PUMPOUT
TANK INFLOW FROM MANHOLE IN FOREGROUND
FIGURE 6.7
SITE OF BELMONT STREET RETENTION TANK
TANK WITHIN FOOTPRINT OF PARKING LOT
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Section 4 -. Permits
All improvements will result in decreased flow to Lake
Quinsigamond-. Therefore few permits are required for the
proposed management action-. The underground tank on the back side
of Atlanta Street may require review by the railroad. In the last
phase of work , the proposed underground retention tank will
require review and approval of a variety of organizations.
Potential funding agencies will review the proposed program and
their approvals will be necessary-.
Section 5 Schedule and Monitoring
The first step of this program should be the construction of the
Tampa Street baseflow diversion to eliminate upstream Plantation
Street contaminated baseflow .At the same time, the City should
initiate its own modest remedial program to reset the metal
frames and secure the covers in place with water cement and
metal weights.
If funds are available for this phase of work , this program
should also include the Tampa Street stormwater management
program to permit upstream Plantation Street stormwater first
flush to be diverted out of the watershed and down the Tampa
Street combined sewer to the regional WWTP%
Rainfall , surcharge levels and discharge should then be
monitored within the general vicinity of Plantation Street from
Northboro to Tampa Street after the City does the remedial
upstream manhole repairs-. These measurements may be useful to
fine-tune the design of larger deflection device at Tampa Street
and Plantation as well as to better define the "level" hydraulics
of the upper relief diversion chamber at Plantation St and at
Northboro Street ( this diversion structure may have to be
postphoned till the City ascertains how much reserve capacity is
available in the 27" RCP drain down Northboro Street. All the
above improvements should be then be constructed.
Following these improvements , the base flow at Northboro Street
and San Martin Street , at Locust Street and Belmont Street ,at
Belmont Street (upper) , and at the Belmont Street Lake outfall
should be monitored for bacteria during dry period, and during
several rainfall events ( also for post rainfall conditions)
These measurements will immediately diagnose whether the baseflow
diversion program for the Harrington Park catchment should be
implemented.
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If this catchment has severe bacterial contamination problems,
then it may be years before these problems are corrected via the
infiltration/inflow rehabilitation program programmed by the City
for the sanitary sewers tributary to the Lake Street Station -.
The diversions here could be viewed as a "time hedge" -. The
amount of base flow deflected would not exceed 0.5 cfs and would
not present a problem to local sanitary sewers nor to the Lake
Street Station -.
The information regarding the localized sewer system conditions
gained during both the Lake Street infiltration/ inflow
corrective program ( and followed by post evaluation ), coupled
with data gained during the aforementioned measurements should
collectively provide sufficient diagnostic evidence for the next
round of improvements , ie , the ( Storm Sewer System
Enhancements ) -.
There should be better and harder evidence on hand to decide
whether to re-build common manholes, or to perform limited in-
situ storm or sanitary pipe rehabilitation
 r or to install
stormwater management catchbasin controllers, or to generate a
mixed program encompassing all forms of controls. This follow -
up work will probably require some TV work coupled with further
and detailed hydraulic modeling -.
These improvements should then be implemented based upon data
and analysis at that time. The flow relief diversion structure
can be built in earlier phase either appropriate.
As time passes, the entirity of the Lake Street district
infiltation /inflow sanitary system improvements should have been
completed and monitored -. The success of these improvements would
then provide the City with a clearer perspective of the amount
of stormwater that can be acceptably diverted to the Lake Street
Station -. The decision can then be made whether to deflect first
flush from lower Belmont Street drain ( 3-4 cfs ) to the Lake
Street Station . If this program is implemented, then again the
Lake outfall should be monitored following implementation.
Depending on the status of the Lake's water quality levels and
funding availability , the City can then determine whether to
proceed with the final step of the proposed program , the
construction of the retention facility under the Route 9 Bridge.
In reality , it is known that the City can commit approximately
$165,000 of its own funds for construction of the first elements
of the proposed control program. The City plans to move ahead
with this program in the fall of 1989 with construction slated
for 1990-. Uncertainly of both City and State funding affects all
expenditures beyond this initial investment .
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Lake Monitoring
The lack of a consistent, long-term monitoring program for lake
water quality is a serious deficiency, especially considering the
intense public interest and uses of Lake Quinsigamond. Occasional
coliform counts at bathing beaches provide very little useful
information on basic water quality conditions or eutrophication. Steps
should be taken to establish a long-term monitoring program to track
lake responses to changing land uses and source control programs. A
reasonable design would involve monthly sampling between April and
September at 4 primary stations In Lake Quinsigamond and Flint Fond
(Q01, Q03, Q04, F04, see Figure S.I ). As a minimum, analyses should
include vertical profiles of oxygen and temperature, transparency, total
phosphorus, and chlorophyll-a.
Consideration should also be given to establishing a lay monitoring
program for transparency; this represents a relatively inexpensive way
to collect data with high spatial and temporal resolution. Because of
low color levels, transparency is a relatively good indicator of algal
density in Lake Quinsigamond and has been shown to be highly correlated
with subjective perceptions of aesthetic quality and suitability for
recreation (Helskary and Walker, 1988).
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LAKE Q0INSIGAMOND - 1987 MONITORING DATA
SECCHI TOTAL P CHL-A T IRON
FEET PPB PPB PPB SOURCE
7.5 40 7.4 WWW
WWW
WWW
WWW
WWW
WWW
WWW
WWW
WWW
WWW
WWW
WWW
WWW
WWW
30 WWW
WWW
WWW
10.5 20 290 DEQE
DEQE
DEQE
DEQE
DEQE
DEQE
20 200 DEQE
DEQE
DEQE
DEQE
DEQE
DEQE
DEQE
DEQE
DEQE
DEQE
DEQE
DEQE
DEQE
DEQE
DEQE
DEQE
DEQE
DEQE
DEQE
30 220 DEQE
DEQE
DEQE
7.5 WWW
WWW
WWW
WWW
WWW
WWW
STA
Q01
Q01
Q01
0.01
Q01
Q01
Q01
Q01
Q01
Q01
Q01
Q01
Q01
Q01
Q01
Q01
Q01
Q01
Q01
Q01
Q01
Q01
Q01
Q01
Q01
Q01
Q01
Q01
Q01
Q01
Q01
Q01
Q01
Q01
Q01
Q01
Q01
Q01
Q01
Q01
Q01
Q01
Q01
Q01
Q01
Q02
Q02
Q02
Q02
Q02
Q02
DATE
6/21/87
6/21/87
6/21/87
6/21/87
6/21/87
6/21/87
6/21/87
6/21/87
6/21/87
6/21/87
6/21/87
6/21/87
6/21/87
6/21/87
6/21/87
6/21/87
6/21/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
6/21/87
6/21/87
6/21/87
6/21/87
6/21/87
6/21/87
DEPTH
FEET
0
5
10
15
18
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
0
3
7
10
13
16
20
23
26
30
33
36
39
43
46
49
52
56
59
62
66
69
72
75
79
82
85
89
0
5
10
15
20
25
TEMP
DEG-C
24.0
24.0
23.0
19.0
16.0
13.0
10.3
8.5
7.0
6.7
6.5
6.4
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
25.0
24.7
24.7
24.7
24.1
21.4
16.0
12.9
10.4
9.4
8.2
7.4
7.0
6.9
6.7
6.6
6.5
6.4
6.4
6.4
6.3
6.2
6.1
6.0
5.9
5.9
5.8
5.8
24.0
24.0
23.8
19.5
14.2
10.5
D.O
PPM
9.0
8.0
9.0
8.0
6.8
5.6
5.9
5.8
5.4
5.1
4.8
4.5
4.5
4.4
4.1
3.5
0.8
8.9
8.9
8.9
8.8
8.7
7.0
6.1
5.2
4.7
3.9
3.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.4
2.2
2.0
1.9
1.9
1.7
1.3
0.9
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
8.9
8.7
8.5
9.8
9.1
7.8
I
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
LAKE QUINSIGAMOND - 1987 HONITORING DATA
SECCHI TOTAL P CHL-A T IRON
FEET PPB PPB PPB SOURCE
WWW
WWW
WWW
WWW
WWW
WWW
WWW
7.5 50 4.4 WWW
WWW
WWW
WWW
WWW
WWW
WWW
WWW
WWW
WWW
WWW
WWW
WWW
60 VW
WWW
7.5 20 190 DEQE
OEQE
DEQE
DEQE
DEQE
DEQE
20 440 DEQE
DEQE
DEQE
DEQE
DEQE
DEQE
DEQE
DEQE
DEQE
DEQE
DEQE
DEQE
DEQE
DEQE
DEQE
DEQE
40 870 DEQE
DEQE
DEQE
8.0 30 4.0 VW
VW
VW
STA
Q02
Q02
Q02
Q02
Q02
Q02
Q02
Q03
Q03
Q03
Q03
Q03
Q03
Q03
Q03
Q03
Q03
Q03
Q03
Q03
Q03
Q03
Q03
Q03
Q03
Q03
Q03
Q03
Q03
Q03
Q03
Q03
Q03
Q03
Q03
Q03
Q03
Q03
Q03
Q03
Q03
Q03
Q03
Q03
Q03
Q03
Q03
Q04
Q04
Q04
DATE
6/21/87
6/21/87
6/21/87
6/21/87
6/21/87
6/21/87
6/21/87
6/21/87
6/21/87
6/21/87
6/21/87
6/21/87
6/21/87
6/21/87
6/21/87
6/21/87
6/21/87
6/21/87
6/21/87
6/21/87
6/21/87
6/21/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
6/21/87
6/21/87
6/21/87
DEPTH
FEET
30
35
40
45
50
55
58
0
5
10
15
18
20
22
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
0
3
7
10
13
16
20
23
26
30
33
36
39
43
46
49
52
56
59
62
66
69
72
75
79
0
5
10
TEMP
DEG-C
9.0
8.5
7.8
7.0
6.5
6.0
6.0
24.0
24.0
24.0
19.0
14.8
13.7
11.3
10.2
9.0
8.0
7.5
7.0
6.2
6,0
6.0
25.7
25.2
25.0
24.7
23.4
19.6
15.5
12.4
10.9
9.6
9.1
8.6
8.3
7.7
7.2
6.7
6.5
6.1
6.0
5.9
5.8
5.6
5.5
5.5
5.5
24.7
24.8
24.4
D.O
PPM
6.2
5.6
5.2
4.6
3.8
2.0
0.2
9.1
8.8
8.7
10.8
9.8
9.8
8.7
6.0
4.1
3.4
4.0
4.0
2.6
0.2
0.2
9.2
9.5
9.4
9.4
9.1
9.6
10.4
9.4
4.8
2.9
2.1
1.5
1.4
1.9
1.2
0.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
8.7
8.6
8.7
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
LAKE QUINSIGAMOND - 1987 MONITORING DATA
DEPTH TEMP D.O. SECCHI TOTAL P CHL-A T IRON
STA DATE FEET DEG-C PPM FEET PPB PPB PPB SOURCE
Q04 6/21/87 15 18.5 11.2 WWW
Q04 6/21/87 20 13.0 10.4 WWW
Q04 6/21/87 22 10.8 6.3 WWW
Q04 6/21/87 25 10.0 2.7 WWW
Q04 6/21/87 30 9.0 1.2 WWW
Q04 6/21/87 35 8,2 0.3 70 WWW
Q04 6/21/87 39 7.6 0.1 WWW
Q04 7/22/87 0 26.1 9.7 6.6 20 110 DEQE
DEQE
DEQE
DEQE
20 150 DEQE
DEQE
DEQE
80 140 DEQE
20 DEQE
DEQE
DEQE
DEQE
Q04
Q04
Q04
Q04
Q04
Q04
Q04
Q05
Q25
Q26
Q27
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
7/22/87
3
7
10
13
16
20
23
0
0
0
0
25.6
25.3
24.4
19.6
15.3
12.3
10.6
24.6
25.9
26.6
27.1
10.0
9.8
10.0
10.4
10.6
6.2
0.0
8.9
8.9
9.6
10.0
APPENDIX B
Watershed Model Output
CASES PAGES
I
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1- 7 B-1,2
1 8-14 B-3,414-20 B-5 ,621-28 B-6,7
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CASE
STORM
DIVERSION DEVICES
STORAGE DEVICES
SEWER SEPARATION
Total Base Floy
Stream 2 Max Flow
Stream 5 Max Flow
Stream 8 Max Flou
Stream 11 Max Flou
stream 13 Max Flow
Stream 15 Min Flow
Unit 7 Max Volume
Unit 14 Max Volume
Storm Volume
Storm Duration
Time Between Storms
SOURCE VOLUMES
BASEFLOU
RUNOFF
TOTAL
DISCHARGE TO LAKE
BASEFLOU
RUNOFF
TOTAL
cfs
cfs
cfs
cfs
cfs
cfs
cfs
1000 ft3
1000 ft3
inches
hours
hrs
1000 FT3
1000 FT3
1000 FT3
1000 FT3
1000 FT3
1000 FT3
PERCENT REDUCTION RELATIVE TO
BASEFLOU
RUNOFF
TOTAL
PERCENT REDUCTION RELATIVE TO
BASEFLOU
RUNOFF
TOTAL
1
DESIGN
1.20
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.0
12.0
80.0
345.6
591.1
936.7
345.6
591.1
936.7
SOURCE
O.OX
0.0*
O.OX
2
DESIGN
A-1
1.
1
20
.0
0.0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
12
80
345
591
936
124
563
687
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.6
.1
.7
.6
.1
.6
3
DESIGN
A-12
1.20
12.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.0
12.0
80.0
345.6
591.1
936.7
104.4
478.9
583.3
4 5
DESIGN DESIGN
B-1 M-3
M-56
1.
0
10
1
0
0
0
0
0
2
20
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
12.0
80
345
591
936
311
565
876
.0
.6
.1
.7
.8
.0
.7
1.20
0.0
0.0
0.0
25.0
3.0
0.2
0.0
56.0
2.0
12.0
80.0
345.6
591.1
936.7
70.8
434.2
505.0
6
DESIGN
ALL
1.
12
10
1
25
3
0
0
0
2
12
80
345
591
936
54
332
387
20
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.2
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.6
.1
.7
.1
.9
.0
7
DESIGN
ALL
M-56
1.20
12.0
10.0
1.0
25.0
3.0
0.2
0.0
56.0
2.0
12.0
80.0
345.6
591.1
936.7
52.7
278.3
331.0
VOLUMES
64
4
26
NO CONTROLS
O.OX
O.OX
O.OX
64
.OX
.7X
.6X
69. 8X
19. OX
37. 7X
(CASE 1 or
.OX
4.7X
26.6X
69. 8X
19. OX
37.7X
9.8X
4
6
CASE
9
4
6
.4X
.4X
15)
.BX
.4X
.4X
79. 5X
26. 5X
46.1X
79.5X
26. 5X
46.1X
84
43
.4X
.7X
58.7X
84
43
58
.4X
.7X
-7X
84. 7X
52. 9X
64. 7X
84. 7X
52.9X
64. A
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
CASE 1
STORM DESIGN
DIVERSION DEVICES
STORAGE DEVICES
SEWER SEPARATION
OUTPUT SUMMARY - FLOW VOLUMES (1000
CASE 1
Total Precipitation 2109.0
Total Base Flow
Total Runoff
Total Inflow to Storm Sewers
Stream 2 Diversion
Stream 8 Diversion
Stream 13 Diversion
Total Diversions
Total Base Flow Diverted
Total Runoff Diverted
Stream IS Outflow
Total Outflows from System
Total Diversion X
Baseflow Diversion X
Runoff Diversion %
Water Balance X
Runoff Coef X
TOTAL FLOW VOLUMES BY STREAM
1-BASE
1- RUNOFF
2
3
4- BASE
4 -RUNOFF
5
6
7
8
20 -BASE
20 -RUNOFF
21 -BASE
21 -RUNOFF
9 -BASE
9- RUNOFF
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
345.6
591.1
936.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
936.7
936.7
o.ox
o.ox
o.ox
100. OX
28. OX
2
DESIGN
A-1
FT3)
2
2109.0
345.6
591.1
936.7
249.0
0.
0.
249.
221.
28.
687.
936.
26.
64.
4.
100.
28.
,0
,0
,0
,0
0
6
7
6X
,OX
7X
OX
OX
3
DESIGN
A-12
3
2109.0
345.6
591.1
936.7
353.4
0.0
0.
353.
241.
112.
583.
936.
37.
69.
19.
100.
28.
0
4
2
2
3
7
7X
8X
OX
OX
OX
4
DESIGN
B-1
4
2109.0
345
591
.6
.1
936.7
0
59
0
59
33
26
876
936
6
9
4
100
28
.0
.9
.0
.9
.8
.1
.7
.7
.4X
.8X
.4X
.OX
.ox
5
DESIGN
M-3
M-56
5
2109.0
345.6
591.,1
936.7
0.0
0.
431.
431.
274.
156.
505.
936.
46.
79.
26.
100.
28.
0
7
7
8
9
0
7
IX
5X
5X
OX
ox
6
DESIGN
ALL
6
2109.0
345.6
591.1
936.7
353.4
59.9
136.4
549.7
291.5
258.1
387.0
936.7
58. 7X
84. 4X
43. 7X
100. OX
28. OX
7
DESIGN
ALL
M-56
7
2109.0
345.6
591.1
936.7
353.4
59.9
192.4
605.7
292.9
312.8
331.0
936.7
64. 7X
84. 7X
52. 9X
100. OX
28. OX
(1000 FT3)
241.9
127.6
0.0
369.5
34.6
53.3
0.0
87.8
0.0
0.0
17.3
73.3
34.6
11.5
17.3
325.4
936.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
936.7
936.7
241.
127.
249.
120.
34.
53.
0.
87.
0.
0.
9
6
0
5
6
3
0
8
0
0
17.3
73.
34.
11.
17.
325.
687.
0.
0.
0.
0.
687.
687.
3
6
5
3
4
6
0
0
0
0
6
6
241.
127.
353.
16.
34.
53.
0.
87.
0.
0.
17.
73.
34.
11.
17.
325.
583.
0.
0.
9
6
4
2
6
3
0
8
0
0
3
3
6
5
3
4
3
0
0
0.0
0.
583.
583.
0
3
3
241
127
0
369
34
53
59
27
0
59
17
73
34
11
17
325
876
0
0
0
59
876
876
.9
.6
.0
.5
.6
.3
.9
.9
.0
.9
.3
.3
.6
.5
.3
.4
.7
.0
.0
.0
.9
.7
.7
241.
127.
0.
369.
34.
53.
0.
87.
0.
0.
9
6
0
5
6
3
0
8
0
0
17.3
73.
34.
11.
17.
325.
936.
431-
-0.
431.
431.
505.
505.
3
6
5
3
4
7
7
0
7
7
0
0
241.9
127.6
353.4
16.2
34.6
53.3
59.9
27.9
0.0
59.9
17.3
73.3
34.6
11.5
17.3
325.4
523.4
136.4
0.0
136.4
196.3
367.0
387.0
241.9
127.6
353.4
16.2
34.6
53.3
59.9
27.9
0.0
59.9
17.3
73.3
34.6
11.5
17.3
325.4
523.4
192.4
0.0
192.4
252.3
331.0
331.0
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
CASE
STORM
DIVERSION DEVICES
STORAGE DEVICES
SEWER SEPARATION
DESIGN PARAMETERS
Total Base Flow
Stream 2 Max Flow
Stream 5 Max FLou
Stream 8 Max Flow
Stream 11 Max Flow
Stream 13 Max Flow
Stream 15 Min Flow
Unit 7 Max Volume
Unit 14 Max Volune
Storm Volune
Storm Duration
Time Between Storms
SOURCE VOLUMES
BASEFLOU
RUNOFF
TOTAL
DISCHARGE TO LAKE
BASEFLOU
RUNOFF
TOTAL
cfs
cfs
cfs
cfs
cfs
cfs
cfs
1000 ft3
1000 ft3
inches
hours
hrs
1000 FT3
1000 FT3
1000 FT3
1000 FT3
1000 FT3
1000 FT3
8
DESIGN
50%
0.60
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.0
12.0
80.0
172.8
591.1
763.9
172.8
591.1
763.9
9
DESIGN
A-1
SOX
0.60
1.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.0
12.0
80.0
172.8
591.1
763.9
60.2
557.4
617.6
10
DESIGN
A-12
50%
0.60
12.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.0
12.0
80.0
172.8
591.1
763.9
52.2
477.9
530.0
11
DESIGN
B-1
50%
0.60
0.0
10.0
1.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.0
12.0
80.0
172.8
591.1
763.9
155.9
564.6
720.5
12
DESIGN
M-3
M-56
50%
0.60
0.0
0.0
0.0
25.0
3.0
0.2
0.0
56.0
2.0
12.0
80.0
172.8
591.1
763.9
58.8
420.5
479.3
13
DESIGN
ALL
50%
0.60
12.0
10.0
1.0
25.0
3.0
0.2
0.0
0.0
2.0
12.0
80.0
172.8
591.1
763.9
31.8
330.0
361.8
14
DESIGN
ALL
M-56
50%
0.60
12.0
10.0
1.0
25.0
3.0
0.2
0.0
56.0
2.0
12.0
80.0
172.8
591.1
763.9
31.2
274.7
305.8
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
CASE 8 9
STORM DESIGN DESIGN
DIVERSION DEVICES A-1
STORAGE DEVICES
SEWER SEPARATION 5 OX SOX
OUTPUT SUMMARY - FLOW VOLUMES (1000 FT3)
CASE
Total Precipitation
Total Base Flow
Total Runoff
Total Inflow to Storm Sewers
Stream 2 Diversion
Stream 8 Diversion
Stream 13 Diversion
Total Diversions
Total Base Flow Diverted
Total Runoff Diverted
Stream 15 Outflow
Total Outflows from System
Total Diversion X
Baseflow Diversion X
Runoff Diversion X
Water Balance X
Runoff Coef X
TOTAL FLOW VOLUMES BY STREAM
1-BA5E
1- RUNOFF
2
3
4 -BASE
4 -RUNOFF
5
6
7
8
20 -BASE
20 -RUNOFF
21 -BASE
21 -RUNOFF
9- BASE
9-RUNOFF
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
8
2109.0
172.8
591.1
763.9
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.
763.
763.
0.
0.
0.
100.
28.
0
9
9
OX
OX
OX
OX
OX
9
2109.0
172.8
591.1
763.9
146.2
0.0
0.0
146.2
112.6
33.6
617.6
763.9
19. 1X
65.2%
5.7X
100. OX
28. OX
10
DESIGN
A-12
SOX
2109
172
591
763
233
0
0
233
120
113
530
763
30
69
19
100
28
10
.0
.8
.1
.9
.8
.0
.0
.8
.6
.2
.0
.9
.6X
.8X
.2X
.OX
.ox
11
DESIGN
B-1
SOX
2109
172
591
763
0
43
0
43
16
26
720
763
5
9
4
11
.0
.8
.1
.9
.0
.4
.0
.4
.9
.4
.5
.9
.7X
.ax
.5X
100. OX
28.ox
12
DESIGN
M-3
M-56
SOX
2109
172
591
763
0
0
284
284
114
170
479
763
37
66
28
100
28
12
.0
.8
.1
.9
.0
.0
.6
.6
.0
.6
.3
.9
.3X
.OX
.9X
.OX
.OX
13
DESIGN
ALL
SOX
13
2109.0
172.8
591.1
763.9
233.8
43.4
124.8
402.0
141.0
261.1
361.8
763.9
52. 6X
81. 6X
44. 2X
100. OX
28. OX
14
DESIGN
ALL
M-56
SOX
14
2109.0
172.8
591.1
763.9
233.8
43.4
180.8
458.0
141.6
316.4
305.8
763.9
60. OX
81. 9X
53. 5X
100. OX
28. OX
(1000 FT3)
121.
127.
0.
248.
17.
53.
0.
70.
0.
0.
8.
73.
17.
11.
8.
325.
763.
0.
0.
0.
0.
763.
763.
0
6
0
6
3
3
0
5
0
0
6
3
3
5
6
4
9
0
0
0
0
9
9
121.0
127.6
146.2
102.3
17.3
53.3
0.0
70.5
0.0
0.0
8.6
73.3
17.3
11.5
8.6
325.4
617.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
617.6
617.6
121
127
233
14
17
53
0
70
0
0
8
73
17
11
a
325
530
0
0
0
0
530
530
.0
.6
.8
.8
.3
.3
.0
.5
.0
.0
.6
.3
.3
.5
.6
.4
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
121
127
0
248
17
53
43
27
0
43
a
73
17
11
8
325
720
0
0
0
43
720
720
.0
.6
.0
.6
.3
.3
.4
.2
.0
.4
.6
.3
.3
.5
.6
.4
.5
.0
.0
.0
.4
.5
.5
121
127
0
248
17
53
.0
.6
.0
.6
.3
.3
0.0
70
0
0
.5
.0
.0
8.6
73
17
11
8
325
763
284
-0
284
284
479
479
.3
.3
.5
.6
.4
.9
.6
.0
.6
.6
.3
.3
121.0
127.6
233.8
14.8
17.3
53.3
43.4
27.2
0.0
43.4
8.6
73.3
17.3
11.5
8.6
325.4
486.7
124.8
0.0
124.8
168.2
361.8
361.8
121.0
127.6
233.8
14.8
17.3
53.3
43.4
27.2
0.0
43.4
8.6
73.3
17.3
11.5
8.6
325.4
486.7
180. 8
0.0
180.8
224.2
305.8
305. S
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
CASE
STORM
DIVERSION DEVICES
STORAGE DEVICES
SEUER SEPARATION
DESIGN PARAMETERS
Total Base Flow
Stream 2 Max Flow
Stream 5 Max Flow
Stream 8 Max Flow
Stream 11 Max Flow
Stream 13 Max Flow
Stream 15 Min Flow
Unit 7 Max Volume
Unit 14 Max Volume
Storm Volume
Storm Duration
Time Between Storms
SOURCE VOLUMES
BASEFLOW
RUNOFF
TOTAL
DISCHARGE TO LAKE
BASEFLOW
RUNOFF
TOTAL
cfs
cfs
cfs
cfs
cfs
cfs
cfs
1000 ft3
1000 ft3
inches
hours
hrs
1000 FT3
1000 FT3
1000 FT3
1000 FT3
1000 FT3
1000 FT3
15
MEAN
1.20
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.4
6.0
80.0
345.6
118.3
463.9
345.6
118.3
463.9
16
MEAN
A-1
1.20
1.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.4
6.0
80.0
345.6
118.3
463.9
109.9
108.5
218.4
17
MEAN
A-12
1.20
12.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.4
6.0
80.0
345.6
118.3
463.9
103.7
92.7
196.4
18
MEAN
B-1
1.20
0.0
10.0
1.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.4
6.0
80.0
345.6
118.3
463.9
311.2
111.0
422.2
19
MEAN
H-3
M-S6
1.20
0.0
0.0
0.0
25.0
3.0
0.2
0.0
56.0
0.4
6.0
80.0
345.6
118.3
463.9
57.1
22.3
79.4
20
MEAN
ALL
1.20
12.0
10.0
1.0
25.0
3.0
0.2
0.0
0.0
0.4
6.0
80.0
345.6
118.3
463.9
54.5
47.9
102.5
21
MEAN
ALL
M-56
1.20
12.0
10.0
1.0
25.0
3.0
0.2
0.0
56.0
0.4
6.0
80.0
345.6
118.3
463.9
53.7
4.4
58.1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
CASE 15 16
STORM KEAM HEAH
DIVERSION DEVICES A-1
STORAGE DEVICES
SEUER SEPARATION
OUTPUT SUMMARY • FLOW VOLUMES (1000 FT3)
CASE
Total Precipitation
Total Base Flow
Total Runoff
Total Inflow to Storm Sewers
Stream 2 Diversion
Stream 8 Diversion
Stream 13 Diversion
Total Diversions
Total Base Flow Diverted
Total Runoff Diverted
Stream 15 Outflow
Total Outflows from System
Total Diversion X
Baseflow Diversion X
Runoff Diversion X
Water Balance X
Runoff Coef X
TOTAL FLOW VOLUMES BY STREAM
1-BASE
1 -RUNOFF
2 .
3
4-BASE
4-RUKOFF
5
6
7
a
20 -BASE
20- RUNOFF
21 -BASE
21 -RUNOFF
9- BASE
9-RUMOFF
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
15
421.8
345.6
118.3
463.9
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
463.9
463.9
o.ox
o.ox
o.ox
100. OX
28. OX
(1000 FT3)
241.9
25.6
0.0
267.5
34.6
10.7
0.0
45.2
0.0
0.0
17.3
14.7
34.6
2.3
17.3
65.1
463.9
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
463.9
463.9
421
345
118
463
16
.8
.6
.3
.9
245.5
0
0
245
235
9
218
463
52
68
8
100
28
241
25
245
22
34
10
0
45
0
.0
.0
.5
.7
.8
.4
.9
.9X
.2X
.3X
.OX
.ox
.9
.6
.5
.0
.6
.7
.0
.2
.0
0.0
17
14
34
2
17
65
218
0
0
0
0
218
218
.3
.7
.6
.3
.3
.1
.4
.0
.0
.0
.0
.4
.4
17
HEAH
A-12
17
421.
345.
118.
463.
267.
0.
0.
267.
241.
25.
196.
463.
57.
70.
21.
100.
28.
241.
25.
267.
-0.
34.
10.
0.
45.
0.
8
6
3
9
5
0
0
5
9
6
4
9
7X
OX
6X
OX
ox
9
6
5
0
6
7
0
2
0
0.0
17.
14.
34.
2.
17.
65.
196.
0.
0.
0.
0.
196.
196.
3
7
6
3
3
1
4
0
0
0
0
4
4
18
MEAN
B-1
18
421.8
345.6
118.3
463.9
0.0
41.7
0.0
41.7
34.4
7.3
422.2
463.9
9.0X
10. OX
6.1X
100. OX
28. OX
241.9
25.6
0.0
267.5
34.6
10.7
41.7
3.6
0.0
41.7
17.3
14.7
34.6
2.3
17.3
65.1
422.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
41.7
422.2
422.2
19
MEAM
M-3
M-56
19
421.
345.
118.
463.
0.
0.
384.
384.
288.
96.
79.
463.
82.
83.
81.
100.
28.
241.
25.
0.
267.
34.
10.
0.
45.
0.
0.
17.
14.
34.
2.
17.
65.
463.
384.
-0.
384.
384.
79.
79.
8
6
3
9
0
0
5
5
5
0
4
9
9X
5X
1X
OX
ox
9
6
0
5
6
7
0
2
0
0
3
7
6
3
3
1
9
5
0
5
5
4
4
20
MEAN
ALL
20
421
345
118
463
267
41
52
361
291
70
102
463
77
84
59
100
28
241
2S
267
-0
34
10
41
3
0
41
17
14
34
2
17
65
154
52
0
52
93
102
102
.8
.6
.3
.9
.5
.7
.3
.4
.1
.4
.5
.9
.9X
.2X
.5X
.OX
.OX
.9
.6
.5
.0
.6
.7
.7
.6
.0
.7
.3
.7
.6
.3
.3
.1
.7
.3
.0
.3
.9
.5
.5
21
HEAH
ALL
M-56
21
421.8
345.6
118.3
463.9
267.5
41.7
96.7
405.8
291.9
113.9
58.1
463.9
87. 5X
84. 5X
96. 3X
100. OX
28. OX
241.9
25.6
267.5
-0.0
34.6
10.7
41.7
3.6
0.0
41.7
17.3
14.7
34.6
2.3
17.3
65.1
154.7
96.7
0.0
96.7
138.3
58.1
58.1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
CASE
STORM
DIVERSION DEVICES
STORAGE DEVICES
SEWER SEPARATION
DESIGN PARAMETERS
Total Base Flow
Stream 2 Max Flow
Stream 5 Max Flow
Stream 8 Max Flow
Stream 11 Max Flow
Stream 13 Max Flow
Stream 15 Mfn Flow
Unit 7 Max Volume
unit 14 Max Volune
Storm VoluM
Storm Duration
Time Between Storms
SOURCE VOLUMES
BASEFLOU
RUNOFF
TOTAL
DISCHARGE TO LAKE
BASEFLOU
RUNOFF
TOTAL
cfs
cfs
cfs
cfs
cfs
cfs
cfs
1000 ft3
1000 ft3
inches
hours
hrs
1000 FT3
1000 FT3
1000 FT3
1000 FT3
1000 FT3
1000 FT3
22
MEAN
SOX
0.60
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0.
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.4
6.0
80.0
172.8
118.3 •
291.1
172.8
118.3
291.1
23
MEAN
A-1
• sox
0.60
1.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.4
6.0
80.0
172.8
118.3
291.1
53.4
106.3
159.7
24
MEAN
A-12
SOX
0.60
12.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.4
6.0
80.0
172.8
118.3
291.1
51.8
92.7
144.6
25
MEAN
8-1
SOX
0.60
0.0
10.0
1.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.4
6.0
80.0
172.8
118.3
291.1
155.6
110.9
266.5
26
MEAN
M-3
M-56
SOX
0.60
0.0
0.0
0.0
25.0
3.0
0.2
0.0
56.0
0.4
6.0
80.0
172.8
118.3
291.1
54,8
17,7
72.5
27
MEAN
ALL
SOX
0.60
12.0
10.0
1.0
25.0
3.0
0.2
0.0
0.0
0.4
6.0
80.0
172.8
118.3
291.1
32.6
47.8
80.4
28
MEAN
ALL
M-56
SOX
0.60
12.0
10.0
1.0
25.0
3.0
0.2
0.0
56.0
0.4
6.0
80.0
172.8
118.3
291.1
32.2
4.6
36.8
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
CASE 22 23
STORM MEAN MEAN
DIVERSION DEVICES A-1
STORAGE DEVICES
SEUER SEPARATION SOX SOX
OUTPUT SUMMARY - FLOW VOLUMES (1000 FT3)
CASE
Total Precipitation
Total Base Flow
Total Runoff
Total Inflow to Storm Sewers
Stream 2 Diversion
Stream 8 Diversion
Stream 13 Diversion
Total Diversions
Total Base Flow Diverted
Total Runoff Diverted
Stream 15 Outflow
Total Outflows from System
Total Diversion X
Baseflow Diversion X
Runoff Diversion X
Water Balance X
Runoff Coef X
TOTAL FLOW VOLUMES BY STREAM
1-BASE
1- RUNOFF
2
3
4 -BASE
4 -RUNOFF
5
6
7
8
20 -BASE
20- RUNOFF
21 -BASE
21 -RUNOFF
9- BASE
9- RUNOFF
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
22
421.8
172.8
118.3 .
291.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
291.1
291.1
O.OX
O.OX'
O.OX
100. OX
28. OX
(1000 FT3)
121.0
25.6
0.0
146.5
17.3
10.7
0.0
27.9
0.0
0.0
6.6
14.7
17.3
2.3
8.6
65.1
291.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
291.1
291.1
23
421.8
172.8
118.3
291.1
131.4
0.0
0.0
131.4
119,4
12.0
159.7
291.1
45. IX
69. IX
10. 2X
100. OX
28. OX
121.0
25.6
131.4
15.1
17.3
10.7
0.0
27.9
0.0
0.0
8.6
14.7
17.3
2.3
8.6
65.1
159.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
159.7
159.7
24
MEAN
A-12
SOX
24
421.8
172.8
118.3
291.1
146.5
0.0
0.0
146.5
121.0
25.6
144.6
291.1
50. 3X
70. OX
21. 6X
100. OX
28. OX
121.0
25.6
146.5
-0.0
17.3
10.7
0.0
27.9
0.0
0.0
8.6
14.7
17.3
2.3
8.6
65.1
144.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
144.6
144.6
25
MEAN
B-1
SOX
25
421.8
172.8
118.3
291.1
0.0
24.5
0.0
24.5
17.2
7.3
266.5
291.1
8.4X
10. OX
6.2X
100. OX
28. OX
121.0
25.6
0.0
146.5
17.3
10.7
24.5
3.4
0.0
24.5
8.6
14.7
17.3
2.3
8.6
6S.1
266.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
24.5
266.5
266.5
26
MEAN
M-3
M-56
SOX
26
421.8
172.8
118.3
291.1
0.0
0.0
218.6
218.6
118.0
100.6
72.5
291.1
75. 1X
68. 3X
85, IX
100. OX
28. OX
121.0
25.6
0.0
146.5
17.3
10.7
0.0
27.9
0.0
0.0
8.6
14.7
17.3
2.3
8.6
65.1
291.1
218.6
-0.0
216.6
218.6
72.5
72.5
27
MEAN
ALL
SOX
27
421.8
172.8
118.3
291.1
146.5
24. c
39.0
210.7
140.2
70.5
80.4
291.1
72. 4X
81. IX
59. 6X
100. OX
28. OX
121.0
25.6
146.5
-0.0
17.3
10.7
24.5
3.4
0.0
24.5
8.6
14.7
17.3
2.3
8.6
65.1
120.0
39.6
0.0
39.6
64.2
80.4
80.4
28
MEAN
ALL
M-56
SOX
28
421.8
172.8
118.3
291.1
146.5
24.5
83.2
254.3
140.6
113.7
36.8
291.1
87. 4X
81. 4X
96. IX
100. OX
28. OX
121.0
25.6
146.5
-0.0
17.3
10.7
24.5
3.4
0.0
24.5
8.6
14.7
17.3
2.3
8.6
65.1
120.0
83.2
0.0
83.2
107.8
36.8
36.8
